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                                              Foreword 

   

       The following is a quote by Christopher Booker :     

              (Spectator/Daily Telegraph/ Sunday Telegraph columnist,   

            Co-founder of Private Eye and campaigner) 

     

       ‘Its secret nature has corrupted justice in   

  too many cases.  In the Court of Protection    

  we…have a glaring example of how, when    

  the workings of justice cannot be reported,    

  every kind of abuse can flourish unseen.     

  Almost every week I have come across stories   

  which, if only they could be reported, would   

  shock the British public to the core.’ 

 

            Daily Mail                   

             6 June 2014 
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          Preface 

 

 If a shop receipt shows you were overcharged by £10, would you go back and ask  

 for a refund?  The answer, almost certainly, is ‘yes.’ 

 But if the shop told you it would cost thousands of pounds to arrange the refund, 

 would you believe them?      

 Yet, this is what happened in my parents’ case.    

 When their deputy overcharged them by £6,000, the Court of Protection ruled that, 

 even if the bill was abusive, the costs of exposing the abuse and obtaining a refund, 

 must be borne by the clients themselves.* 

            ***** 

 Under Article 10 of the Human Rights Act, individuals have the right to freedom of 

 expression, and to receive and impart information.   As a country too, we take pride  

 in our democracy and a judicial system based on open and transparent justice.    

 Indeed, a High Court Judge, Mr Justice Holman, recently declared:  ‘We live in a   

 free democracy and the cornerstone is freedom of the press. If the press can’t report  

 what’s going in, we have all had it.’   

 Against this background, and as the only lay person to have successfully challenged a   

 professional deputy’s Bill of Costs, I have written a chronology of my unique, 10-year 

 experience of the Court of Protection and associated organisations.  Hopefully, it will    

 provide valuable insight into a court with an unrivalled reputation for secrecy, and  one 

 one which, for years, has been heavily criticised in the press for some of its draconian                                

 decisions and lack of transparency.   

 My aim is to enlighten those with little, or no, knowledge of the procedures involved  

 in taking legal action against a professional deputy (usually, a solicitor).  To highlight  

 the process, I have taken the reader ‘into the courtroom’ on occasion - to the Court of 

 Protection itself, and to other courts involved in property and affairs’ cases. 

 A further aim is to draw attention to surety bonds, the compulsory insurance which all       

 Court of Protection clients must pay for, to cover any financial losses caused by their  

 deputy.  Annual premiums can exceed £1,000 a year, yet while the bond appears to pay  

 out on a fairly regular basis in claims against lay deputies (usually relatives of the client),  

 the bonds of only 4 professional deputies have been forfeited by the court in 27 years.   

  

 



 The judgments in these cases have never been published, and there is no statutory  

 guidance on the circumstances under which bonds can, or cannot, be forfeited.   

 I am therefore hoping that my own claim against my parents’ bonds - for losses       

 caused to them by their deputy’s negligence and overcharging - will shed some light  

 onto how the court deals with a claim against a fellow legal professional. 

 Although my parents died many years ago, the hearing of their case was conducted  

 with more secrecy than a terrorist trial, and for nearly 2 years the judgment was kept  

 secret - even though it sets a precedent, and has dramatically altered the terms and 

 conditions of all bonds. 

 Following persistent pressure from myself, the Court has finally agreed to publish                                 

 the judgment, and as such it is the only example of case law involving a professional   

 deputy. 

    If read in conjunction with the following case history, it can be seen that the judgment   

 throws  up a number of anomalies, and perhaps even helps to explain why so few  

 solicitors’ bonds have been forfeited in the past. 

 I have not been formally ‘gagged’ by the court - as many others have been - but in                                  

 order to comply with its rigid secrecy rules, I have partly anonymised my account,  

 naming only the judiciary and heads of organisations who featured in this case.    

 (In publishing the judgment, the Court itself has identified all the parties involved.)  

 I have tried to report all facts and events in a restrained and unemotional manner, citing                               

 evidence for all statements made.  This evidence is incontrovertible, having been taken  

 from judgments and transcripts of court hearings, from documents in the deputy’s files  

 and from letters and reports written by third parties.   

 I apologise if I have made any errors, or have not kept completely up to date with any                                        

 recent changes in the law, but I have done my best to forewarn potential Litigants in  

 Person of some of the difficulties that lie ahead, should they attempt to claim against   

 a professional deputy appointed by the court. 

  

 

 Antoinette Tricker                                                                                                                                   

 November, 2015 

 

 * For further extraordinary decisions/results, see section headed ‘Astonishing Facts’    

 

 



TERMINOLOGY 

 

Court of Protection (COP)   The court makes financial and welfare decisions                         

      for those who lack mental capacity, and appoints  

      deputies to manage the property and affairs of  

      vulnerable clients.  

Mental Capacity Act    The MCA took effect on 1
st
 October 2007.     

      Before this, receivers were appointed under the  

      Mental Health Act 1983.   After the MCA,        

      receivers were known as deputies. (For simplicity,    

      I have referred to my parents’ receiver as a deputy). 

Public Guardianship Office (PGO)  Prior to the MCA, the PGO acted as    

      administrators for the Court of Protection.   

Office of Public Guardian (OPG)  After the MCA, the PGO became the Office                   

      of Public Guardian.  The OPG no longer                   

      administrates for the court. Its role is to register  

      lasting/enduring powers of attorney, and to   

      supervise deputies appointed by the court. 

Panel of Professional Deputies  The original panel was set up in May 2001, to  

      provide a ‘high quality receivership’ where there  

      was no one else to act for a vulnerable client.             

      Its members (mostly solicitors) were bound by  

      strict mandatory rules.  Following complaints,                       

      the panel was closed down and re-formed in the             

      hope of attracting applications from the wider                       

      public. A new panel of 70 professional deputies            

      was set up in 2011, although, once again, most  

      were solicitors. Nearly all professional deputies,  

      whether panel members or not, act for several  

      vulnerable clients.  (In 2009, one practice alone  

      handled the affairs of 529 clients). 

Fiduciary     Receivers/deputies act as fiduciaries. A fiduciary  

      is entrusted with managing another’s financial affairs 

      with the same care as they would manage their own. 

      In law, a fiduciary owes the highest duty of care to                

      a client, and is bound to act in their best financial     

      interests at all times. They may charge reasonable  

      expenses only for their work. 



Senior Courts Costs Office   A professional deputy may take Fixed Costs for general  

      management duties. These set amounts are fixed by the  

      court, and total around £2,500 per year. If their costs  

      exceed this amount, a deputy can elect to have their   

      Bill of Costs assessed in the Senior Courts Costs Office.   

      Costs Officers assess bills in conjunction with the client’s  

      files, but there is no input from the OPG prior to assessment. 

      The SCCO assesses around 5,000 COP bills each year, and  

      all costs are borne by the client. 

Costs Rules     Items in a Bill of Costs are charged in ‘6 minute’  

      units, and written up in attendance notes (for which  

      charges may also be made).  Solicitor/deputies must 

      devolve work to the most appropriate fee earner, and 

      in financial management work, will act mainly     

      in a supervisory role.  Only fee earners may be  

      charged, at a rate in line with their status. (Charges           

      for secretarial services are built into the solicitor’s   

      own hourly rate).  Charges may only be made for  

      outgoing letters/telephone calls, and not for reading  

      incoming mail etc. Deputies must act in the vulnerable 

      client’s best financial interests at all times. 

Surety Bond     Formerly known as a security bond, this compulsory 

      insurance is to protect clients against financial  

      losses caused by their deputy. The amount covered  

      under the bond is determined by the value of the  

      client’s estate, and status of the deputy.  (Premiums  

      for a lay deputy will be higher than for a professional). 

      Average annual premiums currently range between  

      £200 and £300, although premiums covering large  

      estates  can exceed £1,000 a year. Neither the Court  

      nor the OPG are party to the bond, which is between 

      the deputy and bond provider only.  (For simplicity, 

      I have referred to the bonds as surety bonds,   

      throughout).  

 

 

 

 



             The Judgment  –  January 2013 

For the first time in its 27 year history - and following nearly 2 years of pressure from               

myself -  the Court of Protection has finally published a judgment concerning a claim  

against a professional deputy’s surety bonds.   It concerns losses caused to my parents                       

by their deputy, and can be found on the Bailli website, under England and Wales,                     

Court of Protection, 2013, Letter ‘C’. 

             http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCOP/2013/2.html 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

At first sight, the judgment appears to describe a serial complainer (myself) who has                    

spent years complaining about nothing and needs to be ‘punished’ by the court.                                   

But, look a little deeper, and you will see it contains some grave errors in law.                                         

It also sets an important precedent, and clarifies/amends some of the terms of surety                            

bonds - a costly, compulsory insurance which all COP clients must pay for annually,                            

to insure against financial losses caused by their deputy.    

 

Case law – the principle upon which our justice system is based – allows us to see                                     

how the law was applied in past cases and the reasoning behind judicial decisions.                                  

My parents’ case is the first time a Litigant in Person’s claim against a professional                          

deputy’s bonds has been ‘tested’ in the court, yet Senior Judge Lush was reluctant to               

publish his own judgment - even though it contains essential new information for                       

all COP clients, their personal representatives and the legal profession as a whole. 

 

The Court itself is not a party to the bond, yet the judgment has effectively altered                     

the terms of this commercial product.    One can only wonder why Judge Lush would                       

chose to prevent the court’s clients from learning of important amendments to their                  

insurance,  particularly one which has only paid out 4 times against a professional                                      

deputy in 27 years.  

 

The following may help to explain his reluctance. 

http://www.bailii.org/ew/cases/EWCOP/2013/2.html


                   Firstly, the Senior Judge made a fundamental error in law. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

He (and the jud 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 Having dismissed the claim in its entirety on a false premise,            

         Judge Lush then makes a further error in law. 

   Having dismissed the claim in its entirety on a false premise, Judge Lush    

 then made a further error in law. 

 

                                                  ERROR 

 

Judge Lush dismissed my entire claim on the basis that my parents’ bonds should have been 

cancelled in 2006, shortly after their deputy ceased acting for them.  

In paras 48-56 of his judgment, he claimed that all bonds issued prior to the Mental Capacity 

Act (Oct 2007) were cancelled as soon as a deputy stepped down, their final accounts had     

been passed, and any balance owed to the client had been paid.   (On average, this took around     

2 weeks.)  If true, this would have rendered the bond a pointless product, against which 

Executors could never have claimed.  (Following the death of a client, it can take many years    

for Executors to obtain evidence for a claim.) 

Curiously, none of the 7 legal experts involved in the case, including himself, was able to recall 

this simple rule prior to the Court of Protection hearing.  For one year, Judge Lush, District 

Judge Ralton, the deputy, her practice, 2 leading solicitors in COP matters, and one of the 

country’s leading ‘COP’ barristers, had all proceeded as though my parents’ bonds were in force.   

Shortly before the hearing, however, the deputy’ s legal team hired a second, junior barrister,  

who managed to ‘persuade’ Judge Lush that the bonds should have been cancelled years ago,      

as per the rules quoted in his judgment. (Paras 48-56).   It appears both had ‘forgotten’ that all 

bonds (whenever issued) remain in force for years after the above events have taken place, to 

allow Executors to bring a claim.  

In his judgment, Judge Lush did not declare his past and present commercial interests 

with all the legal professionals involved, including the deputy herself.  He (and the junior 

barrister) used the ambiguity of the phrase ‘discharging security’ to deceive me over the 

rules, and to ‘cancel’ the bonds prematurely.  When a deputy stopped acting for a client 

prior to the MCA, ‘discharging security’ meant    that no further coverage was required 

under the bond and premiums could cease, although the bond itself remained in force to 

allow for a claim relating to the deputy’s  tenure.  However, since the MCA, this phrase 

has been used to denote formal cancellation of the bond.) 

In para 50 he claimed there was ‘no need’ for him to explain the differences in rules and practice 

before and after the MCA, despite the year-long ‘confusion’ over these among his colleagues. 

Six months after the hearing, the OPG formally lapsed my parents’ bonds in line with        

the correct the rules – proving Judge Lush (and the junior barrister) had made a 

fundamental error in law. 

See paras 45, 49-51, 59, 71-85, 105-106, 111-112, 116, 121, 126, 134, 137-140, 161-163  in 

Case  History 



  Having dismissed the claim in its entirety on a false premise,   

               Judge Lush then made a further error in law. 
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  a professional deputy’s abusive Bill of Costs cannot be reimbursed           

       through the bonds.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      ERROR 

 

Para 57 of the judgment constitutes the only consideration of 8 individual claims and 556 pages 

of evidence.    It consists of one sentence. 

In this sentence, one of the reasons given for dismissing the application, is that my claims were 

‘complaints that were considered but dismissed by the Public Guardianship Office (in 2005).’   

This reason is repeated in para 63.   

Yet, clerical officers (at the PGO and OPG)) have never had authority to decide 

contentious matters, such as forfeiture of a bond. 

In making this ruling, Judge Lush has therefore extended the principle of Res Judicata - 

the preclusion of repeat litigation on the same matter between the same parties - to 

include non-judicial decisions made by clerical officers.   

His judgment means that an Executor cannot claim against a bond, if they have previously 

raised complaints in a former capacity (e.g. as a relative/carer), or if, as in this case, additional 

claims and evidence subsequently come to light. 

In my parents’ case, a clerical officer was allowed to act as a judge in determining a    

contentious claim.   She did this without viewing the deputy’s files, without completing a 

formal investigation or report, and without presenting the matter to court – as confirmed in 

evidence provided by the OPG and the deputy herself. (The same clerical officer deceived me 

over 2 further matters, both of which were substantiated in submissions to court.)   

The judgment does not include any quotes from the PGO’s (apparent) ‘investigation’ into        

my complaints.  Instead, it relies solely on an irrelevant report by a self-serving organisation - 

Solicitors for the Elderly - of whom Judge Lush is Patron.  (Curiously, however, SFE’s report 

upholds 2 of my claims against the bonds.)  

 

See paras 5, 40, 46, 52, 56, 62, 68-69, 103, 123, 134, 140, 144 in Case History 

 



      His judgment sets a precedent in ruling that the costs of exposing a                             

      professional deputy’s abusive Bill of Costs cannot be reimbursed                        

      through the bonds. 

 

 

         

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                   PRECEDENT 

 

District Judge Ralton and Senior Judge Lush have both confirmed (in paras                   

33-36, 39, 41, 46 and 57 of the judgment), that the costs of challenging an 

abusive bill are not considered to be a ‘claimable loss’ under the terms of the 

bonds.   Justice Mann has also confirmed this. 

Under the rule of Res Judicata, all 3 judges have confirmed it is an ‘abuse         

of process’ to claim against the bonds for this purpose.  

In reassessing my parents’ bill, the Costs Judge stated he would not be looking       

at any ‘false statements’ made in the bill  (the deputy had charged for secretaries, 

while calling them Legal Executives), and that any contested costs would have 

to be paid from the estate.  He said this, knowing the deputy/practice had 

deceived myself and the Senior Courts Costs Office over the identity of the 

‘Legal Executive’, and had demonstrated 100% non-compliance with all Court 

Orders and instructions issued throughout SCCO proceedings. 

Their consensus of opinion means that: 

a. The ‘promise’ in a surety bond is negated by judicial decisions made     

in other courts 

 

b. Executors may have costs awarded against them personally, if they 

attempt to claim for costs, which another court has no remit to award 

 

c. Challenging a deputy’s bill is counterproductive   

 

d. Vulnerable clients are being discriminated against, since all other 

solicitors’ clients are entitled to costs, if their bill is reduced by 20%        

or more on reassessment 

 

e. A surety bond does not appear to fulfil its purpose 

 

See paras 20-22, 28, 38, 58, 84, 136, 144 in Case History 

 



  Other than the above matter, Judge Lush gave no individual  

  consideration to the remaining 7 claims .  (In para 39, Item 4   

  was sub-divided into 3 separate claims.)  

  Bizarrely, he focussed instead on an unrelated matter, which  

  had nothing to do with my application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

              ERROR 

 

In paras 23-25, and 65 of the judgment, Judge Lush adjudicates on the 

wrong matter.   I did not claim for losses caused by the late payment of 

my expenses in 2005.  This matter was settled in 2007, and did not concern 

my parents.  

During the hearing I had stressed that this event had nothing to do with my 

present application, yet bizarrely, Judge Lush focussed almost exclusively 

on this matter in his judgment. 

My claims are itemised in para 39 of the judgment.  (Item 4 was for losses 

caused by the deputy’s non-compliance with court instructions to market 

my parents’ property, for losses caused by her failure to present an urgent 

request to the court and for lost interest on Pension Credit, which she failed 

to claim for my mother).    Judge Lush refers to Item 1 in his judgment, but 

does not mention any of the other claims, or extensive evidence in support 

of these.  

He implies (in paras 57 and 63) that all these items were considered and 

dismissed by the PGO yet clearly, neither myself nor the PGO could 

have known about Items 2, 3, 5 and 6, in 2005. 

 

See paras 42, 47, 52, 65, 122, 134, 144 in Case History 



    In dismissing 7 claims in one sentence (para 57), Judge Lush has     

     effectively altered the terms of all surety bonds. 

     The bonds promise to pay for losses caused by a deputy’s failure       

     ‘to carry out their duties’, ‘to comply with court instructions’ and      

     ‘to claim all pension allowances.’ 

    At least 3 of my claims complied fully with these conditions, viz.                        

  1)     the deputy’s failure to comply with court instructions to market 

          my parents’  property            

  2)     her failure to comply with a mandatory duty to seek a direction  

          from the court  ‘within 5 days of the matter arising’, and  

  3)     her failure to claim Pension Credit for my mother 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                           AMENDMENTS TO TERMS OF BONDS 

 

The first claim had caused the greatest loss to my parents.  Their property was on a short 

lease and had devalued during the year the deputy acted for them.   It also incurred 

unnecessary service charges, and potential interest had been lost from a sale.  Further 

losses included  the deputy’s charges (of c. £500) for ‘discussing offers’ prior to a 

valuation, and hundreds of pounds for reading and responding to 22  ‘chasing ‘ letters    

and phone calls from the PGO, asking her to progress the sale.  

The second claim had also led to serious losses for my parents.  When they (unwittingly) 

defaulted on payment towards their annexe, I had asked the deputy to request (from the 

court) an urgent release of funds from their accounts - to cap  our ongoing debts, arising 

from their default.  Had the deputy presented this request to the court ‘within 5 days’,     

our financial crisis would have been averted, and my parents would not have had to pay 

us the full £10,000, eventually ordered by the court.   

The third claim - for lost interest on Pension Credit - had yet to be quantified.    

In refusing all 3 claims, Judge Lush has effectively re-defined the terms of a commercial 

product, which the Court itself is not a party to.    The current wording in the bonds is 

now inaccurate and misleading, yet for nearly 2 years bond holders have been ‘kept 

in the dark’ over amendments to their insurance.   

 

See paras 52, 56-57, 61-62, 137, 139, 144 in Case History 



  Judge Lush ignored every single page of the 556 pages of evidence 

  submitted by me.   Among other matters, this related to the following: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                  COMPLAINT HISTORY 

 

In paras 19-25, Judge Lush lists the ‘Complaint History’, as presented by the deputy’s 

practice.  This gives an impression that I complained for no reason and that all my 

complaints had been dismissed by others.   However, I had submitted conclusive 

evidence from all those listed in para 21, proving that none had investigated my 

complaints (other than SFE).  All had refused to investigate, or had no remit to do so.    

Yet,  Judge Lush ignores any evidence disproving statements made by the practice. 

The complaint quoted in para 23 is not the complaint I had raised with the practice 

over the deputy’s conduct.  The practice had refused to investigate this complaint, 

which is why SFE agreed to look into her conduct, instead.  (They had no remit to  

investigate  receivership matters, such as her failure to market my parents’ flat etc). 

It appears Judge Lush wanted to portray me as a ‘serial complainer’, who complained 

for no reason. Yet, he does not specify what my complaints were.  For example, there 

is no reference in the judgment to the deputy’s failure to market my parents’ property.  

This matter featured in my complaint to the PGO in 2005, and again in my claim 

against the bonds.  Yet, anyone reading the judgment would have no idea that this      

was one of the serious complaints I had raised.  

In paras 30-32, Judge Lush quotes SFE’s report, in which they upheld my complaints 

about the deputy’s failures - to seek an urgent direction from the court and obtain 

Pension Credit for my mother.  Both these matters  had featured in my early complaint       

to the PGO and again in my claim against the bonds, yet instead of considering these 

claims and their financial impact on my parents, Judge Lush sweeps them aside, and 

criticises me for complaining. 

To prove someone complains for no reason, it is essential to show why their 

complaints have no merit. 

 

See paras 61, 66, 100-102 in Case History 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                        UNDECLARED ACCOUNTS 

 

It is of some concern that Judge Lush ignored all evidence relating to 4 accounts, 

which the deputy had failed to declare in my parents’ Annual Accounts.   

She had confirmed to Social Services and the PGO that 3 accounts contained 

approximately £24,000 between them. The fourth account, belonging to my father, 

had a balance of just under £2000 in July 2005.  By the time she stepped down, this 

had reduced to £10.39, yet there is no explanation for where this money went.           

The deputy and her practice have still not accounted for any of this money. 

Statements/letters concerning these accounts were included in the bundles, together 

with her charges for reading them. I directed Judge Lush to this evidence again 

during the COP hearing.  Yet, his judgment contains no mention of these 4 accounts. 

 

See paras 14, 55, 64 in Case History 

                                            ERROR 

 

In his one-sentence dismissal of my claims (para 57), Judge Lush states:  ‘nearly half    

her claims relate to her own personal loss rather than loss to (my parents’) estates.’ 

In para 39 he lists the claims.   However, in Section 1, he omits key words, which had        

been included in the original document I submitted to court.  After ‘Antoinette Tricker’,            

I had written:  (Representing the Estate as Executor/ Litigant in Person).   

In misrepresenting this document, Judge Lush gives the impression I was claiming 

for personal losses caused to myself - although, clearly I could not have incurred      

‘Loss 1’,  if I had not been acting as an Executrix.  

I had listed the claims in two sections, to differentiate between those losses which had 

already been incurred by me on behalf of my parents, and were ‘owed’ to me  from the 

estate ( Section 1), and losses which had yet to be determined and quantified  (Section 2).        

With the possible exception of ‘Item 2’, all losses had been caused to my parents. 

Even if his above statement was true, Judge Lush gave no consideration to the            

‘other half’ of my claims, which totalled over £11,000. 

 

See paras 53, 61-63, 140 in Case History 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                      MISSING 

 

1. Paras 30-32 of the judgment focus on a report by Solicitors for the Elderly into some      

of my early complaints.  SFE is not a regulatory authority, and has nothing do with        

my application, except for the fact that their report happens to uphold 2 of my claims.      

 (In the deputy’s submissions to court, it came to light that SFE had issued 2 conflicting 

 reports into my complaints.  In the report sent to me, SFE did not uphold my claim that 

 the deputy had failed to claim Pension Credit.  However, in the deputy’s copy, SFE 

 did uphold this complaint and recommended that she needed ‘further training in welfare 

 benefits.’   During the hearing I had drawn Judge Lush’s attention to this, and had 

 accused SFE of ‘covering up’ for the deputy.  However, in his judgment (para 62), he

 claims it is not ‘covering up’ to issue 2 opposing conclusions into the same complaint.) 

 He gives undue consideration to SFE’s report, yet fails to quote from the 

 report by the PGO, upon which his entire judgment relies.   (See paras 57, 63).             

 (This is because the PGO had never completed a report – as made clear in evidence 

 in the bundles, which he again chose to ignore.) 

 

2. Also missing is a declaration of his commercial interests with Solicitors for the 

Elderly, with 5 of the legal professionals representing the deputy, and with the 

deputy herself.  (At the time of events in my claim, he had asked her to assist him           

in completing a legal book.  This meant he was partly responsible for distracting her 

from her fiduciary duties, and was indirectly involved in the case. They also appear        

to have attended the same university at the same time.)  

 

 

3. Missing too,  is any reference to the overwhelming evidence submitted in support of     

my claims.   

 

 

See paras 68, 86-97, 124, 143 in Case History 



 During my involvement with the Court of Protection, I followed the correct 

 rules and procedures at all times, and provided evidence to support my claims.  

 Conversely, the deputy and her practice ignored rules and procedures, and

 instead of providing evidence to disprove my claims, relied exclusively on 

 victimising me and spreading false allegations, as their only ‘defence’.   

 In his judgment, Judge Lush continued the practice – calling me names                                      

 and insulting me, rather than addressing my claims and evidence.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As can be seen, the judgment paints one picture of 

events.  

 

I now invite you to read the true story, and to see 

how matters unfolded after the judgment was issued.   

The ‘after shocks’ are even more shocking than the 

judgment itself…  

 

        DEFAMATION 

 

Although the judgment gives the impression that I complain for 

nothing, and that I am ‘dark’ and ‘sinister’ (para 64), for trying        

to protect my parents’ interests, it is interesting to note that at no 

point does Judge Lush claim that I have lied or deceived the court. 

Nor does he say that any of my complaints were unjustified. 

 

See paras 30-32, 61, 65-66, 69 in Case History 

 



           A Carer/Litigant in Person’s  

         Case History 

             (Supporting evidence cited in red italics)  

   

  Background 

1.   In February 2005, at my request, the Court of Protection appointed a local        

  solicitor to manage my parents’ financial affairs.  Both had been diagnosed           

  with Alzheimers and lived with my family.    

 

  (Following my husband’s retirement, we had ‘downsized’ and moved to 

  Suffolk with our 4 teenage sons, one of whom is severely disabled.  We had 

  not expected to take on the care of my parents as well, but when a relative 

  reneged on his promise to look after them, we offered to build a small annexe 

  and care for them ourselves.  At the time of making our offer, we were  

  unaware of their diagnoses, and during the year long process of building the 

  extension, I was unable to visit them, as they lived some 200 miles away. 

 

  I had kept their GP informed of our intentions and asked whether he could let 

  me know of any medical conditions I needed to be aware of, in taking on their 

  care.  But, because of ‘patient confidentiality’, he would not disclose anything

  to me.  It was only when I drove down to help my parents pack, that the 

  severity of their conditions became clear.  My mother had lost the power of

  speech the year before, following a series of mini strokes, but had now  

  forgotten how to pour herself a drink.  My father, though outwardly lucid, was 

  repetitive and anxious, and had even ‘forgotten’ he was about to move.  As a 

  result of his mental confusion, he refused to contribute towards their annexe, 

  as promised, and we therefore moved them in with us, knowing we would be 

  thrown into debt from day one.) 

  First General Orders 

 

 

2.   Because of my caring responsibilities, I had felt unable to commit to taking on            

  their financial affairs myself.  However, the Public Guardianship Office   

  (administrators for the court) assured us that, as a member of the court’s Panel           

  of Professional Receivers, the solicitor would provide ‘a responsive…and high  

  quality receivership’, and that her fees would be ‘tightly controlled.’  Their  

  assurances - along with the fact that, in law, a fiduciary owes the highest duty 

  of care to a client - led us to assume their affairs would be in safe hands.                                                                                                               

 



 In vetting applications to the panel, the PGO had a duty to ensure that the 

 applicant’s charging policy and organisational structure were conducive to the 

 provision of an efficient and cost effective service to vulnerable clients.  In 200l,              

 the PGO had passed the solicitor’s application, in the knowledge that she would      

 be charging for her part-time secretary (a non-fee earner), and that there were no           

 legally qualified staff to assist in COP work during her absences from the office.   

 (Applicants had to provide details of all staff working with them on COP affairs,  

 quoting their status/legal qualifications). 

 

 At the time of volunteering to act for my parents, the solicitor was about to move 

 practices.  Under their Service Level Agreement with receivers, the PGO had a  

 duty to approve the new charging policy/organisational structure at her new             

 practice, but failed to do so.  (In 2010 the OPG - successors to the PGO - held  

 no record of a second application).   

 Invitation to Apply for Membership of Professional Receivers Panel   

 Professional Receivers Handbook   

 Service Level Agreement    

 Letter/emails from PGO/OPG    

 Mental Health Act 1983                                                                                                              

 Role of Court of Protection Fiduciary  

 

 

3.   My parents’ affairs were not complex.  They had a few accounts, and a flat  

  to sell. However, the solicitor was aware there would be some urgent issues                    

  to resolve.  (Because my father had unwittingly defaulted on payment towards 

  their annexe, we were incurring penalty charges and consequential debts on a  

  daily basis, and were now being threatened with repossession).  

 

 Despite the seriousness of our situation, it soon became clear that the deputy had         

 little time for my parents’ affairs.  It appears she had over committed herself, and      

 was not only acting for 10 COP clients and other non-COP clients, but overseeing 

 a company merger at her new practice.  According to her practice, she was also  

 Chair of the local Society for Trust & Estate Practitioners (STEP).  From day one, 

 she was almost permanently unavailable, leaving no one - other than her secretary - 

 to assist in COP work during her frequent absences from the office. 

 Practice website 

 Practice letter re. STEP 

 

 

4.   During her year as deputy (Feb 2005 – Feb 2006),  the deputy routinely breached                

  mandatory panel rules, ignored all court instructions, and even failed to establish              

  how much money was in my parents’ accounts.      

  

 



  One failure in particular caused substantial losses and distress for the family as a 

  whole.   Under Panel Receiver rules, a deputy had a mandatory duty to seek directions 

  from the court ‘within 5 days of the matter arising.’   In June 2005 I had asked if she 

  would approach the court with an urgent request - to release moneys from my parents’              

  accounts (to cap the ongoing debts they were causing us.)  I had stressed we were 

  facing repossession of our home, but, despite promising to contact the court, she                

  did nothing further on this matter.  Five months later, the PGO were forced to enlist 

  a Lord Chancellor’s Visitor to approach the court in her place. By then, we were on 

  the brink of financial ruin. 

 

 When I later complained about the deputy’s failure to approach the court herself,                  

 an Assistant Director at the PGO apologised for the ‘poor service’ my parents had 

 received, but ignored the matter of her non-compliance with panel rules.  

 

 (The PGO itself had been partly to blame for an initial 11 week delay - between 

 Feb and Apr 2005 - during which time my parents received no living expenses or 

 spending money from their accounts, despite the family’s financial crisis.  (To 

 accommodate the deputy’s move to her new practice, the PGO had delayed 

 issuing her First General Order, giving formal authority to act for my parents.  

 However, at the time, neither the PGO nor the deputy admitted that this was the 

 reason for the lengthy delay). 

 

 The deputy’s failure, in June, to approach the court within 5 days, combined  

 with the 11 week delay in paying my parents’ living expenses, and  simultaneous 

 inaction/errors over other urgent matters during this time, caused losses for the  

 entire family.   Although most were incurred by my  parents, we ourselves suffered

  a major loss (of £111,000 in vital mortgage protection insurance) when the deputy 

 delayed unreasonably in paying some expenses owed to myself.  (This matter was 

 settled of court in 2007, when the practice paid for the penalty charges I had incurred 

 as a result of the deputy’s inaction.  The consequential debt - of £111,000 - was not 

 something I could claim for, and therefore remains a permanent loss to our family).  

 

 Under her Service Level Agreement, the solicitor had a duty to inform the 

 PGO if she was no longer able to fulfil her role as deputy. Similarly, the PGO      

 had a duty to terminate her appointment, if they considered she was unable to               

 meet her commitments to clients.  PGO Panel Receiver Managers were fully 

 aware of the delays and problems caused by her inaction, since I had been  

 forced to involve them each time she had reneged on her duties.   In response, 

 they would put pressure on her to carry out her role, and had even taken over 

 some of her duties themselves on occasion.  However, they allowed her   

 to continue as my parents’ deputy, despite her obvious unsuitability for the  

 role.  In particular, they knew she had no support staff to assist in COP work 

 during her frequent absences from the office or when she was engaged on                        

 other business matters. 



 In September 2005, following months of inaction, in which the deputy caused  

 our financial crisis to deepen, I asked for her to be replaced.  

 

 In Feb 2006, the court appointed a new solicitor, with whom we had no further 

 problems. 

  Extended Order (appointing second deputy) 

 Panel of Professional Receiver rules  

 Service Level Agreement 

 Letter from PGO – apologising for ‘poor service’ 

 Letters from PGO, holding back the deputy’s First General Order 

 

 

5.   When I asked for the deputy’s removal, a Senior Complaints Technician at the  

  PGO submitted my concerns to the court.  (Some years later, a document was sent 

  to me in error by the Parliamentary Ombudsman, recording that her ‘report’ had  

  been presented to the court on 5 September 2005.  Following this, the court had 

   directed that: ‘The PGO should write to the receiver setting out the concerns                  

  raised and (advise her) that the Court expects action over the sale of the flat and  

  other outstanding issues.’  

 

  Shortly afterwards a Panel Receiver Manager at the PGO informed me that my       

  concerns over losses caused to my parents could be addressed via the deputy’s  

  surety bonds.  I subsequently wrote to the PGO in December 2005, requesting   

  forfeiture of the bonds for losses caused by her failure to market their property, 

  present an urgent matter to the court and obtain their full pensions. At the time 

  I had no authority to act for my parents, and only minimal documentary evidence  

  to support my claims.  I could only trust that the PGO/Court would deal with the 

  claim appropriately. However, in January 2006 the PGO wrote to me, saying the 

  court had concluded that the deputy:  ‘had acted reasonably in the management             

  of your parents’ affairs’, and no losses had been caused to them. 

 

  At the time I was puzzled by the court’s curt response.  It gave an impression 

  that mandatory rules and court instructions meant nothing, contrary  to the PGO’s  

  promise on her appointment, that she would deliver a ‘high quality  receivership  

  service.’ Clearly, losses had been caused to my parents, but it appeared the  

  court was unwilling to address these. 

  

 Years later, when documents were released to me from the deputy’s files in 2011,  

 I received evidence to show that the PGO had never presented my claim for 

 forfeiture to the court.   The only ‘report’ shown to the court had been the one  

 dated 5 September 2005 presented by the Complaints Technician, when I had  

 asked for the deputy’s removal.   

 

 



 The following quotes show the PGO had not carried out any form of formal 

 investigation into my claim for forfeiture: 

 

             ‘I would like to make it clear that no formal investigation was carried out… 

   I am not sure what you are referring to when you mention the PGO’s  

  report…the receiver’s files were not made available to the PGO…the  

  investigative role of the Public Guardian was not formalised until October 

  2007…it was not the role of the court or (PGO) nominated officers to carry 

  out investigations. There is no suggestion that formal hearings took place                 

  during that period either attended or unattended. 

  Alan Eccles, Public Guardian 

 

  The receiver’s files were not inspected when we considered your complaint…

  we may consider it necessary to view the files of a Receiver/Deputy as part 

  of a formal investigation, but you are aware that no formal investigation  

  took place…. 

  Head of Strategy, OPG 

 

  You have requested a copy of directions issued by the Court…our records    

  show that there was no formal hearing nor was a formal Order issued. 

  Customer Strategy, OPG 

 

 The same Complaints Technician, who had presented a report to the court in 

 September 2005, wrote to me again on 10
th

 July 2006.     She said:  ‘As I have 

 previously advised you, the Court is not of the view that (the deputy) has been  

 in breach of her receivership duties.  I can only repeat what was said in my 

 earlier letter that the Court’s view is that there is no evidence that the actions  

 of the former receiver have resulted in a quantifiable or actual loss  to the clients.’  

 

 Yet, an attendance note written by the deputy the very next day (11th July),  

 recorded a telephone conversation with the same Complaints Technician.   

 In this, she wrote:  ‘she will perhaps put the whole complaint before the court  

 because at least no one can then comment  on a judicial decision.’ 

 

 This shows that my claim for forfeiture submitted in December 2005 had not                       

 been shown to the court – the only report ever completed concerned my initial 

 complaints in September.     

 

 

 

 

 

 



 The deputy’s attendance note also refers to questions the Technician had asked her 

 during  their conversation.  The deputy wrote:  ‘I can’t remember about pension             

 credit’  and ‘I can’t remember whether I presented her letter to the court in July.’   

 One would have to ask, if the court had only recently investigated these same matters,

 why would the Technician need to ask such questions again, and why would the            

 deputy ‘not remember’ answers she had presumably only just given to the court,  

 as part of their investigation? 

 

 The above shows I was deceived over the nature of the PGO’s ‘investigation’  

 into my claim in December 2005, and over the involvement and ultimate decision 

  of the court. 

 Panel of Professional Receiver rules  

 Complaint to PGO (Dec 2005)  

 PGO response 

 OPG Document                                                                                       

 PGO/OPG letters re. ‘investigation’ 

 Attendance Note, showing cover-up by PGO  

 

 

6.   Frustrated by the PGO’s response at the time, I contacted the Solicitors                    

  Regulation Authority. They refused to consider my complaint against the deputy,  

  claiming they had no remit to regulate solicitors when acting as COP deputies.    

 

 Her practice too had no complaints policy, and refused to look into her conduct 

 towards my parents.  (I had written to them in Oct 2007, asking them to look at the 

 deputy’s treatment of my parents, but they did not reply.  Six weeks later I wrote  

 again and eventually received a one line response, saying ‘the matter is now closed.’ 

 (I later discovered that the senior partner had written to the SRA, calling me 

 ‘vindictive’ for complaining. He claimed to have spent ‘an inordinate amount  

 of time’ investigating my complaint, when in reality he had refused to consider it).                     

 Letter from SRA, refusing to investigate my complaint 

 Letter from practice, refusing to investigate my complaint 

 Email from practice to SRA ’maligning’ me 

 Attendance Notes/letters showing cover-up by PGO re. their ‘investigation’ 

  Extended Order (appointing second deputy) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



7.   COP guidance on professional receivers’ costs stated that annual charges for               

  general management work were unlikely to exceed £3,000.   However, the PGO     

  later confirmed that the first deputy had charged my parents in excess of £19,000                    

  for her  ‘services’, of which nearly £18,634 had been claimed in her Bill of Costs. 

  Since I knew she had carried out no legal work, I queried her charges with the  

  PGO’s then CEO, Richard Brook.  He claimed the Senior Courts Costs Office  

  would have subjected her bill to a thorough assessment, but agreed to look into  

  the matter.  His ‘investigation’ consisted of requesting a copy of her bill from                 

  the practice, following which he did nothing further.                  

 Correspondence with PGO    

 COP Guidance on Professional Receivers’ Costs  

                             

 

8.   When my parents died (in Nov 2007 and Jan 2009), I became Executrix  

  and assumed responsibility for their affairs.  Executors have a legal duty to  

  investigate any financial irregularities in the deceased’s affairs.  I therefore                  

  wrote to the first deputy’s practice, requesting a copy of her Bill of Costs,                      

  which had been issued in their name.  They refused.  (The deputy had retired  

  from the practice, but still acted as a Consultant). 

 Correspondence with practice 

 Practice website 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Senior Courts Costs Office 

 

9.   In November 2009 I made a formal application to the SCCO, for a copy of                   

  the bill. The senior partner wrote to the court, saying:  ‘disclosure of the Bill of         

  Costs was inappropriate….and would further ferment the groundless attacks’,  

  which he claimed I had made against the deputy.  He repeatedly stalled proceedings 

  by asking for adjournments, causing the Costs Judge (Master Howarth) to order 

  the practice to attend a preliminary hearing.  When they failed to comply with his  

  Order and made no apology, he gave permission for me to see the bill. 

 

  At one point, he asked me whether I was ’vindictive.’ The derogatory comments  

  in the practice’s letter had clearly had an impact, but what I did not know at the  

  time was that, on the first page of the Bill of Costs (a copy of which was on the                

  desk before him), the deputy had made further unwarranted and damaging   

  comments about myself.  Because I was unaware of their existence and content,  

  I was unable to defend myself against them. (See paras 18-19). 

     

  I assured the judge that I had always acted in my parents’ interests, and had been  

  shocked by the deputy’s conduct towards my parents, particularly during a time           

  of crisis. 

  Letter from practice, objecting to my request                                     

  Requests for adjournments                      

  SCCO Order, Jan 2010 

 

 

10.   Among other ‘discrepancies’, the bill revealed that the deputy had charged for

  her secretary, while calling her a Legal Executive.  Of the 59 charges attributed 

  to the ‘LE’, eleven had apparently been for conversations with myself.  Since      

  I had only ever spoken to her secretary, I knew these charges were incorrect.  

  I therefore queried the LE’s identity with the practice, but the senior partner 

  and former deputy (with whom he was still in contact) maintained that this 

  person was a Legal Executive and that she had worked on my parents’ affairs. 

  

 I managed to speak to the person, whom they had named as a Legal Executive.  

 Although she no longer worked at the practice, she confirmed she had joined

 the firm at the same time as the deputy, and had begun work as a trainee Legal 

 Executive in their Probate department.  However, she had never completed the 

 work experience or exams required to gain LE status.  She also confirmed that, 

 aside from taking a couple of phone messages, she had never worked on my 

 parents’ affairs and none of the charges related to herself.  

 

 

 



 The bill had been verified by a second partner, and the deputy herself had 

 charged £200 for ‘checking’ its contents.  It therefore appeared that charging              

 for the secretary was intentional, since all three would have known there was   

 no Legal Executive working with the deputy, and that all charges had related 

 to her secretary. (Secretarial services are ‘built in’ to a solicitor’s own hourly 

 rate, therefore cannot be charged.   The only occasion when charges can be 

 made for a secretary is when they are representing the solicitor, e.g. in court 

 or at a meeting, as later confirmed by the Senior Costs Judge). 

 

 I subsequently wrote to Martin John, head of the Office of Public Guardian, 

 which replaced the PGO in 2007.   In particular, I queried the identity of the         

 ‘Legal Executive’ in the deputy’s charging policy.  Had the PGO vetted her             

 policy in accordance with the rules, he should have been able to confirm that 

 there were no Legal Executives at either of her practices.  (As part of the

 application process, all staff assisting a panel receiver were supposed to sign 

 a declaration, confirming their professional qualifications).  He ignored my 

 question about the LE, and simply claimed - as per his predecessor - that the

 bill would have been formally assessed by the Senior Courts Costs  Office.   

 

 I gave the practice 7 days to amend their charges, but they did not offer to

 reduce the bill.  I therefore applied to the SCCO,  to have the bill reassessed.  

 In doing so, I discovered that neither the PGO nor OPG had/has any input into

 a Bill of Costs, prior to assessment.  Costs Officers assess bills in conjunction 

 with the client’s files, but are detached from the  day to day running of a 

 deputyship.  They are therefore unable to determine  with any certainty, 

 whether work charged for in a bill, was appropriate, or completed as claimed. 

 They also have limited time in which  to complete assessments. (On average, 

 a CO assesses 2/3 bills per day). 

 

 (Papers released from the deputy’s files in Nov 2011 showed that, when 

 applying to have the bill assessed, the deputy had asked the trainee LE to 

 forward the bill and files to the SCCO, giving the impression that she had 

  been working on my parents’ affairs and was the ‘Legal Executive’ featuring 

 in the bill.  The Costs Officer had either failed to notice that she was not the 

 person named on the attendance notes, or, alternatively, had allowed the 

 deputy to charge for her secretary).  

 Receiver’s Bill of Costs, Nov 2006 

 Letters to/from practice 

 Letters to/from OPG 

 Letter from Master Hurst, Senior Costs Judge 

 Application to SCCO 

 Freedom of Information Response re. Costs Officers   

 



11.         In July 2010 a further hearing took place, attended by the senior partner and                    

  a barrister (Counsel).  The deputy herself did not attend.   

 

  The Costs Judge (Master Gordon-Saker)  asked me, on what grounds I wanted 

  to challenge the bill.  I claimed it was exceptionally high, given that it contained  

  no legal work and was in conflict with the PGO’s declaration that annual charges 

  for general management work were unlikely to exceed £3,000 p.a. I also raised  

  the matter of charging for a secretary. 

  

 Counsel for the practice conceded that the person charging in the bill had been 

 erroneously described as a Legal Executive, when she was only a trainee.   

 (Costs rules warn against claiming someone is a fully qualified LE, when they          

 are not.  To become a Legal Executive, or Fellow of ILEX,  takes many years,     

 and involves passing exams and extensive work experience).  However, despite 

 their admission, the practice continued to maintain that all charges for the 

 ‘trainee LE’ were correct, and that no charges related to work carried out by                               

 a secretary.   

 

 Since I was both Executrix and a beneficiary, and in view of our continuing          

 differences over the identity of the second person charging in the bill, the judge 

 granted permission for a detailed assessment. He ordered me to submit my                 

 ‘Points of Dispute’ within 3 weeks, and gave the practice a similar period,                             

 in which to contest these.        

 Transcript of hearing, July 2010 

 Court Order, Master Gordon-Saker 

 Public Guardianship Office, Guide to Professional Receivers Costs 

 ILEX website 

 

 

12.  During the hearing the practice had insisted the receiver’s name was deleted                    

  from the bill and that, henceforth, it should be regarded as a solicitor’s bill, rather            

  than one issued under Court of Protection rules. The Costs Judge agreed to this. 

  At the time I did not understand the significance of this request, but I later  

  discovered that all routine solicitors’ bills to clients come under the Solicitors  

  Act 1974.   This allows cost to be awarded to either side following a reassessment. 

  (If the bill is reduced by 20% or more, the client is awarded their costs, and vice  

  versa). 

  However, this rule does not apply to COP assessments.  I therefore assume that,                    

  in ‘converting’ their bill to a solicitor’s bill, the practice had hoped to recover                      

  their costs, in the event that I failed to achieve a 20% reduction. 



   When Master Gordon-Saker confirmed the estate would be entitled to costs  

  under the new arrangement, I agreed to proceed with a detailed assessment  

  ‘on that basis.’  I also made a request to see my parents’ files. 

 Under normal circumstances, a deputy’s files are protected by legal privilege.  

 The practice argued that, for this reason, I should not be allowed to see them. 

   However, as they had now ‘converted’ the bill into a solicitor’s bill, the Costs  

 Judge gave permission for me to inspect the files and take notes, although I was                  

 not allowed to view the files from her first practice.  (Non-COP clients are  

 invariably given access to the solicitor’s files, since, in effect, they ‘own’ them).   

 The senior partner asked to delay my inspection of their files, but the judge refused.                  

 

 When discussing the files, I had noticed that the partner was in possession of what 

 appeared to be the deputy’s original files.  (My parents’ second deputy had earlier 

 informed me that, when I first applied to the SCCO for a copy of the bill, the first 

 deputy’s secretary had contacted him, claiming they had ‘lost’ all my parents’ files.

 She asked if he would send them his own files, which contained copies of all   

 papers relating to the first deputyship.   Somewhat reluctantly, he had agreed to                

 this, on the basis that the files were to be ‘shared’ between the two practices. 

 This meant that, from then onwards, no one else was in possession of any  

 documents relating to her deputyship.) 

 

 The senior partner confirmed that the files he had brought to the hearing were 

 indeed the originals.  However, instead of admitting these had now been                

 ‘found’, he allowed his Counsel to berate me, saying: ‘Mrs Tricker’s latest email 

 alleges that files have gone missing.  We don’t know what she’s talking about…’ 

 Transcript of hearing, July 2010 

 Court Order, Master Gordon-Saker 

 Letters from second deputy, confirming ‘file-sharing’ arrangement 

  

 

13.  The detailed assessment was fixed for December 2010.  Again, the practice                  

  failed to comply with Court Orders.  They had been given 3 weeks to respond  

  to my ‘Points of Dispute’ (see para 11), and the deadline had expired in September.

  But on the morning of the hearing, they faxed their detailed response into court.  

  It consisted of two separate reports - one from the practice and another from the  

  deputy.  Bizarrely, the 2 reports conflicted with one another. While the partner 

  continued denying they had charged for a secretary, the deputy admitted to this, 

  saying they had charged for 3 secretaries, including a ‘temp.’ (Despite her  

  admission, she claimed that it was ‘reasonable to charge at a similar rate as  

  a Legal Executive.’)   

  The partner had written:  ‘No charges were made for work done by a secretary.                   

  The work was carried out by a (trainee) Legal Executive.’    



  Neither commented on the fact that they had deceived the SCCO when submitting 

  the bill for assessment, by misrepresenting the identity of the second person                      

  charging in the bill. 

  The Costs Judge (Master Howarth) did not have time to read these 2 reports, 

  and was highly critical of their further non-compliance with Court Orders, along  

  with a failure to deposit my parents’ files into court a week before the hearing,  

  as he had directed.  He began assessing the bill, but after an hour or so was forced  

  to adjourn the hearing for a month, to give himself time to ‘digest’ the contents of  

  the reports and files, which he had yet to read. 

 Among other criticisms, he said:  ‘When I make orders, I expect them to be obeyed.

 There’s a history of non-compliance in relation to his matter, and  attempts to delay 

 and obfuscate in relation to the case.  I’ve had letter after letter in relation to these 

 applications…and request after request for  adjournments…You’ve ambushed  

 Mrs Tricker.  How would you like it if Mrs Tricker just turned up today with 11 pages 

 of very specific allegations….any competent solicitor would effectively be throwing 

 their hands up in horror and saying:  This is trial by ambush.  This sort of conduct 

 went out ten years ago….when Woolf LJ’s reforms came in.’ 

 

 The judge asked for a copy of the firm’s terms and conditions.  The partner replied:  

 ‘There weren’t any terms and conditions, because we were  appointed by the Court.’ 

 

 When it came to the identity of the second person charging in the bill, the partner 

 deceived the judge.  He said:  ‘No secretary’s time has been recorded and charged.’ 

 

 However, within minutes, I was able to prove that the person referred to in the bill 

 as a ‘Legal Executive’ was the deputy’s secretary.  The judge said they ‘had no right’ 

 to charge for a secretary, and proceeded to delete all charges attributed to the ‘Legal 

 Executive.’  At this point the partner said: ‘It was my belief until a moment ago, that 

 anything done by (the secretary) was not there…not recorded’, implying he had not 

 looked at the files during the past year of judicial proceedings, nor read the deputy’s 

 own report, in which she admitted charging for her secretary. 

 

 The judge was scathing of the deputy’s charging methods, which included charging            

 her own Grade A rates (£200 per hour.) for carrying out simple clerical duties.  He 

 said: ‘If it’s been charged at Grade A – even if it’s been done by a Grade A, I would              

 say that it should be done by a Grade D.   (The deputy) is just fielding off problems  

 that have been encountered because she didn’t get on with stuff… I’m very unhappy 

 with this bill.   Mrs Tricker, it seems, quite properly to me, has raised some very serious 

 issues here.  If you’re charging for work done by a secretary, then there’s a clear               

 breach of the indemnity principle. Had (the deputy) been doing Court of Protection 

 work any length of time?’ The (second deputy) charged a quarter of what your firm 

 was charging,  for longer periods of time. I’m at a loss to understand that.’   



 With regard to all the simple, non-legal work charged at Grade A rates, he said:   

 ‘The office cat could do that’, and began downgrading these to Grade D rates (in  

 this case, £100 per hour).       

 

 He continued, saying: ‘I’m very unhappy in proceeding with this…you’re seeking                                

 to tell me that some of this work’s been done by what is called a quasi legal                             

 executive who has some secretarial duties, but then also doesn’t, and so does a 

 secretary appear to have been charged for… I have some very considerable 

 reservations about these costs.’ 

 Bill of Costs 

 Points of Dispute 

 Transcript of hearing, Dec 2010 

 2 Responses to ‘Points of Dispute’ 

 

 

14. Towards the end of the hearing, the senior partner claimed to have no knowledge                     

 of 4 accounts,  which I had been querying with him since July.  He had promised                       

 to look into these, but had not kept his promise.  Our exchange went as follows: 

 

 AT:  (The deputy) didn’t even know how much money (my parents) had.  

   You haven’t told me.   £24,000 is missing.  Do you know what           

   happened to it? 

 Partner: I don’t know what £24,000 you mean. 

 AT:  But I wrote to you three times...and faxed you.  You do know what I 

   mean.  I’ve given you (details of) the accounts. (The deputy) writes 

   about them in her file, she queries them, and she writes to the Halifax, 

   and you know exactly what I mean.  

 Partner: I don’t know the details of this case. 

 AT:  When it came to the point when my father had to go into care (the  

   deputy) told Social Services they had £24,000 in those accounts. And

   when I asked you, where are the accounts…how much money did my

   parents have, and what happened to that £24,000, you can’t answer?  

 Partner: I personally can’t answer it, no. 

 

 Despite this exchange, the practice has never provided me with any details of these 

 accounts.   

  

 Three had been closed during her receivership, although the deputy had not declared

 them in my parents’ Annual Accounts.  (According to her statements to Social          

 Services and the PGO, they had contained around £24,000 between them).   

 

 

 



 The fourth account was ‘live’ and belonged to my father.  In July 2005 it had 

 contained just under £2,000, but by December the balance had decreased to £10.39.  

 The deputy had charged for reading statements from the Halifax, but again failed                     

 to declare the account in my father’s Annual Accounts.  (It is one I had twice asked                              

 her, and later the PGO, to investigate as ‘potential fraud’, when my father first 

 received a statement in July). 

 Transcript of hearing, December 2010                      

 Directions Order, Master Howarth                                 

 Correspondence with practice/PGO re. ‘undeclared’ accounts 

 Attendance notes to/from Social Services re. £24,000 

 Letters/statements from Halifax confirming balance of ‘live’ account. 

 Charges in Bill of Costs for reading these 

 My parents’ Annual Accounts 

 Letters from myself to deputy/PGO, asking them to investigate potential fraud 

 

 

15.       The assessment was completed in January 2011.  Of the bill’s original 116 items, 

  71 were either deleted or reduced, to reflect breaches of costs rules, charging              

  for secretaries while calling them Legal Executives), and general overcharging.  

  The bill contained no legal work, and the only financial outcome for my parents  

  was the payment of 13 bills.   

 Inappropriate charges included £3,896 for ‘perusing’ matters generally, none                          

 of which had been acted upon,  £80 for making a 500 yard detour  to our house,   

 £116 for travelling to a hospital, when she was already there on other business,  

 £80 for ‘hanging on the phone while the PGO  searched for a missing fax’, £200   

 for dialling wrong numbers and leaving messages for someone to call, £2,000 for 

 ‘fielding off complaints’ (as declared by the Cost Judge),  £1,100 for spreading 

 malicious allegations about myself when I asked for her removal, and nearly £1000 

 for writing a report about private family matters  - including my husband’s pension 

 and leisure pursuits, our sons’ medical conditions and schooling, and even what  

 one wanted for supper that day..   

 

 Other methods of inflating the bill included: charging £20 a time to pay cheques 

 into my parents’ accounts, even if the cheque was for less than this, charging £40             

 to send 2 cheques in 2 separate letters instead of combining them into one letter, 

 and charging £40 a month to read my parents’ bank statements.  The statements 

 arrived on the same day and contained few transactions. Together, both could  

 have been read in less than a minute, but by charging individually each time,  

 these charges alone amounted to nearly £500 over the year.  (My parents’ bill 

 was submitted as a joint bill, therefore some of the charges could have been 

 ‘shared’ between them). 

 



 Curiously, the deputy had also charged her own rates for (apparently) typing every

  letter on file herself - despite claiming she ‘had been under huge pressure of work 

 at the time.’  Nearly all comprised one or two lines on simple matters, viz. sending a 

 cheque to the bank, returning a form, claiming to be busy etc.  Some had even been 

 typed when she was absent from the office.  Yet, (apparently) she had not delegated 

 any of these simple letters to her secretary, who, on another level, warranted charges 

 of £100 per hour. (There was also evidence to show that some work charged at  

 Grade A rates had actually been completed by the  secretary). 

 

 The deputy had even charged for notifying my parents (incorrectly) of her new              

 practice address.  When I contacted her, querying the address details, she charged  

 for talking to me about her mistake, and charged again for sending out the correct 

 information. 

 

 (Many of the above charges were unknown to me at the time of the detailed 

 assessment, therefore my ‘Points of Dispute’ had covered only those items  

 which I had been aware of in 2010). 

 Bill of Costs 

 Annotated Bill 

 Incorrect notification of address 

 Documents/attendance notes from deputy’s files 

 Breakdown of inappropriate charging/financial mismanagement/fraud                                                                                 

 

 

 

16.  It was of some concern that the Costs Officer responsible for assessing the bill                                   

 had failed to notice any of the above ‘discrepancies.’   

 

 Across the top of the bill, the CO had written:  ‘Not all the work carried out                     

 required the expertise of a Grade A fee earner.’  Yet, she had not downgraded 

 a single item in the bill, for simple, non-legal work charged at Grade A rates.   

 Nor had she queried why the deputy had carried out this work herself, instead  

 of delegating it to the lower grade fee earner (‘Legal Executive’), she claimed  

 was working with her.  

 

 I later made some enquiries at the SCCO on the subject of charging for secretaries.

 At one point a female CO admitted this was ‘a bit of a grey area’,   before                      

 abruptly terminating our conversation.   

 

 

 

 

 



 It made me question whether the SCCO sometimes ‘turned a blind eye’ to this 

 practice.   My suspicion was strengthened by the fact that the Costs Officer, the

 deputy, two of her partners, the trainee LE and the Costs Draftsman who had                   

 drafted the bill, had all made the same ‘error’, in failing to notice multiple attendance 

 notes completed by secretaries. None had spotted that the ‘Legal Executive’s’ name 

 appeared on only three notes (one of which related to sending the Bill of Costs to  

 the SCCO). 

 

 The issue of charging for secretaries is something I would raise years later  with  

 the Solicitors Regulation Authority (see paras 183-184). 

 Bill of Costs  

 Statements from Costs Officers  

 Letter from Master Hurst, Senior Costs Judge 

 Correspondence with SRA 

 

 

17. Although the judge had reduced the bill dramatically, it was apparent that his 

  attitude towards me had changed between the two hearings.    

 

  During the intervening month, he confirmed that he had read ‘every paper’ in  

  my parents’ files.  At this second hearing, however, his sympathies appeared to  

  lie with the deputy, in stark contrast to his previous approach.   He continued  

  deleting all charges for the ‘Legal Executive’, but had changed his reasoning on  

  downgrading simple ‘office cat’ work, to Grade D rates.  His revised thinking  

  was:  ‘If there was no LE, who else was there to do it?’  The fact that the   

  deputy had deceived both the SCCO and myself, about having a lower grade fee  

  earner working with her, and had charged under this title for work carried out by  

  secretaries, no longer seemed to concern him.       

 

 Under normal circumstances, a person with full mental capacity would not           

 engage a Grade A solicitor to carry out simple administrative/clerical tasks,                  

 i.e. paying their bills etc.  It therefore appeared unreasonable to allow a fiduciary

 to charge in this way.  

 

 The only plausible explanation for his marked ‘U-turn’ in attitude,  was that the 

 files contained further defamatory material about myself,  in addition to those 

 comments I had already seen in the bill, and in letters sent by the practice to the 

 SCCO.   However, at this point I was still unaware of the strength of material 

 written by the deputy, and could only guess that this was the case.  

 Transcripts SCCO hearings, Dec 2010 and Jan 2011 

 Letters from practice, to SCCO 

 

 

 



18.   On the front page of the Bill of Costs, the deputy claimed to have carried out 

 ‘extensive work’ for my parents, which had had been ‘difficult’ due to ‘the  

 amount of trouble caused by the patients’ daughter.’   

 

 Yet, the bill itself showed there had been minimal contact between us.  During

 her year as deputy, we only spoke 11 times on the telephone, and all these 

  calls had taken place during the first 4 months, when she had failed to provide

 my parents with any living expenses or spending money, and had later made 

 errors in setting up Standing Orders for these. (The family was in a serious 

 financial position, and the long delay in providing moneys for her clients’                

 food and other essentials had caused our debts to spiral out of control).   

 

 Aside from 2 visits she made to our house early on in the receivership, I visited 

 her office on one occasion only  (in June 2005), to ask if she would present an

 urgent request to the court and to register my parents’ interest in our property - 

 to protect their interests in the event of a repossession hearing.  (I was unaware 

 at the time that the court had also been pressing her to do this). 

 

 Our only other contact had been by letter or fax.  On one occasion,  I sent her a 

 copy of a letter I had written to the DWP, who did not appear to know her  contact 

 details.  On another, I delivered a letter to her practice, enclosing an inventory

 and photographs of my parents’ flat - an unpaid job she had asked me to do.   

 I wrote 2 further letters, asking whether she would investigate a previously 

 unknown account of my father’s, and a letter for presentation to the court. 

 I also sent faxes to her practice when moneys due from Standing Orders did not 

 arrive, and when she failed to pay my petrol  expenses for completing the 

 inventory on my parents’ flat (located some 200 miles away).  These 7 ‘begging’ 

 faxes requested urgent payment, and  stressed that I was incurring daily penalty 

 charges as a result of non-payment.   

 

 My final letter was sent in September.  She had still not approached the court

 for an ‘urgent’ direction requested in June, had made another error on the 

 Standing Orders and had also refused  to sign our application for Carer’s 

 Allowance, bizarrely claiming that to do so would place her ‘in an impossible 

 position’, and that ‘it was very unfair to place a burden of that kind on a 

 professional receiver.’  (She wrote this, despite knowing that my parents lived

 with us and that we cared for them ‘around the clock.’)  Her sustained inability

 to address urgent financial matters over several months had caused distress and 

 losses for the entire family, and I wrote to confirm that I was asking for her to             

 be replaced. 

 

 

 



 I do not believe anyone could conclude I was causing ‘trouble’ by trying to

 resolve a crisis and protect my parents from losing their home and investment.

 Indeed, it would have been abusive not to have done anything to help them.  

 (As a fiduciary, the deputy herself should have wanted to protect their interests). 

 

 This was the extent of our contact over one year.  The ‘trouble’ described by 

 her can only refer to these instances, or – as is more likely - to the complaints 

 I raised when she failed to carry out her duties.  A solicitor should not victimise 

 a complainant, but in this case the deputy made dishonest claims, rather than

 acknowledge her own errors and inaction. 

 Front Page, Bill of Costs 

 Note from deputy, re. Carers Allowance application 

 Letters/faxes to deputy, from myself 

 

 

19.  On the front page of the bill, she had also claimed that ‘dealing with the sale                        

 of the patients’ property’ had proved ‘very difficult’ and ‘time-consuming.’ 

 Yet, she had not even begun the process by the time she stepped down as deputy.   

 In Feb 2005, the court had ordered her to place their flat on the market, asking                                  

 her to ‘now make a new trustee application for the sale.’   However, one year 

 later (Feb 2006), an attendance note reads: ‘I haven’t made an application yet                  

 as I needed to check the names and dates of birth of the proposed trustees.’                   

 

 For one year she had failed to establish these simple details, even though  

 both intended trustees worked at her practice. It cannot be ‘difficult’ or  

 ‘time-consuming’ to deal with a task, if you have not even begun the process. 

 (In relation to this, the second deputy wrote that ‘not much had been achieved’ 

 by her, and that he had ‘to start from scratch’ in marketing  the property). 

 

 (For writing the brief attendance note above - advising the PGO she had still 

 not established her colleagues’ birth dates - the deputy had charged £40.  

 She charged a further £500 for discussing potential offers, although she did                 

 not have the property valued, and hundreds of pounds for deflecting 22 ‘chasing’ 

 calls/letters from the PGO, seeking updates on her progress.)  

 

 It appears the claims in her bill were made to convince the SCOO that she had 

 worked tirelessly on this matter, and to justify her substantial charges.  

 Worryingly, the Costs Officer had passed every single charge for ‘dealing with 

 the sale’, highlighting the risk involved in asking an outsider to gauge whether

 the charges were justified.  Input from the PGO/OPG prior to assessment would 

 no doubt have resulted in these charges being struck out, or, better still, 

 dissuaded the deputy from claiming them in the first place. 

 Front page, Bill of Costs 

 Calls/letters from PGO, asking receiver to market property – released Nov 2011 



20.  The assessment had resulted in a 24% reduction in the bill.   Yet, despite the            

 first Costs Judge’s advice - that the estate would be awarded costs under these       

 circumstances – Master Howarth ruled that the ‘20% rule’ did not apply in this 

 case.  He was aware that Master Gordon-Saker had ‘converted’ the bill into a 

 routine solicitor’s bill (in the name of the practice only), and that I had secured 

 the necessary 20% reduction.   He also knew the practice had necessitated court 

 action through having deceived myself and the SCCO over the matter of the 

 Legal Executive.  Furthermore, the practice had demonstrated 100%  

 non-compliance with all Court Orders and instructions throughout the judicial 

 proceedings.  Yet, he did not penalise them in any way for having seriously 

 overcharged two vulnerable clients - a clear abuse of a fiduciary’s role.   

 

 Although he had identified some ‘serious issues’ and agreed that many of my 

 complaints were justified - accusing the deputy of ‘fielding off problems that 

 were encountered because she didn’t get on with stuff’’ - he was reluctant to 

 criticise her or the practice.  He even dismissed their deceptions over the LE,                  

 saying he would ‘not be dealing with any false statements’ made in the bill. 

 

 He stressed: ‘You can make an application for your costs. But what good is it 

 going to do you, because all that will happen is that I will order those costs to  

 be paid out of the estate?’  His statement made it clear that he was treating the 

 detailed assessment as a routine COP assessment, where all costs are borne                        

 by the client, or their estate. 

 

 He ordered the practice to pay ‘token’ interest of 3% only on the overcharged 

 Amount, for the duration of SCOO proceedings only.  This meant they had 

 benefited from interest on this money for 3 years prior to court  action, viz. 

 Nov 2006 - Nov 2009.   

 

 I was confused over his stance, particularly in view of his earlier vehement

 condemnation of the practice’s conduct, and Master Gordon-Saker’s confirmation        

  of the ‘20% rule.’  

 Transcripts of hearings, Jan 2010, July 2010, Dec 2010 and Jan 2011 

 Annotated Bill of Costs 

 History/evidence of Non-Compliance    

 

 

21.   Shortly after the assessment, I requested a Wasted Costs hearing.  This was 

 to hopefully recover the costs I incurred when the practice had caused an 

 adjournment in December. 

 

 

 



 At the same time I issued a Pre Action Protocol for defamation, asking the     

 practice to substantiate the defamatory comments I had seen (although at this 

 point I  was still unaware of further material in the files).  I also made a Subject 

 Access Request under the Data Protection Act, asking them for copies of any 

 documents held by them, in which I was mentioned.  The practice refused  to 

 comply, claiming that the Law Society had said I had no right to ask for this 

 information.    

  

 I involved the Information Commissioner, who eventually ruled, in Sep 2011, 

 that the practice had not complied with the requirements of the DPA. As a result, 

 they finally forwarded some material from their files, in November.  

 (see paras 29-32). 

 

 (I had paid for legal advice on defamation, but was given erroneous information.

 The solicitor in question forgot to advise me of the strict time limits for bringing 

 an action, and as a result I was unable to pursue the matter further.  He refunded 

 his charges to me). 

 

 On receipt of my Subject Access Request, the senior partner had immediately 

 written to the Costs Judge, calling me ‘obsessive, unreasonable and vexatious’             

 for asking him to substantiate their negative comments.   

 

 Once again, he referred to the ‘inordinate amount of time that (the practice) had 

 spent dealing with (my) numerous and ill-considered claims’, when, in reality,             

 he had refused to look into these.   

 

 He also referred to my claim for wasted costs, as being ‘wholly vexatious and 

 unsupportable.’  Yet, he knew the Costs Judge was aware that my ‘ill-considered’ 

 claims had resulted in the exposure of an abusive bill, which had - in part - been 

 fraudulent. 

 Pre Action Protocol, sent to practice 

 Letter from practice, refusing to substantiate their comments 

 Letter from practice, to Costs Judge 

 

 

22.  The wasted costs hearing was held by telephone in March 2011.  Despite his 

 earlier criticism of the practice for having caused an adjournment, the Costs 

 Judge was reluctant to award the full amount of my costs.  

               

 Unlike the  partner, who lived in Mayfair - only a short distance from the court - 

 my own journey took around 4 hours each way.  I had therefore chosen  

 to stay in London the night before the hearing, in a ‘cheap’ hotel (costing £59). 

 I did this to ensure I arrived on time, and for health reasons - to avoid the 

 possibility of standing for hours in a packed commuter train and/or tube.  



 The judge dismissed my claim for the overnight stay and associated time,                   

 and awarded me £185 in wasted costs (for my fares and time on the day of the 

 hearing only).  It was my understanding that wasted costs should be paid in full, 

 but the judge was of a different view.  

 Wasted Costs Order 

 

 

23.  The practice failed to comply with his Order, and I was forced to write to them, 

 chasing payment.   

 Letters to/from practice 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Court of Appeal 

 

24.  I appealed the Costs Judge’s assessment, on the grounds that the bill was now         

 anomalous.  

 

 At the first assessment hearing (in Dec 2010), Master Howarth had downgraded  

 nearly all items charged at Grade A rates to Grade D, on the basis that the work did 

  not merit Grade A charges. But, in the second hearing, he had allowed the deputy 

 to charge Grade A rates for similar ‘Grade D’ work.  The bill had therefore been           

 assessed on two opposing principles. 

 

 My second ground was that the estate should have been awarded costs.   At the                  

 time I was still learning about court procedures, and in error I submitted my         

 Skeleton Argument as a draft, believing further points could be added at a later 

 stage.  However, once submitted, a Skeleton Argument cannot be amended.                   

 (A Skeleton Argument is a summary of the points you intend to rely upon in 

 court.)  

 

 I should also have ordered a transcript of the hearing before the first Costs Judge, 

 since this would have shown that I had only agreed to proceed with a reassessment 

 on the basis of his advice on the ‘20% rule.’   

 

 However, because of time and cost constraints, I had focussed instead on the 

 argument that the second Costs Judge did have a remit to order costs against the 

 practice, given their conduct and malpractice.  Not only had they made false claims 

 in the bill, but they had deceived myself and the SCCO over the identity of the 

 Legal Executive.  They had also demonstrated total non-compliance with all court 

 orders  and instructions issued during SCCO proceedings. (The SCCO Guide 2006

 said that a Costs Judge had discretion to award costs against a party where their

 conduct had been unreasonable – a discretion which, I believe, applies in most 

 courts).     

 

 The Court of Appeal insisted that I appealed against an Order (showing the Costs 

 Judge’s final decision), but the SCCO would not provide one.  Subsequently,             

 SCCO staff refused all contact and would not divulge any further information on 

 costs rules and procedures. 

 Appeal to Court of Appeal 

 SCCO Costs Guide, 2006 

 Skeleton Argument 

 Correspondence with SCCO 

 

 

 

 



25.  The Appeal Judge, HH Justice Wilkie, agreed the bill was anomalous.  

 He reduced the bill further, in line with the Costs Judge’s original reasoning, 

 viz. all simple, non-legal work should have been charged at Grade D rates.  

 He accused the deputy of ‘double charging’ (charging her own rates for 

 delegating work to her secretary) and criticised the Costs Judge for failing to 

 issue an Order.  However, he found the latter did not have a remit to award 

 costs to the estate in a COP assessment. 

 

 During the hearing, I pointed out that, in preparing bundles for the court,   

 the senior partner had substituted another document for his original response 

 to my Points of Dispute.  In the original response he had made various 

 inaccurate statements  about charges for the so-called ‘Legal Executive’,    

 therefore, in withdrawing it from the bundles, it appeared he did not wish   

 this document to be seen by the judge. 

 

 At the end of the hearing the senior partner asked for his costs in preparing                    

 the bundles (submissions for the hearing).  The judge reminded him that it  

 was myself who had been partially successful on appeal, and awarded me  

 £2000 in costs.  I found it confusing, that costs could be granted for what                     

 was effectively a continuation of the assessment process, but not for the 

 assessment itself.   

 

 The judge ordered the senior partner to calculate the costs of the further 

 reduction.  However, he failed to do this.  Court staff  were therefore obliged 

 to calculate these on his behalf. 

 Court Order, Court of Appeal  

 Document substituted for partner’s original Response to Points of Dispute 

 

 

26.  A year later, the bill was reduced again, in recognition of an aberration by                    

 the court in relation to VAT.  This brought the total reduction to almost  

 exactly £6,000 (30% of the original bill).  

 Court Orders/Applications 

 

 

27.  Again, the practice did not pay me.  I was forced to take enforcement action 

 through the High Court, who issued the practice with an ‘Order to Attend Court  

 for Questioning.’  It was only after receiving this,  that they finally complied

 with Justice Wilkie’s Order.  

 Documents re. enforcement action 

 Order to Attend Court for Questioning 

  

 

 



 Parliamentary Ombudsman – Complaint re. SCCO 

 

28.  I complained to the SCCO and later, to the Parliamentary Ombudsman, that  

 the Costs Officer who had originally assessed the bill, had knowingly allowed  

 the deputy to charge for 3 secretaries.  I also claimed I had been misled by the   

 first Costs Judge into believing costs would be granted if I achieved a  

 reduction of 20% or more. 

 

 In assessing the bill, the CO was supposed to have considered entries in my 

 parents’ files.  My own cursory inspection had revealed that nearly all  

 charges attributed to a Legal Executive had been carried out by secretaries.                         

 Yet, the CO did not appear to have noticed this. In addition, although she   

 had written across the bill:  ‘Not all the work carried out required the   

 expertise of a Grade A fee earner’, she had not reduced a single Grade A   

 charge  for non-legal work, or queried why the deputy had not delegated this  

 work to the Legal Executive, supposedly working on my parents’ affairs. 

 

 Further evidence suggested that the CO had allowed the deputy to charge   

 for secretaries.  The Bill of Costs had been divided into 2 sections, one for   

 each of her practices.  I was not allowed to see the files from her first practice,  

 but in their section of the bill, the deputy had charged for a ‘Legal Assistant’.    

 I discovered that this person was the deputy’s part-time secretary, who was not 

 a fee earner.  Her status would have been declared to the SCCO on submission  

 of the bill for assessment.   

 

 The deputy had claimed the same rate - £100 per hour plus VAT - for both the  

 non-fee earning ‘Legal Assistant’ at her first practice, and the ‘Legal Executive’  

 at her second practice.  The CO reduced both hourly rates to £90 plus VAT, 

 therefore at some point she must have considered the status of both. 

 

 The SCCO claimed that all aspects of my complaint fell within ‘judicial 

 discretion’, and could only be addressed through a detailed assessment, or  

 on appeal.   Therefore, they could not investigate my complaint. 

 

 The Parliamentary Ombudsman took the same view. 

 

 I expressed my concern, that a Costs Officer,  with a duty of care towards my 

 parents could have passed a bill which acted against all their best interests. 

  The SCCO Court Manager claimed:  ‘This office deals with upwards of 4,000 - 

 5,000 Court of Protection bills per year.  Complaints about how these bills are 

 assessed are very few and far between indeed and can be numbered by me on 

 one hand.’   

 



 Given my own experience of the difficulties involved in challenging a bill, it is 

 perhaps not surprising that so few complaints have been received.   This, in turn, 

 gives rise to a suspicion that many more bills may have been assessed 

 inappropriately, while outsiders remain none the wiser.  If a CO has ‘unfettered 

 judicial discretion’ to assess a bill, there is only a remote possibility that a relative 

 will have sufficient knowledge or proof to overturn their original assessment.   

 I feel that the lack of transparency in relation to COP bills will inevitably lead                     

 to further abuse of vulnerable clients. (The SCCO Guide was updated in 2013,  

 and now, when submitting a Bill of Costs, the deputy must provide contact details 

 of anyone with a financial interest in the outcome of the assessment – although it

 is not clear whether this includes Executors and beneficiaries. The Costs Officer 

 then decides whether these parties are to be included in the assessment process.)  

 

 I asked the SCCO (and later the OPG) whether they would look into the bills of

 the deputy’s 8 other COP clients, since they would almost certainly have been 

 charged in the same way.   Both refused.  This raises the possibility that a number 

 of her clients may have been similarly abused, and for far longer than my parents.  

 (She had told me that all her other clients were in care homes, therefore it is 

 doubtful their families would have had any indication of overcharging). 

 Correspondence with SCCO 

 Correspondence with Parliamentary Ombudsman 

 Letter from OPG 

 Confirmation from ILEX  re. Legal Executives  

 Bill of Costs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



    Negligence 

                                                                                                            

29.  In November 2011, following the intervention of the Information Commissioner, 

 the practice finally released copies of some documents from my parents’ files.    

 These provided substantial evidence of neglect, including the following 

 ‘compelling’ documents:    

 

 

 Attendance notes/letters proving the PGO had never formally investigated my  

claims and formal complaint in December 2005/Absence of any report or                  

Court Order showing this 

 Statements/Annual Accounts, showing deputy failed to declare 3 joint accounts 

 Charges for ‘perusing’ letters/statements relating to these (in Bill of Costs)  

 Statement/letter from the Halifax confirming £2,000  had been withdrawn during  

her receivership from an account belonging to my father, undeclared in his                 

Annual Accounts 

 My parents’ Annual Accounts, giving inaccurate breakdowns of their income,            

one missing pension payment in each case and conflicting information on 

Attendance Allowance for my father  

 Letter showing she had claimed Fixed Costs of £470 for preparing the Annual 

Accounts, despite Costs Officer asking her to confirm she had not done this/Absence 

of a response to Costs Officer 

 Letter confirming she had asked me to claim Attendance Allowance 

 Attendance note showing she failed to become Appointee for my parents’   

Attendance Allowances 

 Attendance note dated the week before she stepped down, asking for an             

Attendance Allowance claim pack  

 Bank statements showing delay in resurrecting my parents’ pensions (3 months             

for my father, 5 months for my mother) 

 Letter promising to claim Pension Credit (in April 2005)/Failure to have done               

this by the time she stepped down (Feb 2006) 

 Charges for researching Pension Credit rules 

 Note admitting (to Solicitors for the Elderly) her failure to claim Pension Credit 

 Note blaming me for this 

 2
nd

 version of Solicitors for the Elderly’s report into my complaints (upholding 

deputy’s failure to claim Pension Credit) 

 Letter from PGO to me ‘covering up’ for this failure 

 Letter from DWP asking deputy to claim Pension Credit, as this was causing             

my mother a loss 

 Urgent letter from DWP asking the deputy to respond by return.  Her response               

4 months later  

 Letter from Suffolk Social Services, threatening legal action unless she paid                 

their bill 



 Letter from PGO asking deputy to confirm balances of my parents’ accounts           

‘by return.’/ 2
nd

 letter from PGO 3 weeks later marked ‘URGENT’, when she            

failed to reply (despite being in office) 

 Letter to PGO implying she had ‘only just discovered’ 4 accounts belonging to my 

parents’, when she had known about them for 6 months 

 Letter promising to deposit my parents’ funds into the Court Funds Office, where                 

it would have obtained a high rate of interest, but instead depositing funds into                 

accounts paying minimal interest 

 Statements showing my parents paid tax on this interest, although both were on 

reduced incomes and should not have paid tax  

 Attendance note showing she had allowed my mother’s account to become 

overdrawn, necessitating a transfer from my father’s account 

 Attendance note of a conversation with PGO, in which she confirmed there were 

insufficient funds  to pay PGO’s annual fees 

 Attendance note of a conversation with PGO, claiming she had no funds to continue 

paying my mother’s living expenses (because she had not claimed Pension Credit or 

sold their property) 

 Attendance note claiming she could not pay the full £10,000 which the court                

had ordered her to pay me in November 2005 (because she had not sold their 

property) 

 Evidence of further breaches of costs rules unknown at the time of the detailed     

assessment, e.g. campaign to discredit me/making malicious calls/statements 

 Notes from court, asking her to prepare a Declaration of Trust/charges for reading 

these notes/failure to prepare Declaration of Trust  

 Letter from PGO (dated Feb 2005) asking deputy to ‘now’ place my parents’ 

property on the market 

 Attendance note (dated Feb 2006) showing deputy was unable - for one year - to 

establish birth dates of 2 colleagues working at her practice (intended Trustees               

the for sale of the property)   

 22 notes from PGO/Court, chasing her to progress the sale/her charges for reading 

and responding to these 

 Multiple deceptions over existence of  ‘Legal Executive’ 

 Statement from deputy/practice, claiming that, on hiring this person, they had             

been ‘unaware’ of her legal qualifications (although she had been working as a          

secretary at deputy’s previous practice) 

 Notes/letters, showing that 10 months after taking on my parents’ affairs, deputy           

had no idea how much money was in their accounts 

 2 Records from Social Services, showing deputy provided erroneous information           

on my parents’ financial position 

 Attendance notes, showing deputy spread false allegations about myself when I 

complained about her conduct (despite letters on file from Social Services 

confirming I was providing excellent care to my parents) 



 Notes/letters showing real reason for long delay in paying my parents’ living 

expenses - not admitted to me at the time   

 37 letters/faxes/emails, to which deputy failed to respond  

 Attendance notes/letters, showing deputy misled PGO on various matters 

 Notes confirming deputy tried to block a placement for my father in care home of 

our choice, claiming it was too expensive and more suited to those with ‘challenging 

behaviour’, when he was already in a secure unit, on account of his aggressive and 

unmanageable conduct. (Care home rate of £775 per week provided 168 hours of 

care, food, heating, accommodation etc. per week.   Same figure provided less than 

4 hours of her own ‘services’) 

 Attendance note re. conversation with PGO, saying she would only engage a 

professional person to carry out an inventory of my parents’ flat, but then asking           

me to do this 

 Attendance notes giving false picture of events or with key information missing 

 Carer’s Allowance application form, in which deputy refused to confirm care given 

 No communications notifying us of practice’s terms and conditions, of contacts to 

call in her absence, of my parents’ rights to give birthday/Christmas presents to 

their grandsons.  No letters sending their DWP ‘Christmas bonuses’ or Winter          

Fuel payments.  No letter thanking me for carrying out unpaid work for her 

 Letter to PGO re. my complaints, containing multiple excuses and deceptions              

Documentary evidence obtained from deputy’s files  

  

 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  Defamation 

30.  The papers released in Nov 2011 also provided firm evidence of defamation.   

  

 Prior to my complaints, the deputy had written about me in glowing terms, and

 praised the care I was giving to my parents.  For example, in a report written at 

 the beginning of her receivership (Feb 2005), she said: 

 

            ‘Although clearly under a lot of stress, Mrs Tricker seemed to me to be  

  an emotionally generous woman who was putting a tremendous amount  

  of effort into supporting those around her. 

 

  Antoinette seems kind and concerned and appears to be giving out 

  energy to everyone.  I was particularly impressed by (my disabled son),  

  who seemed…comfortable and relaxed with his mother.  He…kept trying  

  to get across to her, partly with sign language, the fact the wanted pasta  

  with red sauce and apple pie and ice cream for supper…he kept repeating  

  his request, but with no impatience or frustration, Antoinette seemed  

  endlessly patient with him.   He frequently embraced her and she showed  

  affection and no sign of impatience at all.  My concern is that Antoinette  

  is pivotal to everyone’s lives, but the financial strain is taking its toll.   

  If she is unable to cope, then the consequences could be disastrous.’ 

 

 However, despite her recognition of our financial problems and my own role, 

 she did nothing to support me in my care of 3 disabled family members.   

 Instead, she caused our financial position (and my own health) to deteriorate        

 over the following 6 months, until I asked for her removal, in September.  

  

 As soon as I did this, she embarked upon a personal vendetta to discredit me. 

 Her campaign involved calling third parties to express her ‘concerns’ of physical 

 and financial abuse of my parents, by me.   In these calls she encouraged others  

 to report these concerns to the appropriate authorities (police and Social Services).  

 She then conveyed ‘their’ concerns back to the PGO, as if they had not originated 

 from herself.   

 

 The deputy’s allegations were based on a single telephone call I had made to her 

 secretary in September.  Following months of errors and inaction by her, we had

 reached the point where repossession seemed inevitable.  I rang her office to report 

 that, once again, the Standing Orders for my parents’ living expenses had not 

 arrived on the due date.   I also asked whether the deputy had heard from the court. 

 (We had been waiting nearly 3 months for their response to an urgent request for 

 the release of funds from my parents’ accounts).   When the secretary confirmed 

 that the deputy had still done nothing about this vital matter, I was understandably 

 distressed. 



 Attendance notes showed that the deputy had used my distress to suggest to others,

 that because my parents must be living in a ‘highly stressful environment’, they  

 could be at risk of physical abuse by me.   

 

 She did not admit to these third parties that she herself had been the cause of all 

 our distress at the time. Had she approached the court promptly, as she was required 

 to do, the family’s financial crisis could have been averted within days.  But, instead, 

 she had wilfully chosen to prolong our suffering by doing nothing on this, and other 

 urgent matters. 

 

 Her allegations were therefore malicious and based on nothing more than a phone 

 call, in which I had been justifiably upset.  She had no other basis for spreading 

 damaging accusations, since she had not visited the family for 8 months and was in 

 no position to determine our domestic situation.  She also knew, from reports by 

 Social Services and others, that my parents were well looked after and regularly 

 monitored by the NHS, Social Services, two clinics and a day centre.   

 

 Her allegations of financial abuse were impossible to justify, given her knowledge 

 of all we had done for my parents and  how we had stood by them, in spite of the 

 debts they were causing us.  She knew too that it was myself who had been pressing 

 for a Declaration of Trust to register their interest in our property.   

 

 Contrary to her ‘warped’ statements on file, I had done everything possible to ensure 

 my parents enjoyed their remaining years and to  protect their financial interests.   

 

 She had also discussed having me removed from my parents’ wills, in which                    

 I was both Executrix and beneficiary.  I assume her intention was to ensure that 

 I would have no future authority over their affairs, and would therefore not be 

 able to bring any legal action against her, on their behalf, at a later date.  In the  

 end she decided against taking this action, perhaps because, she would have had 

 to argue her case in court, without any corroborating evidence.  Since she knew I 

 had done nothing wrong, it would have been impossible for her to prove my ‘guilt’ 

 in either matter.  She also knew that I would have been able to provide substantial 

 evidence and witness statements in my own favour.  

 

 I found her comments and actions deeply hurtful and shocking.  They also 

 vindicated my earlier suspicions that the files contained further defamatory  

 material, which would inevitably have an impact on a reader.  It had never occurred 

 to me that anyone, let alone a trusted fiduciary, would invent malicious scenarios, 

 in order to detract from their own failings.  This was perhaps my lowest point in 

 pursuing justice for my parents, and even writing about it now is painful. 

  

 



 Social Services and the police both exonerated me of any wrongdoing.  

 The police report also noted that it was myself who had asked the court to take           

 control of my parents’ finances, to which the deputy alone had access. 

 

 Sadly, I have met others who have been similarly defamed by deputies.  Some 

 have been removed as Executors from a relative’s will, while others have had 

 their Powers  of Attorney revoked by the court on the ‘evidence’ of solicitors, 

 who have then assumed control of the vulnerable relative’s finances. 

 

 The defamatory material in my parents’ files could easily explain the Costs Judge’s 

 reversal in attitude towards me during the second assessment hearing (see para 17).

 (It is also possible there may even have been more damning material on file which 

 the practice had withheld from me.)  In any event, the papers which had been 

 disclosed were sufficient to prejudice opinion against me.  Anyone reading the files 

 today would never know that I had been completely innocent and  the deputy 

 had been acting maliciously. 

 Evidence of Defamation  

 Evidence of a ‘vendetta’ - calling 3
rd

 parties with allegations 

 Discussions with PGO over statutory will 

 Letter from Social Services 

 Police Report 

 

 

31.  One example of defamation is as follows.  I had visited the deputy in June 2005, 

 stressing the family’s serious financial situation, and asking if she would seek                

 an urgent direction from the court on releasing moneys to cap our ongoing debts.             

 I also asked if she could register my parents’ interest in our property.  Her  

 attendance note of our meeting described me as ‘absolutely charming’, and did                 

 not refer to either request as ‘unreasonable.’   

 

 Yet, after I complained about her failure to approach the court, she wrote to the 

 PGO, now referring to my requests as ‘complaints’ and ‘unreasonable demands.’    

 Asking a fiduciary to act in a crisis, cannot be deemed unreasonable. The only 

 unreasonable conduct had been her own disregard for my parents’ position, and 

 her failure to take any action to protect their interests. 

 

 Another example of defamation, was her claim that I was to blame for her  

 failure – for one year - to obtain Pension Credit for my mother, She attributed 

 this failure to my ‘constant interference’ and ‘unreasonable demands’ (above), 

 yet her own Bill of Costs proves we had minimal contact over the year, and had 

 no contact at all for the last 7 months of her receivership. 

. Attendance Note, June 2005 

 Letter from deputy to PGO,  Jan 2006 

 



32.  Given that Panel Receiver Managers at the PGO were unwilling to criticise         

 the deputy’s multiple breaches of their mandatory rules, I had long suspected 

 that she had verbally maligned me.  However, when negative comments are

 written into a client’s file, they can serve as permanent ammunition, if the 

 solicitor subsequently enters into a contentious case with the ‘victim’. 

 

 In this case, the deputy’s comments had been made (and presumably, 

 accepted by colleagues at the PGO) without reference to any substantiating 

 evidence.  When I later asked her practice to ‘name one unreasonable demand

 I had made’, they refused, and were unable to justify their claims.   However, 

 the defamatory material remained on file, without any note to show that I was 

 exonerated.   

 

 Solicitors are not arbiters of good character - 360 have been struck off in                              

 the last 5 years alone.   Yet, it appears that personal comments made by them,  

 in secret and without any substantiating evidence, can be used to destroy  

 another’s character and credibility.  Later, this can give the deputy an unfair  

 advantage during future court action, or a personal advantage, in securing  

 control of another’s finances. 

 Extract from Solicitors Disciplinary Tribunal Annual Report 2015 

 Practice response to Pre Action Protocol re. defamation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Court of Protection – Claim for Forfeiture of Bonds 

 

33.  Having finally received documentary evidence of neglect, I immediately applied                 

 to the Court of Protection for forfeiture of my parents’ surety bonds (then called 

 security bonds).  I claimed for losses caused by the deputy’s negligence, and for  

 the costs of exposing deceptions and financial abuse in her Bill of Costs.  Both 

 the OPG and bond provider (Marsh) confirmed that the bonds remained in force. 

 Application to COP, Nov 2011 

 Surety Bonds                               

 Letter from Clive Lissaman, Marsh  

 

34.  Prior to making my application, I had called advisors at the COP and OPG.               

 All gave conflicting information on the procedure for claiming against a bond.  

 Most advised me to contact the bond provider directly, which is incorrect.  

 Notes re. misinformation  

 

 

35.  Initially, Court of Protection staff were confused over whether a fee was payable.            

 At first I was asked to pay £200, but later it was decided that  no fee was due,  since 

both my parents had died.   Despite this, I was still required to complete a                    

 Fee Exemption form.  Twice, my papers were returned to me, and in the process,  the court 

managed to lose an entire set.  I received no apology or offer of  compensation for these.   

 COP Guidance Notes                                                                                                                   

 Correspondence with COP  

 

36.  My claim was issued jointly, in the name of the receiver and her practice. It was 

 itemised as follows:         

                                                                                                           

 Costs incurred in the detailed assessment of the Bill of Costs            6,945                   

 Costs incurred in applying  for forfeiture of the bonds            1,279                      

 Costs of raising complaints/concerns, which the PGO/practice  

 had failed to investigate                              2,000  

 Interest lost on moneys held inappropriately by the practice for 3 years            1,312       

 Losses caused through the receiver’s mismanagement of my parents’ affairs: 

a) failure to comply with court instructions to market their property    

           b)   failure to request an urgent direction from the court                          8,376*  

 Interest lost on Pension Credit for one year (unquantified) 

 Refund of Fixed Costs taken inappropriately for preparing Annual Accounts      470                 

 Inappropriate charges for making malicious allegations to 3
rd

 parties              1,143 

                         £21,525       

 

 *Although originally claimed at £8,376, revised calculations estimated these    

   losses  at closer to £11,000                                                                                                                                                          

 Summary of Claim for Forfeiture  



37.  The deputy hired an extensive legal team to represent her, managed by another  

 of her former practices. All were experts in COP matters, and included 5 solicitors 

 and a leading barrister in Court of Protection affairs.  In submissions to court,                       

 all - including the barrister, the deputy and her practice - confirmed that the bonds 

 remained in force. 

 Position Statement, Mar 2012  

 

 

38.  In May 2012 District Judge Ralton issued a brief Order rejecting all my claims,  

 without referring to any of the evidence.   

 

 He claimed the Court could not consider a claim against the deputy’s practice. 

 By way of underlining this, he wrote:  ‘For the avoidance of any doubt, the             

 receiver is the only respondent to the application.’   

  

 His Order stated it was ‘an abuse of process’ to claim for the costs of reassessing 

 a Bill of Costs. (Under the rule of Res Judicata, if one court has rejected a claim,  

 it is an ‘abuse’ to litigate the same matter in a different court). 

 

 He claimed my application had not established loss or neglect, and that: ‘it 

 would not be appropriate to enforce security’, given ‘the time that had elapsed’, 

 the fact that my parents ‘had died’, and ‘in the absence of any supporting evidence 

 from the OPG.’  I found his reasons puzzling, since Executors can only obtain

 evidence for a claim once a client has died, and this process can take many years. 

 In addition, the OPG has no jurisdiction over a deceased client’s affairs.   All 

 responsibility passes to their personal representatives. 

 

 I had understood that claiming against an insurance was ‘outside’ the court system, 

 and not  subject to the remits of other courts.  The bonds promise to repay any 

 financial loss, and the Court of Protection’s role is to identify and quantify that 

 loss.  If the SCCO has no remit to award costs in a COP assessment, it should not 

 follow that an insurance product is bound by the same rules. According to a 

 judgment by Judge Hazel Marshall QC, the insurance acts as a ‘first demand bond, 

 requiring only that ‘the conditions for payment have fallen in.’ 

 Court Order, District Judge Ralton 

 Letters from OPG, denying jurisdiction                                                                          

 Extract from Judgment, Oct 2009 

 Rules on Res Judicata 

 

 

 

 

 



39.  In rejecting my claim, the District Judge ordered me to pay all the costs of the 

 deputy’s legal team.  Shortly afterwards I received a 4-line ‘bill’ from her 

 solicitors. It asked for £10,096, and warned that the costs would rise, if I insisted 

 on a fully itemised bill.  I replied, saying the estate would not pay against an 

 un-itemised bill.                   

                      

 Weeks later I received a Bill of Costs.  It had been assessed at the SCCO without 

 notifying myself, as the paying party.  The solicitors advised that interest of 8% 

 was accruing on a daily basis, and currently stood at £330.29.  Once again, the 

 introduction to the bill contained defamatory comments about myself, claiming  

 I had made ‘a long line of attacks’ over matters which were all ‘without merit.’ 

 There was a further declaration by the deputy’s practice that they had ‘spent a  

 great deal of time’ responding to my complaints, when they had refused to  

 consider them. 

 

 Since their earlier email, the solicitors’ bill had increased by nearly £5,000.  

 Taking into account the itemised costs of £1,850 listed after the date of their 

 first bill, they appeared to have inflated the bill by a further £3,150, for which 

 there was no explanation.  I wrote several times to the Costs Officer who had 

 assessed the bill, asking why I had not been included in the assessment. I also 

 raised queries on individual items in the bill and asked for details of the £3,150, 

 which was unaccounted for.   (Among the items challenged were charges claimed 

 by one solicitor - with an hourly rate of £317 plus VAT - for (apparently) writing 

 47 letters to the deputy’s practice in 12 days, in addition to calling them 26 times 

 on the phone and meeting them for 2 hours.)    

  

 The CO did not respond, and eventually a Costs Judge (Master Howarth) 

 intervened and agreed to deal with the matter himself.                                                                                                         

 Correspondence with solicitors 

 Letters to Costs Officer 

 Communications to/from Costs Judge       

             

                                              

40.  The bill was put ‘on hold’ while I applied for a reconsideration of Judge Ralton’s 

 Order.  (A reconsideration is not an appeal.  It is when an application and evidence 

 are considered afresh.)   This time the matter came before Senior Judge Lush, who 

 ordered me to produce evidence and bundles for a hearing in December. (Bundles 

 are a compilation of all papers to be considered by the court, including submissions 

 from both sides).  Curiously, his Directions Order named both the deputy and her 

 practice as Respondents, contrary to Judge Ralton’s earlier  statement, excluding 

 the practice from proceedings.   

 

 



      (In May 2009, when I had yet to receive a satisfactory response to my concerns 

 about the deputy’s bill, I had written to Senior Judge Lush, giving a brief resume 

 of my parents’ case, and the deputy’s breaches of Panel Receivership rules.  

 In particular I had stressed the devastating impact of her failure to present an  

 urgent  matter to the court ‘within 5 days’.  I made the point that this matter 

 had never been addressed by anyone, and consequently I had doubts as to   , 

 whether it had ever been adjudicated upon, in court. 

 

 I was somewhat naïve in writing directly to the judge, but had felt frustrated by             

 the general reluctance (by the PGO/OPG, SRA and the deputy’s practice) to 

 acknowledge her failings and/or be concerned by her exceptionally high charges.   

 

 Judge Lush did not claim that the court had issued a formal Order in response to 

 my claims in December 2005.  Instead, he passed the matter to the court manager, 

 whose response took the familiar form of exonerating the deputy, and assuring me 

 that the bill would have been formally assessed at the SCCO.  It appeared that her 

 charges were of no concern to the court, despite its claim that her costs would be 

 ‘tightly controlled’.  As I was later to discover, her costs had been far from tightly 

 controlled, and the court’s refusal to look into the matter, had resulted in me having 

 to embark on the onerous task of challenging her bill myself).  

 Court Order, Senior Judge Lush            

                                                                                                                              

                         

41.  Preparing bundles would normally be allocated to a member of the legal 

 profession, but after researching the format, I compiled bundles for the court 

 and both parties, and travelled to London to deliver these in person.  Each 

 bundle comprised 700 pages, of which 556 pages consisted of documentary 

 evidence in support of my claims.  This evidence had been taken from the  

 deputy’s files,  PGO/OPG documents, transcripts of court hearings and other 

 third party sources.         

 

 The other side submitted only a few papers.  Among these was an inaccurate 

 complaint history, claiming that the Solicitors Regulation Authority ‘had found 

 no merit’ in a complaint raised by me in 2007.  Not only did this complaint have  

 no bearing on my present claim, but the practice knew that the SRA had refused 

 to look into it, saying they had ‘no remit’ to regulate a solicitor when acting 

 as a COP deputy.     

 Submission from practice, re. SRA/complaint history    

 Bundle, Applications and Evidence     

   

 

 

 



42.  The deputy’s team offered no evidence to disprove any of my claims.  They 

 submitted only 2 sets of documents, neither of which had any relevance to my 

 application.  One related to the late payment of my expenses on one occasion, 

 for which they submitted an entire ‘history.’   

 

 This matter concerned some unpaid work I had undertaken for the deputy,   

 who had asked me to make an inventory of all items left in my parents’ flat, 

 despite assuring the PGO she would employ a professional to do this. When  

 I submitted my expenses (of £217) for petrol and other items she had asked 

 me to purchase, she failed to pay me promptly and ignored all my urgent  

 requests for payment - despite being acutely aware of our desperate financial 

 situation at the time.  (During the meeting in which she asked me to carry out 

 this work, I had asked if she would approach the court as a matter of urgency - 

 to request a release of funds from my parents’ accounts, to alleviate our debts). 

 

 Although she charged for reading my 7 ‘begging’ faxes, advising that I was 

 incurring daily penalty charges as a result of her delay in payment, she did not 

 respond, and I had to ask the PGO to intervene. Her failure to pay my expenses 

 within a reasonable time resulted in the loss of our mortgage protection insurance, 

 worth £111,000, together with bank penalty charges of around £500.  The matter 

 was settled out of court in 2007, when the practice reimbursed my penalty charges.  

 (I was unable to claim for the consequential loss of our mortgage protection 

 insurance, which remains a permanent loss to our family). 

 

 I could not understand why the deputy’s team had focussed at length on a past 

 matter, which had nothing to do with my claim against the bonds. It had                

 caused no loss to my parents, and I had made no claim in respect of it.                         

 Yet, it formed a major part of their ‘evidence.’ 

 Witness Statements, deputy and practice      

 History of complaint re. late payment of expenses                                                                                                 

 Letter from practice in 2007, agreeing to pay bank charges arising from this 

 Bundle, applications and evidence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Solicitors for the Elderly 

 

43.  The legal team’s second, and largely ‘irrelevant’, submission was a report issued 

 in 2008 by Solicitors for the Elderly, of whom the deputy had been a member.       

    When the deputy’s practice had refused to look into my complaint about her 

 conduct, SFE agreed to carry out their own investigation.  This had relied almost  

 exclusively on verbal evidence from the deputy, and had not included an inspection 

 of my parents’ files.  (All the complaints were later vindicated following the release 

 of papers from the deputy’s files in November 2011). 

 

 SFE’s ‘investigation’ had looked into general conduct matters, largely unconnected 

 to my claims against the bonds.  However, in the process they had upheld 2 of my 

 present claims. 

 

 Their report (compiled by 2 members, including the Chair, Caroline Bielanska)    

 blamed the deputy (and PGO) for failing to present my urgent request to the court. 

 

 They did not uphold my complaint concerning the deputy’s failure to claim 

 Pension Credit for my mother.  Yet, when the other side submitted their evidence 

 for the COP hearing, a second version of SFE’s report came to light.  In this 

 version (sent to the deputy) SFE had upheld my complaint about Pension Credit.   

 They had also written: ‘We recommend that (the deputy) undertakes further 

 training on welfare benefits for deputyship clients as there was evidence she 

 needed more knowledge on pension credit.’ 

 

 When I had first received my copy of SFE’s report in 2008, I wrote twice to 

 Ms.Bielanska,  querying their failure to uphold this complaint.  But she ignored 

 my concerns, and did not amend their report to reflect the true position. Therefore, 

 in issuing 2 conflicting conclusions into the same matter, SFE had ‘covered up’ 

 for the deputy, and failed to deliver an honest and impartial  conclusion.  

 2 versions – SFE report 

 Evidence released from deputy’s files, supporting all complaints 

 

 

44.  Another complaint not upheld by SFE concerned the deputy’s request that  I should 

 claim Attendance Allowance for my parents.  I claimed she should not have asked 

 me to do this.   Attendance Allowance was an area where the deputy appeared 

 uncertain of the rules. She told me she had not claimed this benefit for anyone 

 ‘for years’, and initially asked me to make a claim    She then changed her mind, 

 saying she would attend to this herself.  However, in an attendance note written  

 8 months later - in Dec 2005 – she asked a member of staff to check whether  

 my parents were receiving AA.  The DWP refused to provide the information, 

 as the deputy had never notified them that she had taken over my parents’ affairs. 

      



 In my parents’ Annual Accounts she entered incorrect figures for AA for both, 

 and made 3 contradictory statements about my father’s entitlement to AA at the 

 Higher Rate.  In the first, she confirmed he was receiving AA at the Higher Rate.  

 In the second she declared he was on the lower rate, and further into his Annual 

 Accounts, she wrote: ‘Higher Rate AA is being applied for’ – even though  she 

 no longer had any authority over my parents’ affairs.  However, at the time of  

 making my complaint, I had not seen any of this documentary evidence. 

  My complaint had focussed on the fact that all moneys due to my parents should  

  have been paid exclusively to the deputy, and not to myself. 

  When I queried this with Ms. Bielanska in my letters, she replied that, under:  

  ‘The Social Security (Claims & Payments) Regulations 1987 … there are occasions 

  when the DWP do allow for third parties to receive state benefits where a deputy  

  has been appointed.’ Yet, in her own book, published prior to my complaint, she  

  had cited the same rules to confirm the opposite, saying: ‘Where a receiver has  

  been appointed then no benefits can be paid to an Appointee.’ 

  This was another example of ‘covering up’. 

 (I later discovered that the deputy had maligned me to SFE, as a ‘defence’  

 against my complaints. She had even claimed that I had prevented her from 

 claiming Pension Credit through my ‘constant interference’, when we had had 

 no contact at all for the last 7 months of her receivership – as confirmed in her 

 own Bill of Costs.   

 

 In discussing my complaint with the deputy, I doubt  SFE would have been shown

 letters from the Pension Credit office advising that the delay in claiming PC was 

 causing my mother a loss, or the ‘urgent’ letter from the DWP in Aug 2005,  to 

 which the deputy did not reply until December, or the  letter to myself, in which 

 she changed her mind about asking me to claim Attendance Allowance, or the 

 attendance note showing that the AA Department had refused to deal with her.   

 

 (The PGO themselves ‘covered up’ for the same failure over PC, claiming  the 

 deputy had ‘dealt with Pension Credit’, when they knew this allowance had 

 been obtained by the  second deputy, who made a retrospective claim.  No                

 doubt their decision to cover up was based on similar defamatory comments). 

 Correspondence with SFE                                                                                                          

 Receiver’s admission to SFE  

 PGO letter re. Pension Credit     

 Letter from second deputy 

 Letter from deputy to myself, re. Attendance Allowance 

 Chasing letters from PGO 

 

 



 Court of Protection - Hearing  

                                                                

45.  A few days before the hearing I received a Skeleton Argument from the other side.         

 They had hired a second, junior barrister, who suddenly argued against all previous 

 legal opinion submitted by her own team.  Although all had previously confirmed 

 the bonds were in force, the new barrister argued that, under rules in place when the

 deputy had been appointed (COP Rules 2001), surety bonds were cancelled as 

 soon as a deputy’s Final Accounts had been passed by the court and the final 

 balance paid (either to a new deputy or the client’s estate).  On average, this took 

 around 2 weeks. 

 

 If her opinion was correct, this would have rendered the bond a pointless product, 

 against which  Executors could never have claimed. (While a solicitor acts for a 

 client, their files are protected by legal privilege, preventing others from acquiring 

 evidence for a claim during the client’s lifetime).    

 

 I found her Skeleton Argument puzzling, in that it not only contradicted her own 

 client’s evidence, but ‘made no sense.’   Since I had received confirmation from 

 several sources that the bonds remained in force, I was confident that her opinion

 would be dismissed by the judge at the hearing.   

 First barrister’s legal opinion on surety bonds 

 Second Barrister’s legal opinion (Skeleton Argument) 

 

 

 

46.  The hearing lasted nearly 4 hours.  As is the default  position with nearly all 

 COP hearings, it was held in secret.  I attended with one of my sons, and for 

 the first time the deputy herself appeared in court.   

 

 Judge Lush began by asking the junior barrister if she was prepared to open the 

 proceedings.  Normally, the person bringing the application is allowed to speak 

 first, and I therefore asked if I could make statement.    

 

 He agreed to this, and I gave a brief summary of the receivership. During this,  

 I highlighted the deputy’s failure to declare all my parents’ accounts, including 

 one from which £2,000 had ‘gone missing’. I stressed that she had consistently 

 failed to carry out her duties, had breached mandatory panel receiver rules and  

 ignored nearly all court instructions for one year. I also mentioned her deceptions

 in the Bill of Costs, and raised the matter of how others (the PGO and Solicitors    

 for the Elderly) had ‘covered up’ for her.   

 Transcript of hearing, Dec 2012 

 

                     

 



47.  During the 4 hour hearing, Judge Lush asked me the following questions only:  

 

*When had my father died?  (He had not brought my father’s files into court,    

  and mistakenly believed that my father had died before the MCA took effect).   

*What was his occupation? 

*When had my parents married? 

*Where had they been born? 

*When did they move to their last address? 

*When had they been diagnosed with Alzheimers? 

*What financial arrangement had I come to…over their annexe?    

*Had both eventually gone into residential homes?  (After a year, my father’s   

  behaviour became so violent, that he had to be transferred to a secure unit,      

  and eventually to a residential home.  My mother had stayed with me for over    

  4 years until her death in 2009). 

*Had I applied to become their receiver?  (I replied that this ‘was the last thing    

  I wanted’, given that I was caring for no less than 3 disabled family members,  

  as well as my 3 other sons.   

* Did I want to break for lunch? 

 

He asked me no questions about my claims, or any of the evidence I had submitted.  

He asked the deputy no questions at all.  He did not bring my father’s files into 

court.  

 

The rest of the hearing took the form of a continuous ‘dialogue’ between himself 

and the junior barrister.  I was asked to put up my hand if I wanted to make an 

occasional interruption.  In Parliamentary circles, the practice of filibustering             

(stretching out a session through over-talking, to avoid its main purpose) is 

condemned.  Yet, this is what appeared to be happening. 

Transcript of hearing, Dec 2012 

 

 

48.  As per her Skeleton Argument, the junior barrister claimed that my parents’ bonds 

 should have been cancelled in 2006, when the deputy stepped down.  She failed to 

 mention that all bonds – whenever issued - remain in force beyond this point, to 

 allow for a claim.  

 Transcript of COP hearing, Dec 2012 

 

 

49.  For one year, District Judge Ralton and Senior Judge Lush had proceeded as 

 though the bonds were in force.  If all pre-MCA bonds were cancelled as soon             

 as the Final Accounts had been passed, one would have thought that one or both  

 would have been able to recall this simple rule.   

 



 However, Judge Lush - who had been in control of the court for 15 years, and                

 who is arguably the country’s leading authority on COP rules and practice -                          

 was unable to clarify the rules for the court.  He did not ask the deputy, as an             

 experienced member of the court’s Panel of Professional Receivers, to confirm  

 the expiry dates of her own insurance contracts.  Nor did he query why, in an 

 earlier statement, she had stated the bonds were in force. 

  

 Towards the end of the hearing, the question of whether the bonds remained in            

 force, was raised by the junior barrister. She said: ‘’I have the 2001 rules in the 

 bundle…the rule was that the security would be discharged at death…security 

 would terminate on the patient’s death.’ 

 

 I commented:  ‘In that case, I’ve been misled again.  If that is the case,   

 Mr Lissaman, who was the Chief Executive, I believe, of Marsh, told me 

 categorically, and I have seen it in writing, that the bonds remained in force    

 for 7 years and these bonds are still in place…obviously it makes no sense to 

 have insurance which is immediately discharged the moment the receiver steps 

 down or when the patient dies. 

 

 The security….relates to the period of her tenure.  It must always cover the  

 tenure…The loss is caused during the receivership so the security must always 

 relate to the tenure and what happened during the receivership.  Discharging                     

 the security means… she is no longer covered for any losses after that point. 

 

  It’s (supposed to be) a very powerful protective instrument, but it’s not a powerful 

 instrument if it just dies a death when the receiver steps down.’   

 

 To this, Judge Lush replied:  ‘I will…actually take the liberty of contacting 

 Mr Lissaman to find out whether these bonds are still (in force).’   

 

 The junior barrister added: ‘We have not been able to get in touch with them to 

 find out.  We can certainly try and let you know.’     

 

 Judge Lush replied: ‘I can find out.’ 

 

 The barrister repeated: ‘If it would be helpful for us to take steps in relation to 

 that and inform the court, we are happy to do so.’ 

  

 To which, Judge Lush said: ‘I think it is better if it comes from me.’ 

 

 I said:  ‘I did call Marsh Brokers…and the bonds were definitely in force and 

 active, and I think possibly there were different rules…after the Mental 

 Capacity Act.’ 

  



 At this point, the judge abruptly brought discussions on the bonds to a halt, 

 saying: ‘Anyway, that is an issue that I obviously need to resolve.  I think we 

 have probably gone as far as we can this afternoon.’ 

 

 It was curious that the deputy’s legal team had not been able for one year to 

 contact Marsh a large organisation - to establish the status of the bonds. 

 Of concern too, was the fact that Judge Lush had not come to court with a 

 definitive understanding of the law in this case. 

 Transcript of COP hearing, Dec 2012 

 

 

50.  The barrister did not apologise for her team’s ‘changed position’, or for having 

 previously misled the court on the status of the bonds.  As a Litigant in Person,   

 it was bewildering to be confronted with so many leading COP experts, who 

 could not agree on simple rules which had been in place for many years.     

 

 At the time the deputy acted for my parents (Feb 05 – Feb 06), the court was 

 governed by Court of Protection Rules 2001.  On 1st October 2007, the Mental 

 Capacity Act took effect, and new rules (Court of Protection Rules 2007)   

 were introduced.  When new rules take effect, the old rules are revoked and all 

 matters become subject to the new legislation.  Under COP Rules 2007, surety 

 bonds remained in force for 7 years after the death of a client, therefore, 

 according to the first barrister, my parents’ bonds could not be cancelled within   

 7 years of their deaths.  (Both were still alive when the MCA took effect). 

 

 However, according to the second barrister, bonds issued prior to the MCA expired

 shortly after the client’s death, leaving no time for Executors to make a claim.  

 Court of Protection Rules 2001                                                                                                                                  

 Court of Protection Rules 2007 

 First barrister/Second barrister - legal opinion 

 

 

51.  Prior to the above discussion on the bonds, Judge Lush had produced an 

 ‘Extended Order’ from my mother’s court files, appointing my parents’ second 

 deputy.  He claimed this document (dated Feb 2006) indicated that the first 

 deputy’s bonds should have been cancelled at that point.  (He did not show me  

 the Order – a copy was handed to the junior barrister only). 

 

 After the hearing, I discovered that an Extended Order contains identical wording 

 to that found in all pre-MCA bonds.  Both said that ‘security is discharged’ once

 final accounts had been passed and the final balance paid.  Copies of my parents’ 

 surety bonds had been submitted to court 9 months earlier, yet until now, none of 

 the legal experts - including both COP judges – had attached any significance to 

 this common wording, or associated it with cancellation of the bonds. 



 Coincidentally, copies of the same Extended Order - one for each of my parents - 

 had also been withheld from the bundles by the deputy’s legal team.  When Judge 

 Lush passed the barrister a copy of the document, she (twice) claimed that she had 

 ‘never seen it before.’    After the hearing, I wrote to the legal team, asking to see 

 copies of the Extended Orders, and eventually they were sent to me.  Both were 

 stamped: ‘To be retained in the Personal Custody of the Receiver’,  proving they 

 had been in my parents’ files all along.   

 

 It was not clear to me why Judge Lush appeared to consider these particular 

 documents indicated that the bonds should have been cancelled in 2006, when           

 they contained exactly the same wording as the surety bonds themselves. 

 Extended Orders appointing second receiver   

 Surety Bonds   

 Transcript of COP hearing, Dec 2012    

          

 

52.  During the hearing the junior barrister claimed - under the general umbrella of  

    Res Judicata - that all items relating to the mismanagement of my parents’ affairs 

 had been dismissed by the PGO in 2006, therefore the court ‘should be slow to 

 uphold those allegations now.’  However, at the time of raising the complaints,           

 I had had no documentary evidence to support my claims, and some matters were 

 unknown to me at that time.  For example, it would have been impossible for me 

 to know, in 2005, that the deputy had taken Fixed Costs for a function she had 

 carried out in 2006.  Another matter which I had no knowledge of at the time, 

 was the existence of defamatory material in her files, which she had charged my 

 parents for spreading among third parties.  Evidence of both these matters only 

 came to light in November 2011, when the practice released some papers to me). 

 

 My main claims – for losses caused by the deputy’s failure to comply with court 

 instructions to market my parents’ property and for breaching mandatory rules 

 in failing to present an urgent matter to the court – had never been formally  

 investigated, if at all.  Para 5 shows the PGO did not investigate these matters 

 or present them to the court, and nobody at the PGO, OPG or Court has ever 

 produced any report, Order or written document to prove otherwise. 

 

 I made all these points to Judge Lush. 

 

 The barrister referred at length to Res Judicata, introducing the (irrelevant) matter 

 of the late payment of my expenses in 2005.  She stated that - as per my claim for 

 the costs of exposing a financially abusive bill - this too had already been 

 adjudicated on, and was therefore subject to Res Judicata.  She cannot have read 

 my application, since this matter was not included in my claims. Judge Lush did 

 not query why she had raised this matter, but I made it clear that it had nothing to  

 do with my application for forfeiture of the bonds. 



 An informal complaint by a carer, with no access to evidence, should not preclude 

 Executors from making a formal claim for forfeiture at a later date, once evidence 

 has been acquired.  However, the junior barrister appeared to believe that 

 complaints considered by PGO clerical officers were the equivalent of judicial 

 decisions. 

 

 She suggested that there could be an investigation by the OPG into my claims,              

 apparently unaware that the OPG’s jurisdiction ceases upon the death of a client. 

   2
nd

 barrister’s Skeleton Argument  

 Correspondence with PGO/OPG 

 Deputy’s attendance note  

 Bundle 

 

 

53.  The junior barrister claimed that ‘nearly half’ my claims were for personal losses 

 caused to myself.  However, with the possible exception of my claim for £2000 

 (for the costs of raising complaints on behalf of my parents over many years), the 

 remainder of the claim (c. £20,000) related to losses caused directly to my parents 

 or their estate.  The fact that I had acted on behalf of the estate, as Executrix, did 

 not mean I was claiming for ‘personal compensation’.   

 

 (In an effort to be helpful to the court, I had divided my claims into two sections.  

 Section 1 related to losses incurred by me on behalf of the estate, and was headed:   

 ‘Losses to A. Tricker (representing the estate as Executor/Litigant in Person).’ 

 These ‘losses’ represented costs which I had paid for myself, but which were 

 ultimately refundable to me from the estate.   Section 2 related to losses, which               

 had yet to be determined by the court, and were due to the estate.)  

 

 The court has never issued any rules, showing how a claim for forfeiture should  

 be presented, and there is no set format for listing claims. 

 Claim for forfeiture, as submitted to COP 

 

 

54.  The barrister claimed that Solicitors for the Elderly had looked into my 

 ‘allegations’ and rejected them. Yet her statement was undermined by the report 

  itself, which had upheld both claims in my current application. (The remaining 

 matters in SFE’s report were unconnected to my present application, but, in  

 any event, were proven to be justified, following the release of papers in Nov 2011).

 2
nd

 barrister, Skeleton Argument  

 SFE Report 

 

 



55.  The hearing had begun at 11 am, but by ten to one, Judge Lush had still not 

 addressed any of the claims. When I asked whether these could now be addressed,   

 he asked if I wanted to break for lunch. 

 

 In the afternoon I was allowed to run through my claims, but at no point did                

 he question myself or the deputy over these, or refer to any of the extensive 

 evidence he had ordered me to produce.   

 

 In particular I drew his attention to pages in the bundles concerning the ‘live’ 

 account belonging to my father, which the deputy had failed to declare in his 

 Annual Accounts (see para 14). I said (of the account):  It came to light in  

 July 2005, and I sent a copy to (the deputy).  I faxed her a copy.  I always took 

 my responsibilities very seriously. (The faxed copy) is on page 502.  You can see 

 the statement was sent to our  house in my father’s name and it contained 

 £1,980…You can then see that six months after receiving notification of that 

 account, on page 508 (the deputy) is informed by the Halifax that only £10.39 

 remains.  Just as she’s about to step down, on page 509, she enquired about the 

 account.  She enquired about the passbook for it.  At (pages) 510 and 511 (the 

 deputy) is signing the Money  Laundering Declaration…when that week she’s 

 stepping down as receiver. She hadn’t done anything about this account.  

 

 I alerted the PGO to this as well…and the PGO didn’t want to investigate. 

 On page 465 I mention this account.  I say, on page 466, fraud is fraud.  I say 

 ‘I can accept the court does not think it appropriate to investigate matters which 

 occurred (in the past), but obviously this account is different.’ As you can see on 

 page 464 the PGO received that letter on 12 December, and it formed part of my 

 complaint.  When (the deputy) submitted my father’s Accounts…this account 

 was not mentioned and has never been accounted for.  I couldn’t query anything 

 because I didn’t know what conclusion (the deputy) had come to when she was 

 given this account.  Nobody told me…and it was only when I saw the files…

 in November 2011 that I discovered this account had been forgotten about. 

 Had (the deputy) looked at it at the time, we would have got the answer.  The 

 account was still live…It ties in with the National Audit Office report on page 

 512 onwards, criticising the PGO for its inability to investigate fraud when it’s 

 raised by clients and carers. 

 

 It’s a very serious matter not to declare an account you’ve been writing about.’ 

 

 Judge Lush made no comment, and did not ask the deputy to account for the 

 £2,000 withdrawn from this account during her receivership. Nor did he ask                

 whys he had not declared the account in my father’s Annual Accounts.  

 Transcript of COP hearing, Dec 2012 

 Statement/correspondence re. this account/My father’s Annual Accounts 

 Letters to deputy/PGO re. possible fraud 



56.  I also raised the matter of the deputy’s failure to comply with court instructions 

  to market my parents’ property.  Their flat was on a short lease and during the   

  long delay before the second deputy was able to offer it for sale, it devalued,  

  despite a buoyant property market at the time.  It also accrued substantial service 

  charges, and crucially, my parents lost interest on potential capital from a sale. 

   (Although one cannot say with certainty that the flat would have sold quickly,  

  it was of a good size, in a prime position, with some sea views, and when the  

  second deputy placed it on the market, it attracted much interest and sold within  

  weeks). 

  

  Had the flat sold within, say 6 months, and had the deputy deposited the capital 

  into the Court Funds Office, as she had promised, my parents would have earned 

  substantial interest on this, as the Office paid a very favourable rate at the time.   

  (One would not normally leave a property empty for a year, when it could be  

  earning interest - particularly in the case of a client with Alzheimers, who may     

  need money to pay for residential care, should their condition deteriorate).  

 

  Further losses had been incurred when the deputy charged hundreds of pounds 

  for responding to 22 phone calls and letters from the PGO, chasing updates on  

  her progress, and asking her to comply with court instructions.   

  Transcript of COP hearing, Dec 2012 

  Extracts from bundle, re. failure to market my parents’ property 

  Bill of Costs 

 

57. I stressed the impact of the deputy’s failure to approach the court for an urgent

 direction during the family’s financial crisis, and how it had caused unnecessary 

 losses and stress for the whole family. (She had even charged £500 for talking                       

 to me about this urgent matter, while doing nothing about it).    

 Bill of Costs          

 Attendance note of meeting, June 2005 

 

58. At the end of the hearing I made a brief statement about the difficulties faced by  

 Executors in challenging a Bill of Costs, and obtaining evidence from a deputy’s 

 files.  I also said:  ‘if the estate can’t get costs or can’t claim on the bonds, there is 

 no point in challenging a bill.  Usually the law is fair and reasonable, but …if 

 (executors) do find out that things have happened that shouldn’t have happened,    

 but they’re not going to get their costs…that is a terrible message to send out to 

 vulnerable people.’   

  Judge Lush wound up the hearing, saying he would issue a  written judgment in 

 due course.                                                                                                   

 Transcript of COP hearing, Dec 2012 



59.  Shortly after the hearing I received a copy of a letter written by the  deputy’s legal 

 team to Senior Judge Lush.  In this, the writer confirmed that they had ‘addressed 

 the question posed by (him) in the…hearing as to the enforceability of the  security 

 bonds…’   

 

 The letter enclosed a copy of the Extended Order, and claimed Marsh had said: 

 ‘it appeared the bonds should have been destroyed once the Order discharging 

 security had been issued.’  The writer said that paragraph 1 appeared to ‘discharge 

 the security’, and hoped that this clarified the position for Judge Lush. He ended 

 by saying: ‘Please let me know if I can assist further.’ 

 

 Crucially, he did not send Marsh a copy of the Extended Order.   

 

 Ordinarily, Marsh would have received computer listings from the PGO/OPG 

 notifying them of bonds to be cancelled, but under special circumstances, the court 

 could issue an Order cancelling a bond.  It appeared to me that, when contacting 

 Marsh, the legal team may have alluded to a past Order, implying it had cancelled

 my parents’ bonds.  However, their decision not to send Marsh a copy of this 

 ‘key’ document suggested that an Extended is not an Order directing cancellation. 

 Marsh would have assumed that the Order referred to by the legal team was an 

 appropriate order cancelling the bonds, and therefore assumed they should 

 been cancelled. 

 

 I was concerned by the Respondents’ team taking over matters in this way, and 

 later sent Marsh a copy of the Extended Order myself.  Mr Lissaman replied, saying

 he doubted Marsh would have cancelled the bonds on receipt of such an Order.  

 

 I was also concerned that, contrary to his assurances in the courtroom, Judge Lush 

 had not contacted Marsh directly, but had allowed the Respondents’ team to take 

 over his role.  Ethically, it did not seem appropriate that a party to the hearing 

 should be entrusted with advising the bond provider and judge on a matter, which 

 had been contested by both parties during the proceedings.  I considered the court 

 itself should have contacted Marsh, and not the party with an interest in a obtaining 

 a specific result. 

 

 I emailed Judge Lush, saying I could not be held responsible for the court’s failure 

 to cancel the bonds, or for the deputy’s failure to provide correct information on 

 their status.   

 

 I did this to cover myself, in the event that he ruled the bonds should have been 

 cancelled.  However, inwardly I knew they were still in force, and could only trust 

 that his judgment would reflect the true position.   

 Email to Senior Judge Lush 

 Acknowledgement by COP 



60.  At the same time I wrote to the new Chair of Solicitors for the Elderly,  

 Chris Belcher, and others, regarding SFE’s previous deceptions.  It was at this 

 point I discovered that Judge Lush is  Patron of SFE - something he had not 

 declared during the hearing, when I raised the matter of their 2 conflicting  reports 

 and claimed this amounted to ‘covering up.’   I therefore included him in the 

 mailing.    

 Mailing re. SFE 

 Solicitors for the Elderly website 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Court of Protection – Judgment 

 

61.  Six weeks later, and despite the above communications (in paras 59 and 60),  

 a crushing judgment arrived.  (It was dated 8 January, but not posted until  

 24 January). Bizarrely, Judge Lush had agreed with the junior barrister, who      

 had ’persuaded’ him that all bonds issued prior to the  MCA were cancelled 

 shortly after a deputy ceased acting for their client, even though this would have 

 left no opportunity for a claim.  The judgment claimed my parents’ bonds were 

 no longer enforceable and should have been cancelled in February 2006. 

 

 He stated there was ‘no need’ for him to explain the differences in rules covering 

 bonds issued before and after the MCA, despite the fact that all the legal experts - 

 including himself - had clearly been confused over these for nearly a year.  He 

 did not explain why post-MCA bonds allowed 7 years for a claim, while pre-MCA 

 bonds allowed no time at all. Nor did he criticise the deputy, her practice or their 

 first barrister for initially claiming the bonds were in force and for misleading the 

 court over their status.  

 Judgment, Jan 2013 

 

 

62.  The judgment did not address my individual claims, or consider any of the 556 pages

 of evidence.  It did not quote any of the points/arguments raised in my Skeleton 

 Argument, oral arguments or submissions, yet cited all submissions by the other 

 side, including the largely irrelevant report by Solicitors for the Elderly and papers 

 relating to the late payment of my expenses, settled in 2007.  It was as if I had not 

 been present at the hearing, or submitted any evidence for consideration.    

 

 The decision was condensed into one sentence.  It simply said that Judge Lush  

 agreed  with everything District Judge Ralton had said (i.e. the  claim had no 

 merit because the OPG had not provided any supporting evidence, because my              

 parents had died some time ago, the availability of remedies in the civil courts 

 and the ‘nature of the complaints’).  It gave no specific reasons for rejecting 

 each of the 9 individual claims, or considered the evidence relating to these.   

 

 It maintained that all claims had already been judicially decided and/or dismissed 

 by the PGO, and that ‘nearly half’ related to losses caused to myself, rather than 

 to my parents.  As shown in para 5, and again in court, the PGO had not carried 

 out an investigation into my earlier claims and nearly all losses (89% ) had been  

 incurred, unequivocally, by my parents.  Only one claim - for £2,000, for raising 

 complaints on behalf of my parents over many years - could be considered a loss       

 to myself.  And, even if it were true that ‘nearly half’ my claims had involved 

 losses caused to me, the judgment contained no consideration of the’ other half.’  

 His sweeping statement echoed everything the junior barrister had said, although 

 none of her statements were true. 



 Even if PGO clerical officers had looked into my earlier claims/complaints, there 

 is no written rule which bars Executors from later claiming against the bonds,             

 if a relative has previously complained about a deputy.  The PGO had itself 

 confirmed that claims can be revisited if new evidence comes to light, therefore it 

 was puzzling to learn of a ‘new rule’ in the judgment, which effectively 

 discourages friends and relatives from complaining about a deputy while the client 

 is still alive.  This ruling places a severe restriction on claiming for forfeiture 

 and needs to be communicated to all COP clients and their representatives. 

 

  A reconsideration is not an appeal.  It is supposed to take the form of a new 

  hearing in which all evidence is considered afresh.  In my parents’ case, neither 

  judge had considered any evidence.  In simply ‘agreeing’ in general terms  with 

  Judge Ralton and the junior barrister, Judge Lush had not provided a reasoned                 

  consideration of the evidence, to show how he had reached his decision in each  

  of the 9 individual claims against the bonds. 

 

  He did not clarify why the death of a client some years ago is sufficient reason  

  to dismiss a claim, or why the OPG should be involved in providing evidence 

  when their jurisdiction over my parents’ affairs ended in 2009.   He did not  

  clarify why a deputy’s failure to comply with court instructions (to sell a property) 

  does not meet the terms of the bonds (which claim to cover losses caused by a 

  ‘failure to observe and perform all Orders and Directions of the Court.’)    

  He did  not explain why a failure to ‘claim any entitlements and benefits’ does  

  not apply to Pension Credit.  He did not explain why losses caused by a failure to  

  comply with mandatory panel rules are not ‘claimable’.  He did not explain why a 

  deputy  is allowed to have a bill assessed in the Costs Office and take Fixed Costs.                   

  He did not explain why a practice should be allowed to profit from interest on  

  moneys, which had been claimed inappropriately.  He did not explain why the 

  costs of exposing financial abuse cannot be reimbursed via insurance, and there  

  is no explanation of why a claimant should have to pursue a claim for negligence  

  in the civil courts rather than via a claim on the bonds. 

 

  In the absence of any consideration of the above, the judgment is insufficiently  

  clear.  It also appears to render a pre-MCA bond ineffective and ‘not fit for  

  purpose.’   

 

  A judge is paid to clarify the law and rules applicable to the case he is hearing 

  (Judge Lush’s annual salary is £130,000), therefore a claimant has a right to  

  expect a detailed consideration/explanation of all matters raised.  It is even more  

  important in a case like this, where the judge is being asked, for the first time,  

  to clarify what is, and is not, covered under the terms of a compulsory insurance.   

 

   



  My parents’ judgment appears to have dramatically  altered the terms of this 

  costly commercial product.  It has also set a precedent, in ruling that the costs           

  of exposing a financially abusive bill do not qualify as a ‘claimable loss’   

  under the terms of the bonds. 

   

  As such, it is of key importance to all COP clients.  

 Judgment, Jan 2013 

  Original complaint to PGO (Dec 2005) 

 Correspondence with PGO/OPG 

 Transcript of COP hearing, Dec 2012 

 Deputy’s Attendance Note, re. PGO ‘investigation’ 

 

 

63.  The judgment did not quote my claim for forfeiture in the same form it had been 

 submitted to court.   In the first section, I had claimed for:  

  

   ‘Losses to A. Tricker (representing the estate as Executor/Litigant in Person).’    

 

 However, in omitting the words in brackets, the judgment made it appear that                     

 I was claiming for personal losses, rather than for losses incurred on behalf of 

 the estate (see para 53). 

 Judgment, Jan 2013 

 

 

64.  In a judgment against a lay deputy published the year before, Judge Lush had 

 defined the fiduciary duties of a deputy, who is:  ‘expected to keep and be 

 constantly ready to produce correct accounts of all their dealings and 

 transactions on the (client’s) behalf.’    He also quoted from an earlier 

 judgment, which stressed: ‘how severely the court deals with any irregularity.’ 

 In summary, he ruled that a client has a: ‘right to have their financial affairs 

 managed competently, honestly… for their benefit, and for the possible 

 prevention of crime.’  

 

 Yet, in my parents’ case, he was unconcerned by the deputy’s failure to declare 

 and account for moneys in 3 joint accounts, together with the disappearance of 

 £2,000 from a fourth account, evidence of which was submitted in the bundles, 

 and drawn to his attention again during the court hearing. (He was also 

 unconcerned by the overwhelming evidence of negligence in the bundles, 

 including all documents quoted  in para 29). 

 Transcript of COP Hearing, Dec 2012  

  Judgments, Jul 2012 and Jan 2013 

  Annual Accounts, statements etc. 

 

 



65.  Bizarrely, the judgment focussed extensively on the same irrelevant matter of my

 expenses. Although it had nothing to do with my claims, Judge Lush had treated  

 the matter as though it was central to my claim for forfeiture.  It even featured in 

 his conclusion, where he accused me of being ‘dark’ and ‘sinister’, for attempting 

 to call in the bonds and have the deputy ‘struck off the role’, purely because of this. 

 

 He had therefore adjudicated on the ‘wrong matter’, while ignoring all my actual 

 claims and substantial evidence.  (It appeared he had not read my application, in 

 which the 9 individual claims were itemised.)    

 

 He also did not appear to have read a letter contained in the bundles, which showed 

 the matter (concerning my expenses) had been settled out of court in 2008.    

 

 His statement, that I tried to have the deputy ‘struck off the role’ because of this        

 matter, was not true.  I had been justified in complaining about her conduct and 

 actions, but had never expressed a desire for her to be ‘struck off’‘ or suspended.    

 I had commented that I did not feel she should be allowed to continue as a 

 professional deputy, but this was not the same as having asked for her to be 

 removed as a solicitor.  (In my complaint to the SRA, I had stressed that she had 

 abused her position of trust towards my parents, but it was not for me to suggest a 

 specific ‘punishment’ for this). 

 

 I found the name-calling in the judgment offensive and juvenile.  The hearing itself 

 had been perfectly civil, therefore the vitriol in his judgment can only have come 

 from a pre-determined view.  (Describing a carer as ‘dark’ and ‘sinister’ for 

 defending her own parents and acting in their best interests, is perverse and overly 

 dramatic). 

  

 Over the years I had grown used to the deputy and her practice employing 

 defamation to discredit me, but I had not expected the same from a  judge. 

 

 I have always provided evidence to support anything I say or have complained 

 about.  In the past, the deputy and her practice had maligned me for complaining, 

 but had never been willing, or able, to show that my complaints were unjustified. 

 The judgment was effectively a continuation of the same practice.  I was insulted

 for having brought a claim to court, yet the judgment was unable to show why 

 my claims and evidence had no merit.  

 Transcript of hearing, Dec 2012 

 Complaint history, re. SRA 

 

 

 

 



66.  The judgment placed an extraordinary focus on ‘past complaints’, rather than my

 present claims.    

 

 The other side had submitted a ‘complaint history’, which suggested that all my 

 past complaints had been investigated by others, and found to have no merit.  

 Their tactic - of demonising me for complaining, rather than addressing the actual 

 complaints - appeared to be their only defence, in the absence of any other 

 supporting evidence.  The judgment lists the complaint history, as submitted by the 

 practice, but studiously omits all evidence proving that my complaints were never 

 investigated. 

 

 Contrary to the impression given in the judgment, the true complaint history is as 

 follows:    

   

  The Legal Complaints Service refused to investigate my complaint,  

  because I was not the client 

  

  The Solicitors Regulation Authority refused to investigate, because  

  they claimed to have no remit to regulate a solicitor/deputy 

 

  The deputy’s practice refused to investigate my detailed complaint about  

  the deputy’s conduct and treatment of my parents.  (The only complaint  

  they responded to, was a claim for losses caused to myself,  which was  

  subsequently settled out of court) 

 

  The PGO did not carry out a formal investigation, and deceived me  

  over this 

 

  The Adjudicator’s Office could not investigate a complaint against a deputy. 

  They looked into the PGO’s handling of my complaints, but would not have 

  been aware that the PGO had ‘covered up’ for the deputy, and had never  

  presented my full complaint to the court, as they had claimed  

 

  A senior manager at the PGO wrote, apologising for the ‘poor service’    

  I had received regarding the late presentation of my urgent request to the  

  court.  However, her letter avoided any mention of the deputy’s role in this, 

  or her breach of mandatory panel receiver rules  

 

     Solicitors for the Elderly carried out a superficial investigation, without  

  looking at the deputy’s files, and accepting her word against mine. They  

  ‘covered up’ for 2 complaints relating to pensions/allowances, but did 

  uphold one of the claims in my current application viz. her failure to  

  approach the court for an urgent direction. (All complaints were later    

  supported by evidence obtained from the files) 



 The only defence ever offered for the deputy’s conduct and failures was that she  

 had been ‘under huge pressure of work’ at the time. Yet, this claim (by her practice 

 and Solicitors for the Elderly) was not an acceptable excuse for abandoning clients 

 facing repossession of their home.  Under such circumstances, she had a duty, 

 under her Service Level Agreement with the PGO, to declare that she was no longer 

 able to  carry out her role.  In a crisis, a fiduciary cannot claim they are ‘too busy’  

 to attend to urgent financial matters for their clients.  

 

 In the judgment, Judge Lush claimed that my complaints had ‘shifted like quicksand’.  

 However, in reality they had ‘snowballed’ as more and more evidence came to light. 

 Judgment, Jan 2013  

 Complaint History 

 Letters from Legal Complaints Service, SRA, Practice - all refusing to investigate 

 SFE ‘conflicting’ reports (see paras 43-44) 

 PGO/OPG letters, deputy’s attendance note – showing PGO deception  

 See also paras 52, 56 

 Letters from practice/SFE – claiming deputy ‘under huge pressure of work’ 

 

                                                                                                          

67.  The judgment claimed it was not ‘fraud’, to charge for non-fee earning secretaries 

 under the guise of a’ Legal Executive’, although this would appear to meet the 

 accepted definition of fraud.   

 

 Under the Fraud Act 2006, Fraud by Misrepresentation (Section 2) is defined 

 as being: ‘Where a Defendant makes a false representation dishonestly, knowing 

 that the representation was or might be untrue or misleading, with intent to make          

 a gain for himself or another or to cause loss to another.’ 

 

 The definition of Fraud by Abuse of Position (Section 4) is:  ‘Where a Defendant 

 occupies a position in which he was expected to safeguard or not to act against      

 the financial interests of another and has abused that position, dishonestly, by 

 intending that abuse to make a gain/cause a loss.’ 

 Judgment, Jan 2013 

 

 

68.  In the judgment, Senior Judge Lush declared his interest in Solicitors for the 

 Elderly for the first time.  He is Patron of the organisation. (The judgment was 

 written after I had included him in a mailing concerning SFE’s deceptions.  

 (see para 60). 

 

 Curiously, he devoted one and a half pages in the judgment to SFE’s early  report  

 into the deputy’s conduct. Although it upheld 2 of my present claims, these claims              

 were then ignored by Judge Lush, leading one to question the purpose of including 

 the report in his judgment. 



 (SFE agreed that the deputy - and PGO – had failed to present my urgent request  

 to the court, as per mandatory panel rules.  A Senior Manager at the PGO had also   

 apologised for the ‘poor service’ my parents received in this matter. Yet, my claim - 

 for a minimum of £5000 in losses caused by this failure – was not even mentioned 

 in the judgment.)   

 

 Judge Lush’s focus on SFE’s report was bewildering.  SFE is a self-serving 

 organisation for fellow solicitors.  It has no significance in a Court of Protection 

 case.  The chair of SFE himself had stated:  ‘Solicitors for the Elderly is a members’ 

 organisation.  It is neither a regulator nor a professional standards body and its 

 complaints procedure is…non-binding.’  Yet, the judgment treated SFE’s report              

 as if it was all-important in providing definitive rulings on my claim for forfeiture.  

 (The fact that SFE had acted deceitfully in producing 2 conflicting conclusions into 

 a known failure, should have cast doubt on their report in general, yet the judgment 

 does not mention this deception.) 

 

 The only relevant report would have been the PGO’s report into my claims in

 December 2005.  However, as I was able to demonstrate in evidence submitted to 

 Judge Lush, the PGO had never carried out a formal investigation – contrary to                

 their past claims (see para 5).  If a report into my earlier complaints/claims was  

 so significant in determining this case, one is driven to ask, where is the PGO’s 

 report?   And,  why was this report not included in the judgment? 

 

 It appeared that SFE’s report had been used by both the judge and junior barrister 

  to create a defence, in the absence of any credible evidence to disprove my claims.  

 As such, it was a ‘red herring’.   

 

 Judge Lush dismissed my claim - that SFE had covered up for the deputy by issuing 

 2 conflicting reports - and devoted a paragraph in his judgment to promoting their 

 organisation - the same amount of space dedicated to my entire application and 556 

 pages of evidence.   

 COP Judgment, Jan 2013 

 Letter from PGO Asst. Director, apologising for ‘poor service’  

 Evidence in Bundles, proving all complaints to SFE were justified 

  

 

69.  The judgment gave a strong impression of collusion.  There had been an identical  

 error by the legal team and judge on simple rules covering surety bonds, the same  

 focus on the irrelevant matter of my expenses, the withholding of the same Extended

  Orders, a common belief that Res Judicata applied to informal investigations, and   

     the same ‘mistaken’ view that I had raised identical claims before and that 

 ‘nearly half’ concerned losses to myself. Together, they created a perception that 

  the case had been ‘pre-determined.’ 

 



 Given that the deputy had submitted no evidence to disprove any of my claims,  

 her actions, in building up a picture of me as a serial complainer, appeared to be  

 her only defence against overwhelming evidence of her own malpractice. Yet, one 

 is bound to ask, why would a judge do the same?   Why would he ignore nearly  

 600 pages of evidence showing that my complaints were justified - if he was not 

 biased?  And why would he ‘flesh out’ a judgment with irrelevant past matters,  

 while ignoring my actual claims?  

  Judgment, Jan 2013 

 

 

70.  A few months later, Judge Lush published a judgment against a lay deputy. 

 In this, he devoted 12 pages to considering evidence.  

  Judgment, Jul 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  Surety Bonds – General Information 

 

71.  Since the judgment appeared to be biased and, in many respects, ‘made no sense’,                     

 I carried out some research into surety bonds.  I contacted the 2 main providers,              

 Marsh and Deputy Bond Services, both of whom confirmed that the rules quoted               

 by Judge Lush and the junior barrister were ‘incomplete.’  Their versions had 

 omitted a key fact - namely that all bonds remain in force after a client dies 

 and/or  the deputy ceases to act for them - to allow for a claim.    

 

 Bonds issued prior to the MCA remained in force for many years before being  

 lapsed, although this period was not formally quantified.   Bonds issued after the 

 MCA remained enforceable for 7 years.  In May 2010, this period was reduced       

 to 2 years.    

 

  When a client dies/deputy steps down, annual premiums cease and the bond  

  provides no further coverage beyond this point.  It is known as ‘historic’, and  

  remains in force to cover the tenure of the deputyship, until lapsed by the OPG  

  via computer listings sent to the bond provider.  On rare occasions, a bond may  

  be cancelled prematurely by the court, but this requires a formal application by             

  the deputy, citing special circumstances.  No such application had been made  

  by my parents’ deputy. 

 

  Under a Freedom of Information Request, I established that, when the MCA                    

  took effect, there were ‘19,888 historic bonds still in force’, and my parents’  

  bonds would have been among these.   

 

  Contrary to the above, Judge Lush’s judgment claimed that all pre-MCA bonds  

  were cancelled shortly after the client had died/the deputy had stepped down. 

  It made no mention of historic bonds, and did not explain why post-MCA bonds 

  gave Executors 7 years to make a claim, while pre-MCA bonds had given them 

  no time at all. 

 

 I later received confirmation from Marsh that the Extended Orders referred to                    

 by Judge Lush during the hearing and in the judgment, were not Orders which 

 would have led them to cancel the bonds. 

 Emails to/from Marsh/Deputy Bond Services 

 Freedom of Information Request 

 Additional evidence 

 Extended Orders 

 

 

 

 

 



72.  Security bonds issued before the Mental Capacity Act (Oct 2007) and  

 surety bonds issued after the MCA, are similar two-page documents, containing  

 a simple promise, viz. to reimburse any loss caused by the deputy’s failure to 

 carry out their duties. 

 

  Pre-MCA security bonds, say: 

 

   ‘(The bond) will pay to the Court should I fail to carry out the duties stated below 

  the amount of the loss suffered by the Patient’s…estate. 

 

  2. The duties of the receivership…are as follows: 

   b. To account for the Patient’s personal estate and the profits and  

    income thereof. 

   c. To observe and perform all Orders and Directions of the Court. 

   h. Claim any entitlements and benefits to which P is entitled. 

   i. To act as a careful and faithful receiver of the estate of P. 

 

  4. If I fail to carry out any of the duties of the receivership…the Surety  

   Company  will be liable to pay to the Court the sum stated.’ 

 

  Post-MCA surety bonds, say: 

 

  ‘The Surety Company…agrees the security…in respect of any failure to carry out  

  the duties of the Deputyship committed after the date hereof… 

 

  Terms 

  1.    The surety Company…guarantees it will pay…to P, or the Personal  

        Representatives of P, the amount of the loss…should the deputies fail to  

   carry out their Deputyship duties. 

 

  3.    Deputies will carry out their…duties given…in their Deputy’s declaration 

   together with such duties…as specified in any Court Order.’ 

 

  Example,   pre-MCA bond 

  Example,  post-MCA bond 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



73.  There are some differences in the wording of the two bonds.  These are as follows: 

 

  Prior to the MCA, deputies were known as receivers. 

  Prior to the MCA, surety bonds were known as security bonds. 

  Prior to the MCA, security was given to the court, rather than the Public Guardian.  

  Prior to the MCA, the phrase ‘discharging security’ meant no further coverage  

  was required, although the bond remained in force to allow for a claim. 

  After the MCA, ‘discharging security’ meant cancellation of the bond. 

 

  Prior to the MCA, the COP was governed by Court of Protection Rules 2001.   

  After the MCA, these were revoked by Court of Protection Rules 2007.   

 

  When the MCA took effect (on 1
st
 October 2007), there were 19,888 historic bonds 

  still in force.   These were treated as if they had been taken out under the new rules.   

  Explanations by bond providers (Marsh, Deputy Bond Services) 

  OPG Practice Note, March 2012 

  Response to Freedom of Information request, re. historic bonds 

 

 

74.  Under Freedom of Information requests, the following information was confirmed: 

  

 Between 2002 and 2007,            3 professional deputies bonds were forfeited. 

  Between 2007 and 2012,            1 professional deputy’s bonds were forfeited. 

  Between 2003 and end 2007,   46 lay deputies’ bonds were forfeited. 

  Between 2008 and end 2012,   32 lay deputies’ bonds were forfeited. 

 

  In her judgment of Oct 2009, HH Judge Hazel Marshall confirmed that   

  (as at May 2009):  ‘the default level since 1988 has been…180 bonds.    

  Of all the defaults only 3 have been in estates managed by a solicitor.’    

  Given the above FOI response - that these 3 defaults occurred between 2002  

  and 2007 -  it means that, prior to 2002, no professional deputies’ bonds had     

  ever been forfeited.  The likelihood that no professional deputies had overcharged 

  or abused their clients in 14 years (1988 – 2002) is not credible. This statistic  

  suggests that either it was too difficult to claim against a professional deputy, 

  or, more cynically, that they were protected by the court. 

 

  The same judgment confirmed that: ‘In May 2009 there were 21,300 ‘live’  

  bonds in place, and a further 25,600 historic bonds not yet discharged.’    

  This shows that bonds taken out prior to the MCA (Oct 2007) remained   

  historic and enforceable – contrary to the opinion of Judge Lush and the   

  deputy’s second barrister.  (It is not possible that all 25,600 historic bonds  

  related to clients who had died between October 2007 and May 2009). 

  FOI Responses 

  Judgment, Oct 2009 



75.   Beyond the general wording in the bonds, there is no explanation of what  

 constitutes a ‘claimable loss.’  In this respect, the surety bond is unlike all  

 other  insurance products, which are usually highly specific and contain  

 multiple clauses defining their terms and conditions.   In a 2014 judgment by  

 HH Judge Hodge QC - relating to forfeiture of 2 lay deputies’ bonds - he stated:  

 ‘There is no statutory guidance on the circumstances in which the court should 

 call in a security bond.’   

 

 The court has never published any guidance or information on the bonds to assist 

 Litigants in Person and members of the legal profession, and there are relatively 

 few published judgments on property and affairs’ cases.  Only a handful of these 

 relate to claims for forfeiture.   

 

 Under Freedom of Information Requests, and in a judgment issued in Oct 2009,  

 (see para 74) it has been confirmed that:  the bonds of only 4 professional  

 deputies have been forfeited by the court in 27 years.  Yet, these cases remain 

 shrouded in secrecy, and the court has withheld publication of the judgments in  

 all 4 cases. 

  Judgment,  April 2014 

  Response to FOI Requests 

 Judgment, Oct 2009 

 

  

76.  In the past I was able to obtain information – via FOI requests – on the number    

 of bonds forfeited by the court in any one year (for both professional and lay 

 deputies).    

 

 Following the ease with which data had been provided under former FOI requests,           

 I made a further FOI request in May 2015, asking ‘How many surety bonds taken 

 out by professional deputies were forfeited by the Court of Protection between 

 2011 and March 2015?  I asked the same question, of non-professional deputies. 

   

  This time, however, it appeared HMCTS were no longer willing to access such  

  information.  They responded:  ‘I can confirm that the department holds the  

  information that you have asked for.  However, because the costs of complying  

  with your request exceeds the limit set by the Act…I will not be taking your  

  request further.’ 

 

  I replied, quoting the three FOI reference numbers, under which they had   

  previously been able to provide similar information (covering longer periods  

  of time).  I also queried how records are kept at the Court of Protection and  

  suggested they should be able to obtain the information directly from the bond 

  providers.   

 



  The reply read as follows:  ‘I acknowledge that in previous responses, we   

  were able to contact the bond providers directly and ask them for the   

  information on your behalf. However, they now invoke their right…to not   

  disclose this information on the basis that it can be considered commercially  

  sensitive.  The court has confirmed that they do not retain a list of cases.    

  Live cases are filed alphabetically and concluded cases are archived in   

  order of age of case without a separate log.’ 

 

  It appears that a compulsory commercial product, which has no clearly defined  

  terms and conditions, which rarely pays out against professional deputies and  

  where the public is denied access to judgments and previous case law. is now  

  deemed too ‘commercially sensitive’ to provide its own clients with transparent  

  information on its performance history.  

  Response to FOI Requests 

  Responses from Marsh, Aviva 

 

 

77.   I made one final FOI Request, asking whether, prior to the MCA, there had 

 been any cases of security bonds being forfeited by the Court of Protection 

 after the death of the client.  I asked this because, in my parents’ judgment,  

 Judge Lush had claimed that all bonds were cancelled before Executors could  

  claim on them. 

 

  The response read as follows:  ‘The information is not held by HMCTS because  

  closed case files prior to the MCA have been destroyed.’  This appears to suggest  

  that there is no record of Court of Protection case law concerning claims for  

  forfeiture,  prior to October 2007.  This is at odds with all other courts, who rely  

  on past judgments to inform the judiciary, legal professionals and the public,           

  on how the law has previously been interpreted and applied. 

  Freedom of Information Response 

 

 

78.  In a judgment dated Oct 2009, HH Judge Hazel Marshall QC described the bond           

 in the following terms: ‘It is not an ordinary form of insurance, but operates like a 

 commercial ‘first demand’ bond…the premium buys a promise…to pay up to the   

 stated value of the bond upon a demand made in accordance with its terms, which 

 usually requires merely certification by the claimant that the conditions for payment 

 have fallen in.  A bond is thus a very powerful protective instrument.  The money          

 is paid over almost immediately upon a loss being discovered, and without 

 argument.  The scheme provides for payment of forfeited bonds within two weeks.  

 Any argument takes place between the bond provider and any party…such as the  

 defaulting deputy. 

 



  It is to protect P (the ‘patient’) and his resources from the consequences of  

  negligence or default… The great practical advantage of the security bond  

  scheme is the speed of payment. It provides immediate relief from loss to P.’ 

 

  According to ‘The In-house Lawyer’, a first demand bond is ’characterised by  

  the absence of any condition required to make a call on the bond other than the  

  making of the call itself. 

  Judgment, Oct 2009 

  In-house Lawyer, definition 

 

 

79.  In a judgment dated April 2014, HH Judge Hodge QC provided further explanation 

 of how bonds are meant to function.  He stressed their purpose is to obviate the  

 need for taking costly and protracted civil proceedings against a deputy, and that 

 it provides ‘a cheap, quick and simple mechanism to reimburse…the estate           

 in the event of a deputy’s default (defined as a failure to fulfil a task or obligation). 

 

  He also wrote: ‘the appropriate course the Court of Protection should take in cases            

  of default by a deputy is to call in the security bond almost as a matter of course. 

  The bond scheme offers an alternative to… bringing an action against a defaulting 

  deputy…’ and ‘provides an immediate and straightforward mechanism, by which   

  the court can ensure that an incapacitated person is compensated for losses that  

  have been incurred through the default of his deputy.  It avoids the delay and  

  expense which the incapacitated person would otherwise face in bringing   

  proceedings against the default of his deputy.’ 

  Judgment, Apr 2014 

 

 

80.  In a report by the National Audit Office, dated June 2005, the bond was described 

 as: ‘An insurance against the receiver losing the client’s money, either through  

 mismanagement or abuse’ and ‘to provide financial cover should a receiver’s  

 actions lead to financial loss for the client.’ 

 

  The NAO defined ‘abuse’ as:  ‘the intentional or opportunistic appropriation of  

  the income, capital or property of a vulnerable person through theft, fraud,  

  deception, undue influence or exploitation.’ (In a random sample of 48 case files,  

  where potential abuse had come to the attention of the court or PGO, ’12 per cent  

  were receivers.’) 

  National Audit Office report into the PGO, June 2005 

 

 

 

 



81.  The Office of Public Guardian, in a Practice Note dated 03/2012, described 

  the bond as being ‘for the protection of P’s assets.’  The note also says:  

 ‘The Public Guardian (or Executors) can apply to the court to enforce the  

 bond where the Deputy is in breach of duty…There is no requirement to prove 

 fraud and the loss may not be quantifiable.’ 

  OPG Practice Note, March 2012 

 

 

82.    On their website, Deputy Bond Services’ description of a bond is as follows:          

 An ‘on demand’ guarantee of the performance of a deputy…(to) safeguard the  

 assets and estate of ‘P’ from financial losses suffered as  a result of the failure              

 of  the Deputy to perform the agreed duties.’ 

  Website, Deputy Bond Services  

 

 

83.  On face value the bonds appear to offer a prompt and effective insurance,  

 covering any financial loss caused to a client.  My own claim fell within their 

 stated  terms and conditions, but in rejecting all 9 claims, Judge Lush appears to 

 have altered some of the key principles underlying this compulsory insurance. 

 

 One example concerns the deputy’s failure to carry out court instructions to 

 market my parents’ property.  Incontrovertible evidence of this failure was 

 presented during the court hearing and in the bundles before the court.  It came 

 from the deputy’s files, and included copies of PGO correspondence with the 

 deputy, and extracts from the Bill of Costs.   Yet, the judgment does not even 

 mention the claim or any evidence relating to it.  Nor do the general reasons 

 given by Judge Lush for rejecting the entire application cover the matter of losses 

 caused by a deputy’s non-compliance. Non-compliance with court instructions 

 has always been a principal ground for claiming under the bonds, yet my parents’  

 judgment appears to have altered the terms, so that non-compliance no longer 

 qualifies as a valid ‘claimable loss.’ 

  

 A second example is the claim for interest lost on Pension Credit, which the 

 deputy failed to obtain for my mother.  Again, Judge Lush had before him 

 definitive proof of this failure – including an admission by the deputy herself,  

 a statement by the second receiver and confirmation by Solicitors for the Elderly, 

 whose report upholding this failure was included in his judgment.  A failure to   

 obtain a client’s pension allowances is another fundamental ground for a claim 

 under the terms of the bonds.  Yet, once again, the judgment does not consider 

 the claim.  In acknowledging the deputy’s failure to obtain Pension Credit, yet

 dismissing a claim for lost interest because of this, Judge Lush again appears to 

 have redefined the terms of the bonds. 

 Judgement, Jan 2013 

 Surety Bonds 



84.  The terms of the bond do not exclude any specific circumstances or ‘types’ of              

 loss, therefore, in rejecting a claim for the costs of challenging an abusive bill               

 on the grounds that it falls within the general rule of Res Judicata, appears  

 to require further clarification. 

 

 If the SCCO is unable to penalise a deputy/practice for causing a COP client 

 to incur unnecessary losses and costs, and if the Court of Protection cannot  

 reimburse these via the bond, it places clients in a no-win situation,  wherein 

 the deputy is unreasonably protected.  It could also be argued that it encourages 

 abuse. 

 

 If COP clients cannot be awarded costs, even in circumstances where all other  

 solicitors’ clients would be entitled to costs, it would appear that the ruling by 

 Judge Lush discriminates against vulnerable clients.   Furthermore, it undermines 

 the role of an Executor, who is legally bound to investigate any financial 

 irregularities in the deceased’s estate.  Action taken to reduce a bill will invariably  

 incur substantial costs, which can easily exceed the amount by which the bill is 

 reduced.  This renders the exercise counter-productive, and makes it unlikely               

 that an Executor can fulfil their legal duty in a manner which is cost-effective  

 for the estate. 

 

  The judgment in my parents’ case is the only source of information on the above 

  amendments to the terms of the bonds, therefore its rulings ae of vital importance  

  to all COP clients.  However, the court withheld publication, for no given reason.  

  It took me nearly 2 years (and 4 requests) to ‘persuade’ them to publish the  

  judgment, and this can now be seen on the Bailli website. 

  Judgment, Jan 2013 

  Bailli website – see England & Wales, Court of Protection, Jan 2013, under ‘C’ 

 

 

85.  The above examples and statistics suggest that the surety bond is far from                  

 the Powerful Protective Instrument, described by HH Hazel Marshall QC.  

 

 If anything, it appears to have more in common with another ineffective insurance -

 the Payment  Protection Insurance  mis-sold to the public for years by duplicitous 

 banks.         

 Judgment, Oct 2009 

 

 

 

 



 Perception of Bias 

 

86.  Under the Guide to Judicial Conduct and Court of Protection Rules 2007(1-5),  

 a judge has a duty to keep up to date with the law, and to ensure that all parties                   

 are on an ‘equal footing.’  In this case, I was faced with 8 COP ‘experts’ - the 

 deputy, her practice, 2 solicitors, 2 barristers and 2 COP judges - all of whom 

 gave conflicting and changing legal opinion on a simple rule.  It cannot be said 

 that this placed myself, as a Litigant in Person, on an ‘equal footing’, or that the 

 COP judges had bothered to research the law in this case. 

 

 Under Article 6 of the Human Rights Act 1988, a person has a right to a fair  

 hearing.  A secret hearing in which the claimant and respondents are asked no 

 questions, the claimant is excluded from seeing a ‘key’ document and the judge  

 is unable to clarify a simple rule central to the application, cannot be described as 

 fair.  And a judgment which ignores all the claims and evidence, adjudicates on 

 the wrong matter and is too secret to be published, conflicts with all the principles     

 of open justice. 

 Guide to Judicial Conduct   

 COP Rules 2007 

 Judgment, Jan 2013 

 

 

87.  A COP judge must consider whether a litigant has acted in the client’s best 

 interests.  However, Judge Lush awarded costs against me personally, knowing 

 this would destroy our family financially and prevent us from continuing to care 

 for our disabled son.  He did not explain why it was against my parents’ best 

 interests to challenge an abusive bill, and seek redress for losses caused by their 

 deputy’s contempt for mandatory rules and court instructions. 

  Judgment, Jan 2013 

 

 

88.  Given the strong perception of bias in the judgment, I looked into possible 

 connections between the parties.   

 

  I discovered that Judge Lush and the deputy’s first barrister are co-editors of  

  books on COP rules/practice at the same publishing company. It was therefore 

  concerning, that, despite their mutual expertise and close commercial relationship, 

  they held diametrically opposed views on a simple rule governing common COP  

  documents,  viz. did pre-MCA bonds allow Executors to claim against them? 

  Evidence of commercial connection 

 

 

 



89.  The second barrister’s chambers also contribute to books on COP practice 

 for a publishing company, where Judge Lush is Consultant Editor.  (During 

 the hearing the barrister had quoted from one of the company’s books in          

 relation to the court’s jurisdiction over ‘third party compensation.’) 

  Evidence of commercial connection 

 

 

90.  Judge Lush has edited books for several members of the practice representing

 the deputy.  The deputy herself is a former member of the same practice. 

  Evidence of commercial connection 

  

 

91.  He has published commercial books with both members of Solicitors for the 

 Elderly, whose report featured prominently in the judgment.  At the time of 

 the hearing, he was about to publish a further book with Ms Bielanksa, who 

 had ‘covered up’ for the deputy’s failures over Pension Credit and Attendance  

 Allowance in their report.    

 

 He has a long association with Solicitors for the Elderly.  (In 2009, SFE sent 

 him a ‘case of wine’ in gratitude for his support as Patron.) 

  Judgment, Jan 2013 

  Evidence of commercial connection/copy of commercial law book 

  SFE National Conference Report, July 2009 

 

 

92.  Critically, I discovered that the Senior Judge had asked the deputy herself to 

 contribute to an earlier version of the same book (para 91) 

  

      at exactly the same time as  events in my claim.    

 

 (In the preface, he had thanked her for her assistance.)  This meant he had been 

 partly responsible for diverting her from her fiduciary role, and was indirectly 

 involved in the case.  It is difficult to see how a judge can remain impartial in 

 such circumstances, and I consider he should have recused himself from  hearing 

 the case. 

  Copy of commercial law book 

 

 

93.  I was aware that the deputy considered the judge to be, at the very least, a close 

 colleague.  During our first conversation she had referred to him by his Christian 

 name throughout and had disclosed some of his personal opinions to me.  (Among 

 other things, she had said: ‘Denzil thinks the Court’s in meltdown.’)   It appears 

 they attended  the same university at the same time, but I was unable to prove 

 their friendship  - a mandatory basis for recusal. 



 Judge Lush is also a judicial member of the Society for Trust & Estate Practitioners 

 (STEP).  Prior to taking over my parents’ affairs, the deputy had been Chair of a 

 local branch of STEP for over 9 years.   

 

   In July 2011, Judge Lush gave a lecture for STEP on COP matters, including 

 security bonds.   

 Evidence of possible past connection 

 Advert re. lecture on surety bonds 

 

 

94.  Judge Lush has been Master of the court since 1996, and as such would have been 

 familiar with the rules governing bonds, both before and after the Act took effect.  

 Almost certainly, he would have presided over cases concerning claims for  

 forfeiture prior to the MCA.   It is therefore inconceivable that he was ’confused’ 

 over a simple rule concerning cancellation of pre-MCA bonds. 

 

 

95.  Despite his long-standing commercial connections with all those involved  in the 

 case, at no stage had Judge Lush declared these interests.  His lack of transparency  

 inevitably cast doubt over his impartiality.   

  Judgment, Jan 2013 

 

 

96.  In his judgment, Judge Lush declared he was Patron of Solicitors for the Elderly for    

 the first time.  He had not done so before the hearing, or when I raised concerns 

 during the hearing about SFE’s role in ‘covering up’ for the deputy.  His declaration 

 only came after I wrote to him (and others) regarding deceptions in SFE’s reports.  

 Transcript of COP hearing, Dec 2012                                                                                                               

 Judgment, Jan 2013 

 Mailing re. SFE’s conflicting reports 

 

 

97.  Aside from commercial connections between the parties, the judgment itself gave 

 rise to an overwhelming perception of bias.  Judge Lush’s ‘inability’ to clarify rules 

 and practice, in which he is arguably the country’s leading expert, his failure to 

 address my individual claims or consider evidence he had ordered me to produce,  

 his focus on extraneous matters, his reliance on an irrelevant and ‘flawed’ report by 

 Solicitors for the Elderly, rather than on a report by the PGO itself,  his misquoting 

 of submissions to court, his reluctance to criticise the deputy for deceiving and 

 seriously overcharging her clients and for deceiving the court over the status of her 

 bonds, his lack of concern over moneys she had failed to account for, his perverse 

 punishment of myself for acting in my parents’ best interests -  all created an         

 unmitigated impression of someone abusing their position, to protect a colleague.  

  Judgment, Jan 2013 



  Office of Judicial Complaints (OJC) 

 

 

98.  I contacted the Office of Judicial Complaints (now re-named, Judicial Conduct 

 Investigations Office). The OJC had a very limited remit, and could only investigate 

 complaints about a judge’s personal conduct.  It has no remit to look into a judgment 

 or judicial decisions, even if they contain evidence of, or a suggestion of, bias. 

 

 The Guide to Judicial Conduct says: 

 

 1.4 Impartiality is essential to the proper discharge of the judicial office.                           

  It applies not only to the decision itself but also to the process by which the 

  decision is made. 

 

 3.12 If circumstances which may give rise to a suggestion of bias, or appearance  

  of bias, are present, so that they are to be disclosed to the parties, that  

  should  be done well before the hearing, if possible.  Disclosure, if followed 

  by recusal, on the day of the hearing will almost certainly involve additional 

  costs for the parties… The judge should bear in mind the difficult position in 

  which parties are placed by disclosure on the day of the hearing, when  

  making a decision whether to proceed. 

 

 3.13 Even when the parties consent to the judge sitting, if the judge, on balance, 

  considers that recusal is the proper course, the judge should so act. 

 

 5.1.3 A judge shall, in his personal relations with individual members of the legal 

  profession who practice regularly in the judge’s court, avoid situations  

  which might reasonably give rise to the suspicion or appearance of  

  favouritism of  partiality. 

 

 5.1.8 A judge shall not allow the judge’s…social…or other relationships   

  improperly to influence the judge’s judicial conduct and judgment. 

 

 7.2.2 Personal friendship with…a party is also a compelling reason for   

  disqualification. 

 

 7.2.3 A current or recent business association with a party will usually mean           

  that a judge should not sit on a case. 

 

 8.8.7 There is a long-standing tradition of association between the bench and the 

  bar and the solicitors’ profession. There will be cases in which retaining too 

  close a social  relationship with a practitioner who regularly has litigation 

  before the judge’s court may create a perception of bias.  



 2.2 The Judicial Oath says:  ‘I will do right to all manner of people…without  

  ill-will.’ 

 

 I considered that the judge’s failure to declare commercial interests with 7 legal 

 professionals involved in the case, including the Respondent herself, had created a 

 strong perception of bias.  The OJC’s investigator twice asked me to explain the 

 meaning of ‘perception of bias’.  She had not read my complaint in full, and even 

 claimed I had been ‘unsuccessful’ in my appeal, when no appeal had been heard.   

  I asked for a senior manager to look into the complaint.  She replied: ‘The fact      

  that Senior Judge Lush has contributed to technical publications along with others 

  does not suggest collusion or impropriety in the handling of court proceedings.’    

  However, while this is true, a ‘perception’ of bias is created if the judge fails to  

  declare multiple commercial interests with nearly all those involved in a case.  

  It is the failure to declare an interest which creates the perception, and not   

  the fact that the commercial interests exist. 

  I had also considered that the judge’s personal comments about me were offensive.

  The OJC responded:  ‘Judges are permitted to form and express an opinion of the  

  people and evidence before them in a court.’  Since there had been no animosity in 

  the courtroom and since the judge had not considered any evidence, his personal  

  opinion of me can only have been based on a pre-determined view of my character.   

  One would not normally expect a judge to call someone ‘sinister’ and ‘dark’ for  

  exposing another’s abuse, and trying to protect their parents’ interests.  

  Guide to Judicial Conduct            

  OJC Report   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  Judicial Ombudsman 

99.  I escalated the matter to the Judicial Ombudsman, who focussed on the judge’s 

 failure  to declare an interest with Solicitors for the Elderly.  The JO concluded 

 that, since the judge had declared an interest before issuing his judgment, this              

 was acceptable.   

 

  The OJC had earlier stated: ‘It would have been different if the judge had decided  

  not to declare an interest at all and this had only come to light by other means  

  after judgment had been given.’  This same logic should have applied to the  

  judge’s failure to declare his involvement with the deputy, but this key aspect  

  was ignored. 

 

  The JO stated that, if an appeal judge was critical of the Senior Judge, a conduct  

  complaint could be considered.   

.  His report mentioned a judge’s duty to ‘keep up to date with the state of the law’.  

  In this case, the Senior Judge had failed to keep up to date with the rules on surety 

  bonds for nearly a year. Even when I had verbally challenged the junior barrister’s 

  version of the rules, and he himself had promised to contact the bond provider  

  ‘to find out whether these bonds are still in force’, he did not do this.  Instead, he  

  issued a judgment based on a flawed understanding of the law.  Because this  

  formed part of the judicial process, the PO were unable to comment further. 

  Guide to Judicial Conduct            

  Judicial Ombudsman Report          

  See also para 49     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Solicitors Regulation Authority 

 

100. Over the years I had met with a collective reluctance by the legal profession  

 to regulate and/or criticise fellow members. In particular - for over 6 years -                       

 the Solicitors Regulation Authority claimed they had no remit to regulate  

 solicitors acting as COP deputies.  This applied, even if the solicitor worked  

 as an employee of a practice, in whose name the bills were issued.   The CEO  

 at the time, Antony Townsend, ignored all my requests for clarification of   

 the SRA’s remit in relation to COP deputies.  (see para 4). 

 

 Following proceedings in the Senior Courts Costs Office, I had reported the 

 deputy and her practice to the SRA for abusing their position of trust over my 

 parents.  However, once again the SRA refused to investigate my complaint 

 into their conduct – despite their stated intolerance for such abuse. 

 

 I was able to show that the deputy had overcharged my parents by £6,000 - 

 some 30% of the bill - and that she had misrepresented unqualified secretaries  

 as ‘Legal Executives’.  The SRA replied:  ‘We usually only consider whether  

 a firm has wilfully overcharged if a bill is reduced by more than 50%.’ 

 

 It appears that, as far as the SRA is concerned, fraud only begins at a set level. 

 It is curious too that the SRA (along with the Senior Courts Costs Office and Court 

 of Protection) had no concerns about an experienced fiduciary who charged nearly

 £19,000 for the payment of 13 bills. 

 Correspondence with SRA  

 

 

101. In 2013 I asked the Independent Complaints Resolution Service to look into 

 the ‘anomaly’ of a solicitor/deputy being unregulated by the SRA.  The ICRS  

 upheld my complaint, finding the SRA had ‘made a serious mistake in 

 misleading (me) and in misdirecting itself as to its regulatory remit regarding 

 solicitors appointed by the Court of Protection.’  However, despite the seriousness

 of the SRA’s ‘mistake’, the ICRS did not include details of the complaint in their 

 annual  report.       

 

  Although the SRA issued an apology for their error, they still refused to   

  investigate the deputy’s conduct. 

  ICRS conclusion/website                                                                                                                                     

  SRA apology  

 

 

 

 

 



102. I had also complained to the SRA about Solicitors for the Elderly - for issuing             

 two conflicting reports into the deputy’s conduct.  SFE claimed to investigate 

 complaints impartially, and, given their commitment to the elderly, one would 

 not expect them to ‘betray’ two elderly clients by covering up for a member,   

 whom they knew to be guilty of a particular abuse. (A deputy’s failure to claim 

 pension allowances is considered an abuse, under the MCA).  The deputy had 

 admitted failing to claim Pension Credit for my mother, but, in a report sent to 

 me, the SFE Chair did not uphold my complaint over this failure. However, in                        

 the deputy’s copy of the same report, SFE did uphold the complaint.   

 (See paras 43-44). 

 

 The SRA concluded that Solicitors for the Elderly had not ‘covered up’, in                   

 failing to uphold a complaint they knew to be justified, or in issuing two                             

 conflicting conclusions into the same investigation.   

 

 I believe the man in the street would have no hesitation in concluding that              

 SFE’s actions amounted to covering up.    

 

 (The only time the SRA was prepared to rule on a complaint, was when the 

 practice continued to advertise the deputy as an Associate, when she was no

 longer a practising solicitor. They found the practice had breached 7.07 of   

 the Solicitors Code of Conduct and ordered them to ‘update their website 

 immediately’ and ensure it is kept under constant review to ensure this does 

 not recur in the future.’) 

 Correspondence with SFE  

 SFE reports – conflicting versions  

 Complaint History 

 Deputy note, re. admission to SFE 

 Practice website 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  Appeal - to Court of Protection       

103. I appealed Senior Judge Lush’s judgment in February 2013.  My principal  

 ground was that he had erred over the rules on surety bonds.  (An error in law is a 

 fundamental basis for appeal).   Despite his promise at the hearing - to contact the  

 bond provider to find out whether the bonds were still in force - he had not done this,   

 nor had he checked the rules.  Instead, he had agreed with the junior barrister, and 

 ruled that all bonds issued prior to the MCA were cancelled before Executors could 

 claim on them.  

 

 Other grounds included his failure to adjudicate on the correct matter, to consider  

 the evidence and to apply the rules of Res Judicata correctly.   (The judgment 

 implied that a formal claim for forfeiture cannot be brought, if clerical officers 

 have previously looked informally into complaints by a relative.) The principle  

 of Res Judicata prohibits repeat litigation on the same matter by the same parties  

 (in the same capacity).  In this case, the matter had never been contested in court, 

 since, as my parents’ carer, I had no authority to represent them in court while  

 the deputy still managed their affairs. 

 

 Under appeal procedure rules, I had to wait for Judge Lush to grant or refuse 

 permission to appeal.  If he refused, I could then make a fresh appeal to the High 

 Court. 

 Appeal to COP 

 COP confirmation of appeal procedure 

 See also para 49 

 

 

104. Almost immediately, the court shut me down.  This appears to be common  

 practice during an appeal. (When I appealed the Cost Judge’s decision in 2011, 

 the SCCO had refused to give me any information thereafter on costs rules and 

 principles, and had ignored all my requests for an Order).  

 

  While waiting for Judge Lush’s decision, the court’s Appeals & Listings Dept.  

  was unable to update me on the progress of my appeal, and failed to respond to  

  all my requests for information. 

  Correspondence with COP/Appeals & Listings Dept                 

 

    

105. If Judge Lush’s interpretation of the rules was correct, my parents’ bonds should 

 have been cancelled in 2006.  (At that time it was the PGO’s responsibility to 

 notify the bond provider that bonds had lapsed or been cancelled- either via 

 computer listings, or more unusually, by Court Order.) 

 

 



 Since the court had (apparently) failed to carry out its administrative duties in  

 2006, I raised a complaint with the Court Manager over the court’s failure to 

 cancel  my parents’ bonds and to maintain accurate records on their status.  

 Raising this complaint was an attempt to’ cover all bases’, since at this point  

 I was obliged to accept the ruling in the judgment, which said that the bonds 

 should  have been cancelled.   Faced with the impending costs of 5 solicitors and  

 2 barristers over one year, it was imperative I pursued every avenue to avoid this, 

 including raising a complaint involving a ‘hypothetical scenario.’  I knew I had

 been deceived in the judgment, but if forced to accept the ruling on expiry dates  

 for pre-MCA bonds, I had to make a case for the court being responsible for a 

  failure to cancel the bonds, i.e. my application had been based on a false premise. 

 

 The Court Manager did not respond.  Instead, a Senior Manager replied, denying 

 that the court had erred.  In addressing the rules on pre-MCA bonds, he stated: 

 ‘There was no specific requirement for the PGO to notify the surety company that 

 security could be discharged…the practice of providing reports developed because 

 it was a practical way of helping the surety company keep its records up to date….

 It was the PGO’s practice to review (Final Accounts)…If any concerns came to    

 light as a result of that review,  the court could order the bond to be called in.   

 If there were no concerns, then…the court would note the computer records and 

 send a report to the surety company.  Bonds remained in force until the surety 

 company was relieved from its liability.’ 

 

 On the surface, his statement appeared to support Judge Lush’s view of the rules  

 on pre-MCA bonds.  Effectively, he implied that, if the PGO had no concerns over 

 a deputy’s Final Accounts, the surety company was notified of this via a ‘report’. 

 However, he did not clarify whether this report ordered the surety company to 

 cancel the bonds (leaving Executors no time to claim) or whether it simply notified 

 them that the clients had died and/or the deputy had ceased acting. (If the latter,    

 this would have been a costly additional exercise for the court, if the bonds were               

 not cancelled at the same time).     

 

 Crucially, the Manager’s statement avoided all mention of the time scale involved.  

 His explanation made it appear that, as soon as the court was satisfied there were  

 ‘no concerns’,  a report was sent to the surety company.   However, these reports 

 (or computer listings) were used to notify the bond providers of all cancelled 

 bonds, and were not issued until many years after clients had died or deputies 

 had stepped down - to give Executors time to make a claim.  (The Public Guardian 

 himself had confirmed:  ‘it was a ‘well established fact that Executors could claim 

 on bonds prior to the MCA’.  Therefore, the court was not the only authority  

 entitled to raise concerns about a deputy’s performance:  Executors too could

 claim for forfeiture of the bonds, following the acquisition of evidence against the 

 deputy).  In omitting the lengthy time delay from his statement, the Manager 

 appeared to have wilfully deceived me. 



 His further statement, that ‘bonds remained in force until the surety company 

 was relieved from its liability’, again avoided clarifying the time scale involved.   

 In not admitting that all bonds have a ‘window of discovery’ period, in which 

 Executors are given time to gather evidence for a claim, his explanation was 

 incomplete.   (In the case of pre-MCA bonds, there was no set duration for this 

 ‘window of discovery’ period, but in practice the bonds remained in force for 

 many years.  This is confirmed in a FOI response relating to ‘historic’ bonds, in 

 statements by the bond providers and in a judgment issued in Oct 2009).   

  

 In the same way Judge Lush had claimed ‘there was no need’  to clarify certain 

 rules, in his judgment, so the senior manager had avoided clarifying them, by 

 ‘forgetting to mention’ the ‘window of discovery’ period. 

 Complaint to Court Manager 

 Letter from COP senior manager 

 Response to FOI Request 

 Judgment, Oct 2009 

 Emails from Marsh/Deputy Bond Services 

 OPG confirmation of ‘claimable’ period 

 Letter from Public Guardian (Alan Eccles) 

 

 

106. The wording used by Judge Lush and the senior COP manager appeared to have  

 been carefully chosen, and it took me some time to work out that the phrase 

 ‘discharging security’ had been used ambiguously by both. 

 

  Prior to the MCA, the phrase, ‘discharging security’ did not mean cancellation 

  of a bond.  It meant that, from the date of the client’s death or date when the  

  deputy ceased acting, no further coverage under the bond was required. Although 

  premiums ceased at that point, the bond remained in force to cover claims relating 

  to the period in which the deputy had acted.     

  

  Unfortunately, after the MCA, the same phrase was  used to denote cancellation of a 

  bond, and it is this ambiguity which was used to confuse myself, as a Litigant in

  Person - at the hearing, in the judgment, and in the Senior Manager’s letter. 

 

  In writing: ‘There was no specific requirement for the PGO to notify the surety  

  company that security could be discharged’, the senior manager was, therefore,  

  ‘technically’ correct.   It would have been an onerous and costly exercise for the  

  PGO/court to write to the bond provider each time a receiver stepped down or a  

  client had died.  The only time it became necessary to contact the bond providers   

  was when bonds were lapsed, following their ‘window of discovery’ period.   

  (Cancelling a bond prematurely required a court application by the deputy, citing 

  exceptional circumstances.  If approved, the bond provider would then be sent a  

  Court Order confirming cancellation).   



  To further illustrate the evasiveness of the Manager’s response, when I asked  

  whether ’liability for the receiver’s tenure ceased, the moment security was  

  discharged?’ he wrote:  ‘I cannot answer the question.  You will need to seek your 

  own legal advice. It does not necessarily follow that the receiver’s liability for  

  their actions ends at the point that their security is discharged.’   

 

  His reply emphasised the fact that the phrase ‘discharging security’ had a   

  different meaning prior to the MCA.  If it had meant cancellation of a bond   

  (as it means today), then liability would have ceased upon security being            

  discharged - since no claims can be made once a bond has been cancelled.    

  Once again, in omitting details of the ‘window of discovery’ period, and    

  claiming he did not know the answer to my question, he avoided clarifying  

  a very simple rule. 

 

 His suggestion that I ‘seek legal advice’ appeared to be a further attempt to 

 avoid answering this simple question.   It should not be the case that  

 representatives of COP clients should have to seek legal advice, in order to 

 establish something as basic as the expiry date of an insurance policy.  As it 

 happened, I had received copious legal advice on the subject, since all the         

 legal experts in this case – including the deputy, her practice, the first barrister 

 and two COP judges – had proceeded on the basis that the bonds were in force. 

 Yet, if - as the judgment claimed - all pre-MCA bonds were cancelled as soon  

 as the Final Accounts had been approved by the court (c. 2 weeks), one would 

 have expected at least one of the experts to have remembered this rule.   

 

 A judge has a duty to understand the law/rules applicable in a case, a deputy 

 has a duty to understand the terms of their own insurance contracts and barristers  

 have a duty to provide accurate legal advice to the court.   As a Litigant in Person 

 I was entitled to rely on the expert legal opinion given by all three, but it appears 

 I was seriously misled by all.  There is little point in seeking legal advice, if 

 experts cannot be relied upon to provide accurate information. 

 

 The bonds make a substantial profit for bond providers.  Relatively few are  

 called in by the court, and any moneys paid out can be reclaimed by the bond 

 provider through taking action against the defaulting deputy.  Therefore, having    

 been given yet more cryptic information on this ‘secret’ compulsory insurance,             

 I began to doubt whether it was of any genuine benefit to vulnerable clients, in

 protecting them against malpractice by a professional deputy. 

  

 The Manager told me not to bother the court again.   

  Transcript of hearing, Dec 2012 

   Letter from senior COP manager                                                                                              

  OPG rules on surety bonds 

  Emails from Marsh/Deputy Bond Services 



107. My complaint was eventually passed to the Public Guardian, Alan Eccles.  

 He claimed that, although there appeared to have been an ‘oversight’ by the 

 PGO/OPG   in relation to cancelling the bonds, any wasted costs had been  

 caused by the deputy and her legal team, in withholding information from  

 the court.    

 

  He did not appear to understand that my parents’ bonds were still live, and  

  that his own department (the OPG) had yet to lapse them.  Deputy Bond   

  Services had confirmed that the OPG and court were currently engaged in a  

  mass cancellation of historic bonds, therefore Mr Eccles should have known 

  that thousands of pre-MCA bonds were still in force. (See para 73).   

  Letter from Public Guardian 

 Email, Deputy Bond Services 

 

 

108. My Appellant’s Notice had included an application for a Stay of Execution  

 on Judge Lush’s Order.  The court did not respond to this, despite the obvious 

 need for a prompt response.                                                                                               

 Court Orders/Applications    

                                                                                                           

 

109. On 2
nd

 April I submitted a second application – for copies of any court orders 

 cancelling my parents’ bonds.  Since cancelling a bond prematurely was an 

 exceptional step, there should have been records in the court files showing why               

 my parents’ bonds had been treated differently to all others at the time.  Without 

 evidence of an application by the deputy for early cancellation, or court orders  

 to this effect, the bonds were still in force.  (The deputy had not claimed to  

 have made such an application).       

                                

 Alternatively, if the judgment was correct, I was entitled to assume that the court    

 would have cancelled both bonds following the judgment - in order to rectify its 

 past ‘error.’  Either way, I was requesting evidence of cancellation. 

  Court Orders/Applications        

                                                                                                              

 

110. The court’s response was to send me further copies of the judgment.   

  I queried why I had been sent these, and a member of staff claimed that the      

  clerk responsible ‘must have misunderstood the Senior Judge’s instructions.’              

  She promised to speak to the judge herself, and to send copies of the orders  

  requested in my application. I did not hear from her again. 

 

 

 



 Some months later, a senior Manager promised to deal with the same matter 

 himself, but he too reneged on his promise. I was entitled to a formal response  

 to my application, but in the absence of this, I could only surmise that no court 

 orders existed, and the bonds had never been cancelled.    

 Correspondence with COP 

 

 

111. On 8 May I issued a third application, for a wasted costs hearing. Whichever way          

 one looked at the case, I had been deceived.  As the person who had taken out 

 the bonds, the deputy was responsible for confirming their expiry dates. Yet, she 

 had hired two barristers to give two opposing views to the court. The fact that 

 Judge Lush had chosen to believe the second, junior, barrister, rather than the 

 first (his co-editor of books on COP rules and practice), did not alter the fact that      

 the deputy herself had misled me.   

 

  Under Court of Protection Rules, all parties are entitled to accept expert legal  

  opinion given during court proceedings.  But, in this case, it appeared the deputy’s 

  tactic - of engaging a second barrister to ‘switch position’ on the bonds at the last  

  minute - had been calculated to deceive the court.  This had allowed the judge to  

  dismiss the case on a (erroneous) technicality, rather than consider my claims                    

  and overwhelming evidence.         

              COP Rules 2007 (Rule 127)                                                                                                               

  Wasted Costs Application                                                                                                  

 

 

112. Had the judge agreed to a wasted costs hearing, it would have caused maximum 

 embarrassment and legal problems, both for himself and for the deputy’s legal 

 team.  Given the collective ‘confusion’ of all the legal professionals, it would 

 have become necessary for Judge Lush to confirm the correct rules on the bonds, 

 once and for all.  Since I now had evidence to show that his legal opinion (and that 

 of the junior barrister) was incorrect, it would have meant him admitting to his error, 

 and addressing deceptions by the deputy and junior barrister.   

 

  Alternatively, if he had maintained his stance on the bonds,   it would have  meant 

  confronting the first barrister over his claim that the bonds remained in force.   

  Their close commercial relationship – publishing books for the same company 

  on the same rules and practice, which were now in dispute - would have placed          

  both in an invidious position (particularly since he knew that his co-Editor had  

  told the truth). 

 

  Almost certainly, this is why he did not respond to my application. 

 

 



113. For 4 months the court refused to provide any information on the progress of my 

 appeal or 3 applications, despite their urgency. Eventually, I managed to contact  

 another Senior Manager, himself a past Head of Listings & Appeals.  He advised 

 that not all my applications had been logged onto the court’s computer system,  

 and promised to look into the matter.   

 

  Shortly afterwards (in Jun 2013), I received a letter referring to our conversation.  

  It had been sent from Appeals & Listings by an un-named person, advising that  

  all 3 applications would shortly go before a COP judge.  However, none of these  

  considerations took place, and all my calls/emails, querying the outcomes, were  

  ignored.  Despite a duty to formally respond to applications, the court failed to           

  issue a single response, ignoring the promise in their letter  and the urgency  

  involved - particularly in relation to the wasted costs application. 

             Letter from COP Appeals & Listings Dept      

  ‘Chasing’ emails to COP 

 

114. In their letter of 11
th

 June (above), the court had also confirmed: ‘(your) appeal 

 has been transferred (at the end of May) to a High Court judge to be considered.’  

  Judge Lush had yet to grant/refuse permission to appeal.  It was therefore   

  bewildering to receive a letter advising that my applications were about to go 

  before a COP judge, while simultaneously confirming that the court had already 

  ‘transferred’ my appeal to a different court (the Family Division).  The letter  

  contained no explanation of why the court would ‘transfer’ my appeal papers  

  elsewhere, especially in advance of Judge Lush’s decision. 

 

 (On 30th May I had received an email along similar lines from the court.  It                 

 was headed: ‘Permission to Appeal’.   This brief communication advised that 

 ‘the above matter’ had been referred to a High Court judge in the Family Division. 

 I rang the sender of the email, who advised me that Judge Lush had sent selected 

 papers and some notes to a High Court judge, saying he would send further 

 papers, if required by the higher judge.  She could not explain why this had been 

 done in advance of his own decision on whether to grant permission to appeal.  

 She simply claimed this was the correct procedure.)   

 

 Under COP Rules, it is for the appellant to apply to the first judge for permission  

 to appeal.  If he refuses, it is again for the appellant to make a fresh application to  

 the High Court.  This is done via payment of a fee to the Royal Courts of Justice 

 Civil Appeals Division, and completion of an Appellant’s Notice (form N161).   

 It is not correct procedure, for the first judge to send papers to chosen judges in 

 different courts, applying for permission to appeal on behalf of the appellant.   

 If he had wanted to grant permission to appeal, he would have done so.    

 Letter/emails from COP   

 Appeal procedure, as confirmed by COP manager 

 COP Rules 2007, Part 20  



115. Concerned that appeal procedures were being breached, I travelled to London                             

 to deliver a full set of papers to the Family Division.  I lodged these with the Clerk              

 of the Rules, who claimed to ‘know all about’ my parents’ case.  She confirmed

 that a High Court judge, Justice Pauffley, would be considering the case on her 

 return to court that afternoon.  However, despite her promise, my papers were 

 never passed to Justice Pauffley.   (Her clerk later confirmed that she had been 

 absent on leave that day). 

 

  My papers were contained in an envelope marked ‘Strictly Confidential’, and 

  for the sole attention of the High Court Judge.  They were not intended to be  

  seen by Judge Lush, since they contained allegations of collusion and deception,  

  but despite this, it appears they were promptly returned to him. 

  Receipt from Clerk of Rules, Family Division                                                                               

  Correspondence with Family Division 

  Letter to High Court Judge 

  Letter from clerk to Justice Pauffley 

 

 

116. Frustrated by the lack of transparency and response to my applications, I wrote 

 to Judge Lush on 6 July, enclosing a copy of the court’s letter of 11
th
 June.    

 (See paras 113 and 114).  I asked if he would confirm when my applications 

 would be heard, and queried why my appeal papers had been sent to other courts  

 in advance of his own decision.   

  

  He replied on 10 July, refusing permission to appeal.  My questions concerning     

  the 3 applications were ignored   He did, however, confirm that my appeal papers  

  had been forwarded to Chancery Division on 21
st
 June, and that he ‘had heard  

  nothing further.’ He did not say why the papers had been transferred to yet  

  another court, nor did he explain what he was expecting to ’hear’ from   

  Chancery Division.   

 

  Since my main ground of appeal was that he had erred over the rules on surety  

  bonds, it appeared that, in the intervening 5 months, he had still not established               

  the answer to a simple question, viz. ‘Did pre-MCA bonds allow Executors to  

  make a claim?    Judges are paid to understand and clarify the law (Judge Lush  

  is on an annual salary of c. £130,000 p.a.).  Yet, it appeared he still believed 

  that surety bonds issued before the Mental Capacity Act did not give Executors  

  the opportunity to claim.  Given that this was not a highly complex area of law, 

  and that the answer could have been established within minutes had he contacted  

  Marsh, as he had promised, one is inevitably led to the conclusion that he  

  wilfully deceived me over this matter.        

  Letters to/from Senior Judge Lush 

  Letters/emails to COP officers 

 



117. The very next day (11
th
 July I received a call from the Appeals & Listings Team 

 Leader, who advised me that they had ‘a situation.’  He claimed that all my appeal 

 papers, which Judge Lush had confirmed were sent to Chancery Division, had now 

 been ‘lost’.   He was unable to tell me why the Senior Judge had forwarded 

 these papers to another court, prior to granting/refusing permission to appeal,  

 or why he had nominated either of two High Court judges - Justices Norris  

 or  Proudman - to ’hear’ the case. 

 

 I maintained that the confidential papers I had delivered to the Family Division         

 should have been returned to myself, unopened.  The Team Leader said he would

 look into a claim for compensation from DX (the carriers), and get back to me.   

 I duly submitted a claim, but despite numerous reminders, he did not respond to 

 my claim.                                                                                             

            Correspondence with Appeals & Listings Dept                                                                                   

 Claim for compensation         

 

 

118. On 31 July, the Team Leader wrote to me again.  He confirmed that he was now 

 ‘sending another set of papers to the Chancery Division...to be placed before a 

 High Court judge for permission to appeal the order of Senior Judge Lush, and  

 if permission is granted, to hear the appeal’  He went on to say: ‘ If permission  

 is granted, the issued application should be served on each respondent.’ 

 

 His letter made no sense.  Not only had Judge Lush already refused permission  

 to appeal, but it appeared that the Court of Protection was now ‘appealing’ to a 

 High Court judge on my behalf.   The appeal procedure is set in stone, and 

 requires the appellant (myself) to decide whether to appeal to a higher court, 

 and if so, to lodge the appeal, pay a fee and submit evidence directly to that court. 

 His letter suggested that, despite his title, he had no understanding of appeal 

 procedures. 

 

 He also wrote:  ‘the complete sets of Appeal papers were forwarded to the  

 Chancery Division by tracked DX on 30
th

 May 2013, but were not delivered 

 and have now been presumed lost.’  This information conflicted with advice 

 from several court officers, including Judge Lush, who had confirmed that 

 the papers were sent to Chancery Division on 21 June.  (See para 116). 

   

  I had previously been advised that my papers had been forwarded to the Family 

  Division on 30th May (see para 114 ), and on 4 June I was told in person by the 

  Clerk of the Rules in the Family Division that these papers were currently in  

  Justice Pauffley’s  inbox,  awaiting her return that afternoon. Therefore, it is  

  difficult to see how the Team Leader could claim that my papers had been sent  

  to Chancery Division before they were sent to the Family Division. 

 



  The date quoted – 30th May – is the same date his colleague had emailed me,  

  advising that she had forwarded the same papers to the Family Division. It is  

  doubtful that the court would have sent papers to the Family Division by courier  

  (DX),  since at that time the two buildings were only a few yards from one another.  

  (The Court of Protection has since been relocated from the Royal Courts of  

  Justice to offices in High Holborn, London).  It therefore appeared he was   

  mistaken about a DX collection on 30
th

 May, as well as the delivery address on 

  the package.    

 

  Both  the Team Leader and court officer (in para 114)  assured me the court was 

  following correct procedures by seeking permission to appeal from the High 

  Court, on my behalf. 

 

  From this, and from my previous experience of the court, I was left with an  

  impression that either it is run on a chaotic basis, by ill-informed and incompetent 

  staff,  or that no one has ever appealed (or been allowed to appeal) to a higher court 

  in the past. The third explanation was that court staff had wilfully deceived me. 

  Letter from Appeals & Listings Dept 

  Email from COP 

  Receipt, Family Division – 4 June 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  Appeal - to High Court  (Chancery Division)                                                                                                    

 

119. I returned to London, concerned that the appeal process had once again been 

 breached.  

 

  I delivered a new Appellant’s Notice to Chancery Division, requesting permission 

  to appeal, having first paid the requisite fee (then, £235) to the Royal Courts of  

  Justice  Civil Appeals Dept.  Chancery Division clerks confirmed I had followed 

  the correct procedure, and that it was not for a lower judge to ’appeal’ on behalf of 

  an appellant he had already ‘turned down’,  by forwarding material directly to a  

  higher judge.          

  Appeal to Chancery Division 

 

 

120. My primary ground of appeal was that there had been serious irregularities during 

 proceedings at the Court of Protection, including the failure to respond to 3 interim 

 applications. I also claimed I had been misled over the status of my parents’ bonds, 

 not only by the deputy and her legal team, but by both COP judges - all of whom 

 had ‘forgotten’ that bonds have a window of discovery period, in which Executors

 can make a claim. 

 

 If Judge Lush’s interpretation of the law was correct, it meant that both he and 

 Judge Ralton should have dismissed the case immediately.  Instead, both had 

 caused substantial costs for all parties, by allowing the case to continue without 

 establishing the correct position in law.  In combination with other irregularities -    

 such as breaches of the appeal procedure - I considered I had been denied the 

 opportunity to have a fair hearing.  

 

 A further ground was that Judge Lush had not considered any of the evidence he 

 had ordered me to produce, and had adjudicated on the wrong matter.  I claimed

 his argument on Res Judicata was incorrect, in that my claim for forfeiture had 

 not previously been litigated in court, and that no court had ever considered the 

 deputy’s malpractice and deceptions.    

 

 I further claimed that, in failing to declare his commercial interests with the deputy 

 and several members of her legal team, Judge Lush should have recused himself.  

 He had also failed to take my own financial situation into account when ordering 

 me to pay the costs of all 9 legal professionals on the deputy’s team, and had not  

 justified why he considered I was acting against my parents’ best interests.  Lastly, 

 I claimed the judgment contained a perception of bias and collusion.                                                                                                                                       

 Appeal to Chancery Division 

 

 

 



121. I received an Order from a High Court judge - Justice Mann - refusing permission 

 to appeal on all grounds.    

  

 With regard to the confusion over the bonds’ enforceability, Justice Mann’s   

 position was that my claim should have ‘failed earlier’ than it did.  The fact that  

 it had not failed earlier, was due to Judge Ralton and Judge Lush’s inability to 

 establish the correct position in law early on in the process, and Judge Lush’s 

 further failure to hold a wasted costs hearing.  Other irregularities - such as the 

 failure  to address 2 additional applications, and breaches of the appeal procedure 

  - were ignored. 

 

 Justice Mann did not appear to consider it irregular, that the Senior Judge had 

 such a poor understanding of the law that he had to rely on a junior barrister to  

 enlighten him. Nor, was he concerned by the fact that, when I appealed to Judge 

 Lush on the basis that he had misinterpreted the law, he still did not look up the 

 rules or query why so many other experts had disagreed with him. 

 Court Order, July 2013  

 

 

122. Justice Mann dismissed my claim that the Senior Judge had adjudicated on the 

 wrong matter, saying ‘he had decided the case on a basis which made deciding 

 the rest of the matter irrelevant. That is a proper decision-making process.’  

 I failed to see how focussing on the late payment of my expenses years ago 

 had anything to do with losses caused to my parents and my claim against the 

 bonds. 

 Court Order, July 2013 

 

 

123. In relation to my claim that Judge Lush had erred over the meaning of  

 Res Judicata, Justice Mann wrote:  ‘I cannot detect that he deployed the  

 concept.’  Yet, in his judgment, Judge Lush had stated:  ‘Mrs Tricker’s claims 

 are a reiteration of matters that have already been judicially decided in the 

 costs hearings and complaints that were considered but dismissed by the  

 Public  Guardianship Office.’     

 

 The detailed assessment had been treated as a routine COP assessment, where 

 issues such as ‘false statements’ had not been considered by the Costs Judge.  

 He had stated (of the practice):  ‘they are the solicitors who acted for your  

 parents, but they’re not a party, they’re not on trial.’ From this, I had understood 

 the assessment to have been non-contentious, unlike a claim on the bonds, which  

 is considered to be contentious litigation.  Asking another court - with a specific 

 remit to refund losses through a commercial insurance - to decide whether the costs                       

 of challenging an abusive bill count as a ‘claimable loss’, did not appear to involve 

 repeat litigation, as is generally understood by the term Res Judicata.  



 Similarly, complaints considered informally by PGO clerical officers with no 

 judicial powers cannot be said to have been ‘judicially decided.’  I therefore felt

 that the concept of Res Judicata (the preclusion of repeat litigation on the same 

 issues between the same parties) had been incorrectly ’deployed’ by Judge Lush.    

 My view was reinforced by evidence showing that the PGO had never presented 

 my earlier claims (in Dec 2005) to the court, and that no Court Order had ever 

 been issued at the time, rejecting the claims. 

 Court Order, July 2013 (Chancery Division) 

 Court Order, Jan 2013 (COP) 

 Transcript of hearing, Jan 2011 (SCCO) 

 See also para 5 

 

 

124. Justice Mann considered that Judge Lush’s failure to declare his commercial interest 

 with the deputy at the time of events in my claim, did not suggest ‘bias.’   

 Court Order, July 2013  

 

 

125. I was allowed to request an oral hearing, in which an appellant is given around    

 20 minutes to state their case in person.  This I did, and a hearing was scheduled               

 for November 2013. 

 Court Order, July 2013  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Office of Public Guardian 

 

 

126. While waiting for the oral hearing, I received confirmation that the OPG  

 had formally lapsed my parents’ bonds in June 2013 – proving they had 

 been in force all along.     

  Emails from Marsh 

 

 

127. Since March, I had been corresponding with the Public Guardian, Alan Eccles.                

 As head of the government department responsible for overseeing surety bonds,                

 I had asked him to confirm the expiry dates of my parents’ bonds. Yet, curiously,        

 he was unable to provide this information.                                                                                                            

 Correspondence with Public Guardian (Mar – Oct 2013) 

 

 

128. Over the course of 7 months Mr Eccles had made several conflicting statements 

 about the rules on pre-MCA bonds.   At one point he appeared to agree with        

 Judge Lush, claiming that bonds were cancelled as soon as Final Accounts had been 

 passed etc.   Yet, in another letter, he claimed it was ‘a well established point’ that, 

 prior to the MCA, Executors could claim on the bonds.  (If bonds had been cancelled 

 as soon as the above conditions had been met, Executors could never have claimed.)  

 

 He also wrote: ‘it was not usual practice’ for receivers to submit Final Accounts,  

 although this was mandatory under Court of Protection Rules 2001.   

 

 In trying to explain the ‘19,888 historic’ bonds in existence when the MCA took 

 effect, he speculated that these were cases where Final Accounts had not been 

 passed by the court. However, he was unable to explain why the OPG had failed  

 to pass all these accounts and cancel the bonds in the intervening 6 years.   

 

 In a separate letter, he did not appear to understand that ‘historic’ bonds remain 

 enforceable, even though the word ‘historic’ is used to describe bonds issued after 

 the MCA, in the name of the Public Guardian (himself).  The word means the same 

 today as it did prior to the MCA, viz. a bond which is still enforceable, although the 

 client has died/the deputy no longer acts. 

 

 Finally, he claimed that the ‘passage of time’ had prevented him from understanding 

 ’what processes were in place’ in 2005.’  This information could easily have been 

 obtained from the bond providers and others.  In any event, it should have  formed 

 part of a professional handover when Mr Eccles was first appointed Public Guardian

 Guardian, since the OPG was still responsible for lapsing pre-MCA bonds, as in my 

 parents’ case. (See para 126). 

 



 Despite his position and legal background, he appeared to have no idea that  

 all bonds - irrespective of when they were issued - remain enforceable for  some 

 time after the deputy stops acting for the client.  In particular, he appeared  

 confused over the term ‘discharging security’, believing that, before the MCA, 

 this meant cancellation of the bond.   

  Correspondence with Public Guardian (Mar – Oct 2013) 

 

 

129. It was of some concern that Mr Eccles was unable to confirm that his own 

 department (the OPG) had lapsed my parents’ bonds in June 2013 – even as we 

 were corresponding.  The OPG has a duty to retain records for 7 years, therefore 

 they must have held records for my parents and lapsed their bonds in line with 

 specific criteria. Yet, as Public Guardian, he was unable to confirm the criteria 

 used by his department, to lapse them in June.   

 

 (My parents had died in different years, yet their bonds were lapsed on the same 

 date.  Therefore, it appears that the criterion used to lapse them simultaneously, 

 may have been the date the deputy stepped down – a date common to both). 

 Correspondence with Public Guardian (Mar – Oct 2013) 

  FOI Request re. OPG duty to retain records 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  Parliamentary Ombudsman - Complaint re. OPG 

 

130.  I escalated the matter to the Parliamentary Ombudsman.   An investigator was  

  appointed, but he refused to look into the matter of Mr Eccles’ speculative and  

  inconsistent statements, along with the OPG’s failure to maintain accurate records.   

 

  I argued that, had Mr Eccles provided correct information on the status of the bonds

   when I first asked for this (in Mar 2013), the outcome of my appeal may have been 

  different,  in that I would  have been able to use the OPG’s  confirmation that the  

  bonds were still in force early on in the appeal process. (Formal confirmation of  

  the bonds’ status by the person responsible for overseeing them, would almost  

  certainly have ‘convinced’ Judge Lush that he had erred over the rules.)  As it was, 

  I was given the impression that Mr Eccles had tailored his responses to ‘fit the  

  judgment’, rather than provide me with unambiguous answers to simple questions.

   

  The PO wrote: ‘It was not the OPG’s role to provide you with legal advice…nor     

  was it obliged to provide specific information to you within the timescales for  

  appeals…You believe that different information or action by the OPG would have 

  made a difference to your chances of being granted permission to appeal. However, 

  you have advanced no evidence that it is the case other than your belief that it is so.’ 

 

  I consider that, in order to establish the expiry date of a bond, one should not have 

  to seek ‘legal advice’ (as suggested by a senior COP manager).  Such information 

  should be readily available to the client’s personal representatives,  given that the  

  bond is a commercial product paid for by the client.   

 

  Contrary to the PO’s statement, I had not pressurised the OPG into providing   

  ‘specific information within the timescales for appeals’.  I had waited 7 months             

  for Mr Eccles to provide basic information on a common document, which he is  

  paid to understand. 

 

  In response to the PO’s comment that I had provided no evidence to substantiate  

  my claim - that the outcome of my appeal may have been different had the Public  

  Guardian provided accurate information on the status of the bonds – I maintained 

  it is impossible to provide evidence of a hypothetical outcome.   

  Parliamentary Ombudsman response  

  Ombudsman file            

 

 

 

 

    

                                                                                   



131.  I asked for the investigator’s decision to be reviewed, claiming it was in the  

  wider public interest that the person in charge of overseeing surety bonds  

  should have a clear understanding of their terms and conditions.  I considered  

  the OPG should maintain accurate records, and should have been able to clarify  

  the criteria used to lapse pre-MCA bonds -  my parents’ bonds, in particular.   

  (At the time of  my protracted correspondence with the Public Guardian, the  

  OPG and Court were engaged in a mass cancellation of old bonds, which must  

  have been based on specific criteria).   

  Curiously, the PO did not agree that it was in the public interest for the OPG  

  and Public Guardian to provide accurate information and keep accurate records  

  on surety bonds.  The Head of Review wrote:  ‘I am unable to conclude that your  

  complaint raises matters of public interest which would justify an investigation            

  by us.  That is because you have not produced evidence of widespread failings             

  or lack of integrity at the OPG.’   

  It is doubtful that the ‘man in the street’ would agree with this statement.   

  I believe most people would consider that the head of an organisation with  

  responsibility for overseeing surety bonds should be able to understand the  

  terms under which they operate.  I did not see why it was necessary to prove  

  ‘widespread failings’ within the OPG.     

 

  It is also of concern that Mr Eccles/the OPG may previously have given similar  

  erroneous information on the bonds, to potential claimants.                          

  Final Response from PO         

                                                                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  Parliamentary Ombudsman  - complaint re. PGO 

 

132.  I had previously (in 2010) asked the Parliamentary Ombudsman to look into the  

  PGO’s past failure - to vet the deputy’s application for membership of  the           

  Professional Receivers Panel, in line with mandatory procedures, and to investigate 

  my complaint about her breaches of mandatory rules.  In doing so, I had provided  

  evidence of being misled by the PGO, and of ‘covering up’  by them. 

  

  The PO refused to investigate my complaint on account of the ‘time bar’, which  

  prevents matters being investigated too long after the event.  In this case the delay 

  had been caused by her practice’s refusal to release documents from their files 

  until November 2011.  I asked the PO assessor if he would bear with me while 

   I collated the evidence, but he issued his report without waiting for this to arrive. 

  

  In a preliminary consideration, the PO had asked to see the PGO’s report into  

  my complaint in December 2005.   However, they accepted the OPG’s claim,  

  that my ‘application to the court’ had been sent to the court in my parents’ files,  

  and that court staff  ‘had been unable to track them down.’  

 

  At this point I had reason to doubt the PO’s impartiality.  In papers mistakenly  

  sent to me, the assessor was seen to be on first name terms with the very person      

  at the PGO, whose actions (involving deceptions and ’covering up’), I had asked  

  the Ombudsman to investigate.  Now working at the OPG, it was this same person 

  who had advised them that my application and report could not be found.  

   (See above paragraph). 

 

  Since this person had deceived me in the past over the PGO’s ‘investigation’  

  and Pension Credit, her response should not have been relied upon. She knew   

  my application had never been presented to the court,  therefore it was in her  

  interest to claim the application/report could not be found. 

 

  A perception of bias is created, if an investigator relies on evidence, which has  

  been provided by the person whose past actions he has been asked to investigate. 

  The matter of whether the PGO had ever completed a report was central to my 

  complaint, therefore I consider the PO’s investigation was compromised by the  

  assessor’s reliance on  ‘biased’ evidence.   

  Correspondence with PO, PGO and OPG 

 My original complaints/claims –Dec 2005                                                                                       

 Evidence of ‘covering up’ by PGO – see para 5 

 Confidential document from PO  

 

  

 

 



133. In his conclusion, the PO wrote: ‘The Receiver’s shortcomings, some of which           

 were not revealed until 2010, were largely a reflection of the lack of statutory  

 powers that the PGO possessed at that time.’  It is difficult to see how an   

 individual’s ‘shortcomings’ can be attributed to anything other than themselves. 

 

  He claimed the OPG ‘could not comment on (the deputy’s) application to   

  become a Panel Receiver or her charging policy, as the relevant papers had                

  been destroyed.’  In vetting an application to join the panel, the PGO had a duty  

  to approve the applicant’s organisational structure and charging policy at each  

  practice.  Since the deputy had joined her second practice in March 2005, details  

  of policies relating to this practice should have been on file in 2010, given the  

  OPG’s duty to keep records for 7 years. The OPG’s statement - that records had  

  been destroyed - meant that either they had been destroyed prematurely, or, as I  

  have claimed, the PGO had failed to vet the organisational structure and charging  

  policy at her second practice.  

  

  The assessor also wrote: ‘The time bar can be waived if there are special   

  circumstances. These can include…wider public interest.  It did not appear to us              

  that the problems that Mrs Tricker encountered were systemic.’ 

 

  Yet, my own experience of the PGO mirrored the findings of a National Audit  

  Office  Report issued in the same year (June 2005).  The NAO had concluded:  

  ‘The PGO currently lacks…an overall picture of the circumstances in which abuse 

  or mismanagement most often occurs … The source of exploitation may come from 

  anyone in contact with the client. Relatives, friends…are, in many instances, well  

  placed to spot the first signs of potential mismanagement or financial abuse.   

  The NAO recommends that the PGO re-examine whether the current approach             

   to organising its teams is best targeted…at meeting the needs of its customers.                

  The PGO should improve procedures for receiving, evaluating and following           

  up potential concerns that come to its attention.’   

 

  (A month after this report, I had raised concerns - of potential fraud on one of my            

  father’s accounts - with both the deputy and a Panel Receiver Manager at the PGO.

  Neither took my concerns seriously, or took any further action. However, evidence

  acquired in 2011 revealed that the deputy had failed to declare this ‘live’ account in 

  my father’s Annual Accounts, although nearly £2000 had been withdrawn from it  

  during her receivership.  A failure to account for a client’s money is a fundamental 

  breach of a deputy’s role, yet the PGO not only failed to follow up my concerns,  

  but did not query why the deputy had omitted all details of this account in my 

  father’s Annual Accounts.) 

 

 

 

 



  The NAO Report also said: ‘The PGO needs to tackle some important service  

  issues.  Our work suggested that administrative delays had sometimes led to           

  clients receiving a poor service, particularly when a new receiver is appointed. 

  …(Our) study included an examination of 48 case files where potential abuse 

  had come to the attention of the PGO…12% (of the alleged perpetrators)   

  were receivers.’   

 

  In light of this report, it can be seen that my concerns were, indeed, ‘systemic.’ 

 Parliamentary Ombudsman report 

 National Audit Office Report Jun 2005  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Chancery Division – Oral Hearing 

 

134.  Following on from (para 125) above, a brief oral hearing took place in   

  Chancery Division before Justice Mann, in November 2013.  He allowed me  

  to read a statement, containing a summary of the irregularities in this case 

 

  I claimed that Judge Lush had erred over the rules on surety bonds, and   

  provided proof that my parents’ bonds had been in force throughout  

  proceedings at the Court of Protection – contrary to Judge Lush’s assertion.  

 

 I argued that I had been deceived by the deputy’s legal team, and that                   

 Judge Lush had failed to respond to 3 urgent applications, including one for  

 a crucial wasted costs hearing, which had not taken place as promised by   

 the court. 

 

 I also claimed he had adjudicated on the wrong matter and had mistakenly 

 believed I was seeking personal compensation, rather than claiming for losses  

 to my parents.   I stressed that, as Executrix, I was entitled to bring a claim for 

 forfeiture, even if, in 2005, I had raised complaints of a similar nature in my 

 former capacity as carer. 

 

 Lastly, I addressed the matter of the judge’s indirect involvement in the case,  

 and his failure to declare an interest with the deputy, whom he had  ‘diverted’ 

 from urgent duties to my parents, by asking her to assist him in a commercial 

 project.  

 

 I read from a judgment by Judge Lush, in which he had devoted 12 pages to 

 considering evidence for a claim against a lay deputy, in stark contrast to my 

 parents’ case, where none of the 556 pages of evidence were considered in the 

 judgment.   I claimed he had treated a case against a lay deputy differently                    

 from one involving a colleague, and that, in my parents’ case justice had not 

 been seen to be done. 

 Transcript of Oral Hearing, Nov 2013 

 

                                                                                          

135. Given the brevity of the hearing, I had not expected to have my claims for  

 forfeiture heard at this point.   

 

  In her Skeleton Argument for the COP hearing, the junior barrister had stated:                   

            ‘The court will not be able to resolve the detailed factual allegations made by                    

  Mrs Tricker…within a 3-hour hearing.’  

 

 

 



  Similarly, in his earlier Order, Justice Mann had referred to my submissions,  

  saying:  ‘I have not read them all.  It is inappropriate and unnecessary for me 

  to do so.  They are far too long…’ It would therefore have been inappropriate,  

  if not impertinent, to have submitted a further 556 pages of  evidence,   

  substantiating my claims. 

   

  I had focussed instead on my principal ground for appeal, viz. Judge Lush’s  

  failure  to establish the correct rules on surety bonds, and the many procedural  

  irregularities during proceedings.  

 

  However, in the remaining few minutes, Justice Mann asked me to ‘prove’  

  that some of my claims were valid.  This took me by surprise, given that I had  

  not submitted the bundle of evidence.   

 Judgment, Jan 2013   

             Order, July 2013                                                                                                          

  Transcript of Oral Hearing, Nov 2013 

  Email from Marsh, re. lapsing of bonds 

  

 

136. Without the evidence, I could only reiterate my points verbally.  I began by 

 addressing the losses caused to the estate in challenging the deputy’s bill.   

  

  Justice Mann stated that the matter had been determined against me by a   

  Costs Judge, to which I responded:  ‘He (the Costs Judge) said he had no   

  remit under a  Court of Protection assessment (to award costs)…but the bonds 

  are supposed to be wider than that.  They’re supposed to cover any losses.   

  So, that means…it would…prohibit anybody going to court to challenge a bill.’ 

  

  He replied:  ‘The bond is designed to compensate for a failure to carry out  

  the duties in receivership.  In order to be able to claim under the bond…you  

  have to be able to sue the receiver for the same amount of money,  and you  

  cannot  sue the receiver for a decision that a Costs Judge reached…The bond  

  merely gives an additional financial resource for satisfying claims.’   

 

  His statement cast the bonds in a new light.  Until then, I had viewed them as 

  simple insurance contracts, offering a straightforward guarantee to repay any 

  losses caused to the client.  However, Justice Mann had confirmed there was 

  a further condition linked to a claim for forfeiture.  In the absence of any   

  written information/guidance on the bonds, I had assumed that the only   

  condition to a claim, was that the Court of Protection agreed there had been  

  a loss. 

  Transcript of Oral Hearing, Nov 2013 



137. The deputy’s failure to comply with court instructions to market my parents’ 

 property had incurred the greatest losses to my parents. I therefore started to quote                 

 the wording in the bonds relating to non-compliance.  However, Justice Mann 

 intervened, repeating emphatically: ‘Never mind about the bonds.  Never mind  

 about the bonds!  We are looking at claims you have against the receiver.’ 

 

  Our exchange continued as follows: 

 

   AT:   The court ordered her to sell my parents’ property and to register their  

   interest in our property, because we were at risk of repossession of our  

   home…she didn’t carry out those instructions…my parents’ flat was  

   devaluing.  It was on a short lease…the second receiver…sold it very  

   quickly…within three months.  It had sea views.  It was quite desirable.         

   But, in leaving that instruction for one year it meant that my parents’  

   property devalued and the senior judge could see this in the documents.   

   It was valued at £165,000…they were not able to sell it for more than  

   £150,000.  So that devaluation, plus the costs of keeping the flat going,             

   the service bills, etc.., added up to a loss.’ 

 

  JM:      And you ran that argument in front of District Judge Ralton, did you? 

 

  AT:   He didn’t address the…Well, all these claims were listed. 

 

  JM:  So they were all considered by District Judge Ralton – or at least they  

   were all before him. 

 

  AT:   To a certain extent.  There wasn’t as much evidence, as when Senior  

   Judge Lush asked for it. 

 

  JM:  …and he (Senior Judge Lush) had all this material, and he decided there   

   was nothing in it, or, that is implicit in what he says (in his judgment)… 

   It’s impossible for a judge coming fresh to this to go through and work  

   out what the claims may or may not be… 

 

  His last comment made it clear that consideration of even one claim was not a  

  process that could be decided within a few minutes.  I considered that, having  

  established Judge Lush’s error over the bonds’ status, I should now have been  

  entitled to a full hearing of my claims.  But, instead, my ‘day in court’ had been  

  reduced to a few pressurised minutes, without access to any of the substantiating  

  evidence.   It also appeared to me that, notwithstanding all the evidence,     

  Justice Mann would still have dismissed the claim on the basis that Judge Lush  

  had ‘decided there was nothing in it.’    Neither judge deemed it necessary to 

  consider evidence in a judgment and explain why this had been rejected. 



  The claim with regard to non-compliance was particularly complex, in that it  

  involved a property with a depreciating value, on account of having a short lease.  

  It had been valued at £164,950 in August 2003, but sold in July 2006 for under  

  £150,000 despite a buoyant market at the time. The property was in need of some  

  updating, but was large, with 3 bedrooms and some sea views. During the year in  

  which it was left empty, it incurred service charges, ground rent etc. of c. £2,200.   

  It appeared to lose value at around £5,000 per year, therefore I had calculated that  

  it probably would have fetched around £155,000 had it sold in the summer of 2005.  

  As it was, it could not be sold until a year later. This meant that my parents 

  potentially lost a year’s worth of interest on £155,000.   At 8%, this would have  

  realised £12,400.   In addition there would have been no bills and service charges  

  to pay. 

 

  A PGO ‘Complaints Technician’ (in the Compliance Dept) - the same person  

  who had covered up for the deputy in relation to Pension Credit and the court’s  

  (apparent) decision on my earlier claims - had written to me regarding this matter  

  in 2007.*  She had dismissed the claim - that my parents had been caused a loss - 

  on the grounds that, as a property owner, my father had received  12 weeks free  

  funding from the Local  Authority when first entering a care home (worth £7,158).  

  However, she also claimed that my parents’ property had increased in value by  

  £5,000 between November 2005 and August 2006, therefore the total gain (of  

  £12,158) exceeded any loss they might have incurred.  She confirmed this was  

  the PGO’s ‘final position’ on the matter. 

 

  Yet, she had been wrong about the property having gained in value.  There had  

  also been further losses associated with the deputy abandoning the sale, i.e. her  

  charges for making ‘excuses’ to the PGO, a further £500 in charges for discussing 

  random offers in advance of a valuation, and the matter of lost interest on the capital. 

  The Complaints Technician had taken a somewhat dismissive approach to the latter 

  and had not even estimated a likely figure.  (She had also been unaware at the time 

  of the deputy’s additional charges in her Bill of Costs).  

 

  If you deduct the loss in the property’s value (£5,000) from the LA’s funding gain  

  of £7,158, the starting point for calculations is a ‘gain’ of c. £2,158.    When losses 

  for bills/service charges and the deputy’s additional charges are deducted, the  

  starting point is reduced to below zero.  Add on, one year’s interest on capital of  

  £155,000,  and the final figure is likely to be in excess of £12,000.   

 

  I had claimed for £6,000, which was a conservative estimate of the loss.  Yet,  

  despite having evidence before him on all the above, Judge Lush did not even  

  mention the claim in his judgment, and appeared to have based his dismissal  

  on the misinformed opinion of a clerical officer. 

 



  It can be seen from the above, that proving even a single loss can be complicated.  

  It should also involve arguments from both sides, and cross-questioning. It is not 

  something that can be resolved in a few hurried minutes at the tail end of a hearing, 

  especially without access to the evidence.  I considered Judge Lush should have  

  provided a reasoned analysis of the evidence, and explained in his judgment why  

  this matter had not caused a loss to my parents, and why it was not considered to 

  be non-compliance.   However, Justice Mann had not only provided a new  

  perspective on the bonds (see para 136), but he was clearly of the view that 

  evidence in a claim for forfeiture does not have to be considered in the judgment.   

 

  *The PGO’s letter (which had been included in the bundles before Judge Lush) 

    was further proof that pre-MCA bonds remained in force long after a deputy 

    had stepped down.  It was dated 19
th

 July 2007, yet the writer did not claim  

    that the bonds should have been cancelled a year earlier. 

 

  I listed the claims in full, and continued: 

 

  AT:   Judge Lush doesn’t refer to the evidence at all, in his judgment.  He refers  

   only to something unconnected.  There is not a single sentence in the  

   judgment that relates to the evidence.  To my mind, justice has not been seen 

   to be done unless you can see reference to the evidence.  It was substantial.  

   It was third party, mostly…taken directly from her files.  My claim was not 

   about the late payment of expenses.  Justice is not being seen to be done,          

   if you don’t address the evidence. 

 

  At this point, Justice Mann terminated the hearing. 

  Transcript of Oral Hearing, Nov 2013 

  Letter from PGO Complaints Technician, ’dismissing’ losses caused by deputy’s 

  non-compliance with court instructions  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  Chancery Division - Judgment 

 

138. Justice Mann delivered an oral judgment, refusing permission to appeal on all 

 grounds. 

  

  He stated (incorrectly) that Judge Lush had declared the bonds had  lapsed:  

   ‘because the deaths of the patients prior to the appointment of a new   

  receiver had the effect of discharging the bonds.’ (Yet, both my parents   

  had died long after the second deputy’s appointment). 

 

  He also stated incorrectly, that the bonds had lapsed in February 2013.  The 

  correct date was June 2013. 

 

  In support of my argument on the bonds, he said: ‘…what is the point of having          

  a bond, which is designed to operate against a recalcitrant receiver, if in the  

  most likely circumstances in which it is to be enforced…that is to say, the   

  departure of a  recalcitrant receiver and the discovery of what had been going  

  on…suddenly the bond has no effect? I would regard that…as a rather   

  extraordinary state of affairs.’   

 

  He claimed to have ‘considerable sympathy’ with my submission, but stopped 

  short of criticising Judge Lush, saying: ‘A full consideration of the matter   

  would probably require looking at the wording of the master bond itself.    

  I assume…that there is something in what Mrs Tricker says, which is that   

  the bond really should not be treated as having lapsed.’ 

 

  The wording in the master bond is identical to the wording in the bonds themselves,

  copies of which were before him.  I had also provided evidence from the bond 

  providers and OPG, confirming that all bonds remain in force after a deputy  

  steps down, along with proof that the OPG had lapsed my parents’ bonds in line  

  with the correct rules (showing Judge Lush had erred over these). Yet, despite 

  all the above, and his personal view that the bonds ‘should not be treated as 

  having lapsed’, Justice Mann was not prepared to grant permission to appeal 

  on the basis that there had been an error in law by Judge Lush.   

   

  His refusal was therefore based on an incomplete understanding of the law,  

  and a reluctance to clarify a simple rule which had ‘confused’ so many legal  

  experts, including Judge Lush and himself.  He dismissed evidence from the  

  OPG and bond providers showing that Judge Lush had erred, and in doing so  

  he denied my parents’ estate the hearing to which it was entitled. 

   

  He expressed no concerns over the many irregularities and breaches in court 

  procedures, including Judge Lush’s failure to respond to three applications and  

  breaches of the appeal procedure itself.  



 (At one point, I briefly raised the matter of wasted costs with the judge, saying: 

  ‘I should have been able to have a wasted costs hearing.  The court, in its letter  

 of 11
th

 June, said it was going to be heard in June. It didn’t  happen…If everybody 

 had confirmed the status of the bonds and the rules… I would not have been put

 through 2 years of additional costs.  I’ve only ever gone by the rules and I only 

 ever asked that people looked at the evidence. I asked for a wasted costs hearing.  

 Everyone agrees that the information given was wrong by one of the barristers 

 and all the way through the proceedings. The court agreed to hold a wasted costs 

 hearing. ..am I not entitled to that? 

 

  Justice Mann had responded:  ‘Well, if the court agreed to hold one, you had             

  better try and go back and get one.  I can’t help you with that.’) 

 

  Under normal circumstances, an error in law or serious procedural irregularities  

  should warrant a grant of permission to appeal.  However, in this case, a claim 

  for forfeiture was obstructed by the failure of no less than 3 judges - 

  District Judge Ralton, Senior Judge Lush and Justice Mann - to comprehend  

  and clarify the law. Judges are paid to keep abreast of the law, yet all three  

  were unable to confirm whether pre-MCA bonds had allowed Executors to  

  claim against them.   

  Transcript of Oral Judgment, Nov 2013 

  Email from Marsh, re lapsing of bond 

  Evidence on surety bonds, from bond providers 

 

 

139. His inability to provide a definitive ruling on the rules covering COP bonds 

 meant that, instead of treating my appeal on the basis of a serious error in law,  

 Justice Mann had focussed solely on a cursory ‘5 minute’ consideration of my 

 claims, without the benefit of evidence and cross examination.  This did not 

 constitute a ‘full and fair hearing’, which all applicants are entitled to, as  

 recently confirmed by the Deputy President of the Supreme Court, Lady Hale. 

 

 With regard to my claim for losses caused by the deputy’s failure to comply 

 with court instructions, Justice Mann ruled:   ‘It seems…that that sort of claim  

 is going to have to be made in the civil courts and not in the Court of Protection… 

 it seems highly unlikely that in matters such as a culpable failure to sell a flat 

 for a year with a consequential loss of value in the flat, that the Court of 

 Protection would embark on that sort of inquiry.  This is a claim which is  

 rather better brought in the civil courts, if it is to be brought at all.’    

 

 

 

  



  His statement appeared to contradict the ‘promise’ in the bonds, and suggested 

  that certain losses caused by non-compliance are not covered under the policy.   

  Since deputies are regularly instructed to sell a client’s property, it appears  

  there is a need to clarify this amendment to its terms.  I had believed that the  

  bond was supposed to obviate the need to take costly and protracted action  

  in the civil courts, but Justice Mann cast some doubt over this.  

 

  Although bonds have been in place for nearly 30 years, it appears that judges 

  are still uncertain of their terms and conditions, and what constitutes a   

  ‘claimable loss’. (See paras 72, 75, 78-82).   

  

  His earlier statement (in para 136)  - that ‘the bond merely gives an   

  additional financial resource for satisfying claims’-  adds further confusion,  

  since there is no published guidance explaining how this ‘additional financial  

  resource’ is supposed to operate.          

  Transcript of Oral Judgment, Nov 2013     

  Statement, Lady Hale, Deputy President Supreme Court 

 

 

140. In his judgment, Judge Lush had dismissed my claim for forfeiture on the 

 (incorrect) grounds that the bonds should have been cancelled in 2006.  However, 

 he had also stated: ‘even in the absence of this as the primary reason for 

 dismissing the application, I would have had no hesitation in upholding District 

 Judge Ralton’s order for the reasons stated by him…and also for the reasons 

 given by (the 2 barristers) in their skeleton arguments, namely (l) that  

 Mrs Tricker’s  claims are a reiteration of matters that have already been judicially 

 decided in the costs hearings and complaints that were considered but dismissed 

 by the Public Guardianship Office, and (2)  nearly half her claims relate to her 

 own personal loss, rather than loss to the estates of (her parents).’   This sentence   

 is the only consideration given to my 9 individual claims and extensive evidence.   

 

  Justice Mann commented on the vagueness of Judge Lush’s reasons for rejecting 

  my claims, saying: ‘(Mrs Tricker) observes correctly - that the District Judge 

  did deal with the matter pretty shortly.  There is a point at which a decision is dealt 

  with so shortly that it cannot be regarded as a decision which can be upheld on  

  appeal and the court might well allow the appeal if insufficient reasons are given.   

 

  He (Judge Lush) did give reasons.  He cross-referred to the skeleton arguments              

  of (second barrister)…He sets out (her) submissions, at least in summary.   

  One assumes she gave more detail than that in her skeleton argument.    

  Whether his reasons were adequate or not would involve an investigation of  

  what those skeleton arguments said….and considering whether they were justified.  

  However, on its face, the decision does, by reference give reasons and cannot be  

  challenged on that basis.’   



  Justice Mann had admitted that, determining whether Judge Lush’s reasons were  

  ‘adequate’ and ‘justified’, depended on what the junior barrister had said in her  

  Skeleton Argument.  Therefore, his refusal of permission to appeal was based on                    

  an incomplete understanding of these.  Since the junior barrister had deceived 

  the court over simple rules on surety bonds and had focussed on an irrelevant  

  matter unconnected to my application, it appeared unreasonable and even ‘risky’,  

  to blindly accept that all other arguments advanced by her were valid, without a  

  detailed consideration of these.   

 

  Aside from the ‘hidden’ reasons within Judge Lush’s one sentence consideration  

  of my claims, there were 2 further reasons, which were ignored by Justice Mann. 

   

  The first involved Judge Lush’s incorrect use of Res Judicata. During the hearing         

  I had argued that this did not apply in my parents’ case.  I said:  ‘I have provided  

  evidence showing that clerical officers had only looked informally into some of my 

  complaints in 2006, but had never presented them to the court as they have always 

  maintained.  Res Judicata obviously means that a matter has been previously  

  litigated, but most of my present claims relate to matters which I knew nothing  

  about in 2005 and are now being addressed in my new capacity as Executrix.   

  This is the first time I have ever made a formal application to the court and  

  submitted evidence.’ 

 

  Yet, in accepting Judge Lush’s reasons for dismissing the claims, Justice Mann 

  agreed that Res Judicata also applies to complaints which have not previously  

  been litigated in court.  Only one of my claims could be deemed to have been  

  ‘judicially decided’, i.e. during proceedings at the SCCO.   The remaining                         

  8 claims had never been placed before a court.  Both Judge Lush and Justice Mann 

  have therefore ruled that a claim against surety bonds can be decided by clerical  

  officers, without reference to evidence and without producing a written report  

  for consideration by the Court of Protection.   This places a severe restriction upon 

  future claims for forfeiture.  It would also appear to discriminate against vulnerable 

  clients, who must pay for a product with no clearly defined terms and conditions  

  and where claims can now be decided by clerical officers. 

 

  The second generalised reason given by Judge Lush for dismissing my claims  

  was (as quoted in his judgment): ‘nearly half her claims relate to her own   

  personal loss, rather than loss to the estates of (her parents).’ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  The Court of Protection had confirmed it sent a second set of my appeal papers 

  to Chancery Division (after DX had apparently lost the first set.)  Therefore,  

  Justice Mann had seen the summary of Negligence, listing the deputy’s multiple  

  breaches of mandatory and Panel Receiver rules, and a list of claims, all of which  

  had been claimed on behalf of my parents’ estate.  In looking at the latter, he could 

  see that a) some of my claims could not possibly have been considered by PGO  

  officers in 2005,  b) two of the claims were upheld in Judge Lush’s judgment,  

  and c) I had not claimed for losses caused by the ‘late payment of my expenses.’ 

  Yet, he had accepted Judge Lush’s second reason, despite its obvious inaccuracies. 

  District Judge Ralton Order, May 2012 

  Senior Judge Lush judgment, Jan 2013                                                                                                                 

  Transcript of Hearing, Nov 2013   

  Transcript of Oral Judgment, Nov 2013   

 

 

141. Although he had asked me to justify some of my claims verbally (without the use             

 of evidence), Justice Mann failed to notice that, in his judgment, Judge Lush 

 himself had confirmed that 2 of my claims for forfeiture had been upheld by 

 Solicitors for the Elderly, the organisation of which he is Patron. 

  Senior Judge Lush Judgment, Jan 2013       

  Oral Judgment, Nov 2013 

 

   

142. In refusing permission to appeal, Justice Mann implied there is no requirement  

 for a COP judge to provide written consideration of evidence.  A reluctance to 

 show and consider evidence is tantamount to ‘hiding’ it, and inevitably leads one  

 to question why a judge would do this.   Of equal concern is a judgment which  

 relies solely on extraneous matters.  (In my parents’ judgment, if one takes 

 out the pages devoted to Judge Lush’s erroneous interpretation of the law, and 

 those pages relating to the ‘late payment of my expenses’ and Solicitors for the 

 Elderly’s largely irrelevant report, there is only one sentence dedicated to my claim 

 for forfeiture, as quoted in para 140 above). 

  In a current daytime television ‘show’, in which a barrister adjudicates on real  

  (relatively simple) cases, he stresses the need for claimants/defendants to produce  

  evidence.  The evidence is shown and discussed, the parties are cross-questioned,  

  and in his judgment he refers to the relevant laws, the evidence and his questioning, 

  to show the audience (and viewing public) how he reached his determination. 

 

 

 



  In my parents’ case, a senior judge reached his decision by quoting the wrong rules, 

  asking no questions and ignoring all the evidence.  His consideration of the case  

  was condensed into a single sentence in which he summed up 9 separate claims by

  referring to an unrelated matter, and saying that he ‘agreed’ with others.    

  Transcript of hearing, Nov 2013       

  Oral Judgment, Nov 2013            

  ‘Judge Rinder’, ITV 

 

143. With regard to whether Judge Lush should have recused himself from hearing 

 the case, Justice Mann said: ‘the mere fact that the two individuals happen to be             

 contributors to a text book is not sufficient to raise a case of apparent bias.‘              

 He did not address my key point, viz. in asking the deputy to assist him in a 

 commercial project, Judge Lush had diverted her from urgent fiduciary duties.    

 

  Clearly, bias does not automatically arise when 2 individuals contribute to the  

  same book.  However, I believe a perception of bias is created if a judge fails to  

  declare a past commercial interest with a respondent, where that interest impacted 

  on events which are now the subject of a case he is hearing. Where the two are 

  ‘time-related’, it would seem logical that the judge should treat the case as   

  though he had had a current commercial interest with the Respondent.  (If a judge 

  has a current commercial interest with a Respondent, but does not declare that                

  interest at any stage, an immediate perception of bias is inevitably created). 

. 

   In this case, an even greater perception of bias arose, through Judge Lush’s 

  failure to declare past and ongoing commercial interests with all 7 legal   

  professionals involved in the case.  As in para 142 above, it is the failure to                   

  act transparently, which creates the perception of bias. 

  Justice Mann Judgment, Nov 2013  

  Senior Judge Lush judgment, July 2013                                                                                                                 

 

 

144. In a judgment dated July 2013, Judge Lush wrote: ‘Article 6 of the  European 

 Convention on Human Rights requires that justice should be seen to be done’ 

 and ‘it is important that decisions of the Court of Protection should be open             

 to scrutiny in order to enhance accountability, consistency and predictability.’  

 

  It is difficult to ‘scrutinise’ a Court of Protection decision, which has been reached 

  without any reasoned analysis, clarification of the law or consideration of evidence.

  It is also difficult to maintain  faith in the judicial system, and accept that a  

  decision has been reached fairly, when the appeal process itself has been violated. 

 

 



  The correct COP appeal procedure is as follows.  An applicant has 21 days to  

  appeal  the decision of a Court of Protection judge.  If the COP judge refuses  

  permission to appeal, the applicant has a further 21 days to appeal to a ‘higher  

  judge’.  (An appeal against a decision by Senior Judge Lush is made to a High  

  Court judge - in the case of property and affairs’ issues, the appropriate court is  

  Chancery Division.)  The applicant pays a fee into the Royal Courts of Justice  

  and may then submit an Appellant’s Notice, grounds of appeal and supporting  

  evidence directly to the higher court, using different forms to those used in the  

  Court of Protection.  The higher court then responds with an Order in due course. 

 

  Once the COP judge has refused permission to appeal, he is no longer involved  

  in the judicial process.   

 

  Yet, instead of being allowed to appeal independently, as per the above rules, 

  I was subjected to an entirely different process.  Six weeks before he had reached  

  a decision on whether to grant permission to appeal, Senior Judge Lush had sent  

  some of my papers and a letter to a higher court, asking for ‘permission to   

  appeal’ his own decision, which he had not yet made!   

 

  Subsequently, in a letter sent by the Court of Protection exactly 21 days after  

  Judge Lush had formally refused permission to appeal, I was advised that a High 

  Court judge in Chancery Division was considering whether to grant permission  

  for me to appeal his decision.  Bizarrely, I was expected to believe that Judge Lush 

  had taken over my role and - without paying a fee - had appealed directly to a High 

  Court judge on my behalf, for permission to appeal a decision which he himself had

  refused.   Fortunately, given my now firm mistrust of the court, I had already  

  completed the correct appeal process within the allotted 21 days. 

 

  It is perhaps not surprising that I consider my appeal to Chancery Division was  

  compromised, and that the above breaches in appeal procedures had created  

  more than a perception of bias.  It is almost impossible to believe in the integrity     

  of judges, who themselves breach procedures, which lay people are expected to 

  abide by. 

  

  A reconsideration is supposed to take a full and fresh look at a case, and consider 

  all evidence anew.  However, both judges - Senior Judge Lush and Justice Mann – 

  dismissed my claim for forfeiture without referring to a single page of evidence,  

  without establishing the correct rules on the expiry of pre-MCA bonds and  

  believing that Res Judicata applies to matters which have never previously been 

  litigated in court.  

 

 

 

 



  In refusing permission to appeal, Justice Mann ignored evidence showing that: 

   

a. Judge Lush had adjudicated on the wrong matter 

b. Some of my claims were unknown to me in 2005 

c. 2 of the claims were upheld in Judge Lush’s own judgment 

d. All of the claims were losses claimed on behalf of the estate 

e. The PGO had never carried out a formal investigation into my claims 

f. They had never presented my claims to the court 

 

  He also ignored the following irregularities: 

 

a. Judge Lush’s inability to establish a simple rule, even on appeal 

b. Conflicting legal opinion given by 6 Court of Protection ‘experts’  

c. Judge Lush’s failure to respond to 3 urgent interim applications 

d. His failure to hold a Wasted Costs Hearing 

e. The deputy’s hiring of a junior barrister to mislead the court 

f. Judge Lush’s inability to decide which of 2 barristers was telling the truth 

g. His failure to declare commercial interests with 7 legal professionals 

involved in the case, including the deputy herself 

h. His breaches of appeal procedures, including forwarding papers to 

Chancery Division (Justice Mann) 6 weeks prior to his own refusal of 

permission to appeal 

 

  Effectively, Justice Mann has ruled that: 

 

a. No evidence needs to be shown or considered in a claim for forfeiture 

b. Claims for forfeiture do not have to be addressed individually 

c. Executors cannot claim against the bonds if a relative has previously   

raised complaints about a deputy 

d. Surety bonds are subject to the remits of courts outside the Court of 

Protection 

e. Losses incurred in challenging an abusive bill are not ‘claimable’ losses  

f. Losses caused by a deputy’s non-compliance with court instructions are 

not ‘claimable’ losses 

g. Losses caused by a failure to claim pension allowances are not 

‘claimable’ losses  

h. Executors may incur punitive costs, for claiming for these (e, f and g) 

i. A deputy’s failure to account for the client’s money is of no concern 

j. It does not matter if a judge is unable to establish a simple rule in over a 

year, upon which the case depends 

k. It does not matter if he adjudicates on the wrong matter, and condenses a 

claim supported by 556 pages of evidence, into one sentence. 

  Chancery Division Judgment, July 2013  

     COP letter, 31 July 2013 



 Court of Appeal 

 

145. I travelled to London again, hoping to take my case to the Court of Appeal.                      

 For this, I prepared further sets of bundles.  

             Court of Appeal application, bundles 

 

 

146. Although I had paid a fee, the COA refused to accept the bundles, because          

 Justice  Mann had failed to issue an Order.  (I had experienced the same problem,  

 when Master Howarth at the SCCO would not produce an Order).  I chased            

 Chancery Division several times and eventually received an Order at the end  

 of January. I then made a second trip to London, to formally lodge the appeal.                                                                             

 Court of Appeal application, bundles 

  Correspondence with Chancery Division 

 

 

147. I received a communication from the Court of Appeal, chasing another form -  

 N460 - which Justice Mann had also failed to provide. 

  Correspondence with Chancery Division 

 

   

148. I received a second letter from the Court of Appeal, (in Feb 2014), confirming it 

 had no jurisdiction to hear my appeal.  They wrote:  ‘The Court of Appeal lacks 

 jurisdiction to entertain the appellant’s notice.  This is because where an appeal 

 court (and in this case the High Court Judge) refuses permission to appeal to 

 that court, there is no further right of appeal.  The decision of Mr Justice Mann 

 was final.’ 

 Letter from Court of Appeal  

 

 

149. In a Freedom of Information Request in 2013, I asked:  How many appeals 

 against Court of Protection judgments have been lodged since October 2007? 

  HMCTS’ response was as follows: ‘Data between the Court of Protection and  

  other courts are not linked.  I am therefore unable to provide information on the  

  numbers of appealed cases….The Court of Protection database does not hold a  

  record of the outcome of these appeals.’   

  Freedom of Information response 

 

 

150. At this point the judicial process ended, without a single court having 

 considered a single page of evidence, without any judge being able to  

 clarify the rules on surety bonds, and without any of the ‘serious issues’ 

 identified by a Costs Judge, being addressed.  

 



  Complaint re. HMCTS  (Court of Protection) 

151.  In July 2013 I had raised a formal complaint with Her Majesty’s Courts & Tribunal 

  Service, over malpractice at the Court of Protection.   

  I complained that the court had failed to respond to 3 separate applications, that  

  appeal procedures had been breached, that I had received no response to my claim 

  for compensation (for papers lost by the court), and that staff in Appeals & Listings 

  had ignored all my requests for information on the progress of my appeal and  

  applications.  Lastly, I claimed they had provided incorrect information on COP  

  bonds and appeal procedures. 

 

    Despite repeated reminders over 7 months, I did not receive any acknowledgment. 

  Emails to HMCTS 

 

 

152. Following on from Justice Mann’s ‘advice’ (para 138), I asked if the court would 

 now hear my wasted costs application, which was supposed to have been put before 

 a COP Judge in June 2013.  When still I received no reply, I called  HMCTS’ 

 Complaints, Correspondence & Litigation Team.  I was advised that the reason for 

 the delay in responding to all matters was that they were ‘having difficulty getting 

 answers from the court.’                                                                                                                                    

 Correspondence with HMCTS from July 2013 

 

 

153. In March 2014 – 9 months after I had first submitted my complaint - I finally  

 received a curt response from the Head of Complaints, Richard Redgrave.   

 Although I had listed all the court’s breaches of rules and procedures, his letter                    

 addressed only two issues.   

 

  With regard to my application for a wasted costs hearing, he wrote: ‘Judge Lush  

  has confirmed that your application for a wasted costs order was not dealt with  

  because you had already appealed his decision.  It was therefore determined that  

  the matter could be decided at the appeal hearing.  I am sorry this was not made  

  clear to you  at the time.’   Yet, the court itself had written, agreeing to hear my  

  wasted costs application 4 months after I had appealed, and before Judge Lush  

  had reached his decision on whether to grant permission to appeal.   

 

 

 

 

 

 



  There appears to be no rule which prevents a wasted costs application being  

  heard after an application for permission to appeal has been lodged.  Indeed,  

  an appellant has only 21 days in which to appeal, making it highly probable that  

  the two will overlap, particularly in the Court of Protection, where applications can 

  take several months before they are considered by a judge (if at all).  I myself had 

  participated in a wasted costs hearing, which took place 2 months after I had 

  appealed a Costs Judge’s decision.)   

 

.   In any event, Judge Lush’s decision should have been communicated to myself,  

  as the applicant. Clearly, some sort of discussion had taken place with him at  

  the time, therefore the court’s failure to ‘make this clear’ to me - even when I 

  repeatedly asked for information - was, in my view, maladministration.   

 

  Despite Judge Lush’s assertion that the wasted costs application could be decided  

  at an appeal hearing, this did not happen.  I had raised the matter of wasted costs  

  with Justice Mann, but he responded:   ‘if the court agreed to hold one, you had 

  better try and go back and get one.  I can’t help you with that.’  (His suggestion  

  was almost certainly made in the knowledge that the COP would never hear the  

  application, since all matters had already been ‘dismissed’ by himself).   

 

  The court’s failure to address my further applications (for a Stay of Execution  

  and for copies of any court orders cancelling my parents’ bonds), was dismissed  

  by Mr Redgrave, as falling with ‘judicial management’.   He advised me to seek          

  ‘legal opinion’ if I disagreed with the judicial determinations in my case.   Yet 

  he would have known that seeking legal opinion after a case has finished, is 

  pointless.    He would also have known that courts have a duty to formally                      

  respond to applications: indeed, it is their main purpose.      

             

  My complaint - about a senior court manager’s misleading information on COP     

  surety bonds - was ignored. 

  

 With regard to my claim for compensation for ‘lost’ papers, Mr Redgrave                      

 appeared to have been misled by his staff.  He said these papers had been posted to 

 myself (when they had been sent to another court building), and that I had already 

 ‘received a compensatory offer from DX.’   Since I was neither the sender nor 

 addressee, I had no authority to claim from DX, who in any event would not have 

 been able to compensate me for my time and costs, in travelling to London to 

 deliver the papers in person.   

 

 He concluded:  ‘I recognise that the court has handled your complaint poorly’ 

 and offered £250 in compensation.   

 Letter from HMCTS 

 Letter from COP, June 2013 

 



154. I forwarded proof to Mr Redgrave that the lost papers had not been sent to me,       

  and that I had not received any offer of compensation from DX.  I also queried  

  why he had not addressed my complaint about the senior manager’s misleading  

  advice on COP bonds and further misleading advice on appeal procedures given  

  by court officers (including himself).  His reply ignored the evidence I had sent  

  him concerning DX, and all other matters. 

  He advised that any further communications from me would go unanswered.      

  HMCTS is an  agency of the Ministry of Justice, working in partnership with the         

  Lord Chancellor and Lord Chief Justice.  It is responsible for the administration             

  of all courts, and its website boasts: ‘HMCTS aims to ensure that all citizens  

  receive…access to justice.’  Yet, in this case, HMCTS itself obstructed justice 

  to my parents, by ignoring all evidence and matters which may have led to  

  criticism of the court.  The judiciary may be independent, but that should not  

  mean that established court rules and procedures can be breached at will.    

  Judges and court staff are employed to administer the law, not to ‘manipulate’        

  or break it. 

  Judgment, Nov 2013                                                                                               

  Extract from HMCTS website  

  Letters from HMCTS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  Parliamentary Ombudsman – Complaint re. HMCTS (COP) 

 

 

155. In Apri1 2014 I escalated the complaint to the Parliamentary Ombudsman through               

 my MP. There was a considerable delay before an investigator was appointed to  

 look into it. 

 

  On 19 February, 2015, I finally received a phone call from an investigator.  She 

  asked me various questions about the complaint, and promised to send me an initial 

  report ‘within a couple of weeks.’    The next day I sent her a bundle of documents 

  relating to our conversation. 

,  

       On 30 March, she wrote to me, saying: ‘I am afraid I have not been able to make  

  as much progress as I would have liked due to pressure of work necessitated by  

  my impending retirement from the office tomorrow.’  She advised that another  

  investigator would be in touch with me at a later date. 

  

  My lengthy discussion and correspondence with her had been a waste of time.                    

  It appeared she had failed to factor her imminent retirement into her schedule of  

  work. 

  Correspondence with first PO investigator 

 

 

156. In June, a second investigator was appointed.  She ‘started from scratch’ by 

 interviewing me again on the telephone.  She confirmed she had no legal 

 experience, and asked me to explain some of the legal terms involved in my 

 complaint, i.e. wasted costs. 

 

  I stressed the fact that, although the complaint related to a court case, I was not  

  asking for intervention in the case.    My complaint focussed on the court’s  

  failure to respond in writing to 3 court applications, breaches of court procedures,  

  misleading advice given by court staff and their failure to address my claim for  

  compensation for lost papers.  

 

  I had already submitted papers to her predecessor, quoting court rules in   

  relation to applications.  On the Ministry of Justice’s website, in Part 23,   

  General Rules about Applications, it says that an application is a document in  

  which ‘the applicant states his intention to seek a court order’, and confirms  

  that ‘if the court dismisses an application…and considers the application is  

  totally without merit,  the court’s order must record that fact.’ 

 

 



  Similarly, under Court of Protection Rules 2007, Rule 84 says: ‘where a court  

  considers that a hearing is necessary, it will give notice of the hearing date to  

  the parties…and where the court decides that it can deal with the matter without  

  a hearing, it will do so and serve a copy of its order on the parties.’ 

  I claimed the court had failed in its duty to issue Court Orders in response to  

  my applications.  Wilfully ignoring applications and forcing an applicant to ‘guess’

  what a judge has decided, not only undermines the integrity of the court and  

  ‘obstructs the overriding objective’, but can adversely affect the outcome of a case.  

  I considered the injustice to me was substantial, since I had been unable to address 

  the serious matter of who had deceived the court over the rules on COP bonds. 

  All 8 legal experts involved in the case had conflicted over these, making it  

  imperative that the Senior Judge held an urgent wasted costs hearing, to clarify the 

  law for the benefit of all the parties.  In allowing this key matter to remain   

  unresolved, even after I had appealed, and in passing my appeal papers to other  

  courts without first clarifying the legal position on the bonds, the case had   

  proceeded in an unjust and dubious manner.  With the correct position in law  

  left ‘hanging in the air’, I was denied the right to a fair hearing and incurred  

  considerable additional costs.   

  The PO had evidence that the court had promised to attend to all 3 applications in  

  June 2013, but failed to do so.  As Head of Complaints, Mr Redgrave, appeared  

  unconcerned by the court’s failures, and offered only a casual apology for one - 

  its failure to respond to my wasted costs application. In saying he was sorry that 

  things ‘were not made clear (to me) at the time’, he did not appear to understand 

  that the court has a duty to respond to applicants in writing.  His ‘apology’ came  

  long after the case had ended and far too late to make up for the adverse effect on  

  its outcome.  One might even take the cynical view that he had delayed his response 

  to avoid the court having to correct its mistakes before the case was ‘shut down.’           

  Rules 23.1 and 23.12, General Rules about Applications    

  Court of Protection Rules 2007, Rule 82, ‘Dealing with the Application’ 

 

157. The investigator’s final report was issued on 30 June 2015, in the name of a 

 new investigator.  

 

  The decision was as follows:  We have not upheld Mrs Tricker’s complaint.  

  Although we found delay and poor communication by the Court of Protection  

  in dealing with Mrs Tricker’s applications, and failings in dealing with her  

  complaint, we did not consider that this had an adverse effect on the outcome  

  of her court case.’ 

 



  His report acknowledged that court officers did not respond to any of my   

  applications or requests for information, and that inappropriate documents   

  had been sent in response to one application (for court orders).  He made no  

  comment on Mr Redgrave’s failure to address my claim for compensation and  

  consider evidence regarding this, or on his failure to address my complaint  

  in full.  The matter of inaccurate information given to me on surety bonds and  

  appeal procedures, was ignored. 

  Parliamentary Ombudsman Report 

 

 

158. The report shows that Judge Lush had ignored referrals from court staff for 

 directions on 2 applications - for a Stay of Execution and a wasted costs hearing.   

 

 It said: ‘The Rules say that as soon as any application is received the Court of 

 Protection shall consider how to deal with it.  However, there is no evidence that 

 court staff took any action on either application until 12 June 2012, when they 

 referred them to Judge Lush for consideration….this was a considerable delay.  

 Judge Lush did not respond to the referral and we cannot question his actions. 

 However, HMCTS have acknowledged that they should have kept Mrs Tricker  

 up to date on what was happening with her applications…Although COP staff 

 contacted Judge Lush  on 1 August to ask when Mrs T’s wasted costs application 

 would be heard… they did not relay his answer back to Mrs Tricker…In their final 

 response of 29 August, the COP still failed to provide a response on the issue… 

 Although we found delay and poor communication by the COP in dealing with 

 Mrs T’s applications…we did not consider that this had an adverse effect on 

 the outcome of her court case.’ 

 

 Under the heading, ‘Comments by HMCTS’, the investigator had written:  

 ‘good customer service would dictate that the Court of Protection should keep  

 people up to date on what was happening with any application.  They should have 

 written to Mrs Tricker to explain that her applications were being joined together.’ 

  

  The report also cited Court of Protection Rule 26, which says: ‘The court can  

  dispense with the requirement of any rule.’ 

 

  It acknowledged that court staff did not refer my application for a wasted costs  

  hearing to Judge Lush until 5 weeks after it had been received, and that, despite  

  writing to say that the application would go before a judge in June, they had   

  ignored all my requests for information on the judge’s decision. A wasted costs  

  application is an urgent matter, yet despite finding ongoing unacceptable delays  

  and failings by court staff throughout my appeal, the PO did not consider this  

  amounted to maladministration.   

   



  Under the heading, ‘Comments by HMCTS’, the report said: ‘good customer service 

  would dictate that the Court of Protection should keep people up to date on what  

  was happening with any application.  They should have written to Mrs Tricker to  

  explain that her applications were being joined together.’ 

 

  I consider it was not simply a matter of providing ‘good customer service.’   

  My understanding is that a court cannot choose whether to respond to applications. 

  Applying to court for a formal decision forms the basis of our judicial system, and 

  courts cannot pick and choose which applications they will respond to, particularly   

  since in most cases applicants will have paid a fee.. 

 

  HMCTS staff had also claimed: ‘’the Court of Protection would not have been  

  able to deal with the application (for a wasted costs hearing) until after the appeal, 

  as this would have prejudiced the appeal.’  I consider the opposite is true, and 

  that it was the court’s failure to deal with the application which prejudiced the  

  appeal. 

 

  Under the heading, ‘Injustice’, the report said:  ‘(Mrs Tricker’s) appeal dealt with  

  the same issues as she raised in her…wasted costs application…and ultimately  

  failed.  Nor have we seen any evidence that the Court of Protection’s shortcomings 

  in dealing with her applications prevented her making a successful appeal.’   

                        These comments emanated from what appeared to be a naïve understanding of the 

  judicial process.  The failure of Judge Lush (and later Justice Mann) to consider 

  sustained ‘errors’ by all the legal experts over a simple rule, had a profound effect 

  on the case.  A major irregularity, such as an error in law, undermines every aspect 

  of the proceedings, since the legal position forms the basis, upon which all other  

  decisions are based.   

  An application for wasted costs, in particular, should be addressed by the judge in 

  whose hearing the wasted costs were incurred; and not by another judge in another 

  court.   If an appellant is not allowed to address fundamental issues such as  

  deceptions in the original hearing, then an appeal to a higher court is compromised, 

  since the higher judge is unfamiliar with the previous conduct of the parties and is 

  unable to easily determine whether a Litigant was treated unfairly in the   

  lower court. 

    The report’s finding - that there was no evidence to show the COP’s shortcomings 

  had prevented me from making a successful appeal – is also curious, in   

  that it is clearly impossible to provide ‘evidence’ of a hypothetical outcome. 

  Parliamentary Ombudsman report, June 2015      

     



159. My complaint - that staff in the Appeals & Listings Department,  including   

 a Team Leader, had wilfully misled me on the subject of appeal procedures –                     

 was ignored.  No less than 4 COP officers, including Mr Redgrave himself, had 

 confirmed that the correct procedure was for the lower instance judge (Judge Lush) 

 to pass my appeal to a higher judge himself – requesting permission to appeal his 

 own refusal.  All were incorrect.   

 

 In the report, the PO stated:  ‘On 29 or 30 May, on the direction of Judge Lush, 

 the appeal documents were sent to the Family Division to be considered by a 

 High Court Judge.’  And later, it said:  ‘On 21 June…he (Judge Lush) requested 

 the listing team to send the appeal to the Chancery Division.’   

 

  (The report also confirmed that a judge in the Family Division had ‘declined’ the  

  case, and made a personal phone call to Judge Lush before returning all my  

  confidential papers to him.  It was not clear what was meant by ‘declined’, or why 

  the papers had been sent to the Family Division, which does not usually hear cases 

  on contentious financial issues). 

  

 Judge Lush did not refuse permission to appeal until 10 July, therefore his actions

 meant he had effectively completed the second stage of the appeal process before 

 the first stage.  Sending papers and notes to chosen judges in other  courts was a 

 breach of procedure, since any appeal to the High Court should have come from 

 myself.  (I may not have wanted to take the appeal further, and any decision on 

 this should have been mine alone.)  A Senior Judge cannot claim to be ignorant  

 of fundamental procedural rules. 

 

 While the Parliamentary Ombudsman service cannot investigate judicial decisions, 

 their report expressed no opinion on whether court staff  have a duty to convey 

 judicial decisions to the applicant, and whether they have a duty to give correct 

 information on the appeal procedure.  The purpose of bringing my complaint was  

 to elicit their view on these fundamental points, but in failing to criticise court 

 staff in any way, the PO has effectively condoned the practice of ignoring 

 applications and providing disinformation to a Litigant in Person. 

 COP officers (4), confirming incorrect appeal procedure 

 Parliamentary Ombudsman Report, June 2015 

 

 

 

 



160. In the report, HMCTS had commented that they did not feel my complaint warranted      

 any compensation, even though this had been offered.  On 19 July, I wrote to 

 Richard Redgrave, saying I wished to donate his offer of compensation (£250), to 

 charity.  I asked him to forward me a cheque, following which I would write to the 

 charity myself.  He did not respond.  

 

 Ten weeks later I wrote again to HMCTS, pointing out that they were depriving a 

 charity of money.  I received the cheque a fortnight later, and have now donated 

 this money to the Alzheimers Society.   

 Letters to R. Redgrave/HMCTS 

  Letter to Alzheimers Society 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  Bar Standards Board 

 

161. In August 2013 I complained to the Bar Standards Board about the unacceptable 

 practice of two barristers representing the same legal team, yet presenting 

 conflicting legal opinion to the court.    

 

  The first barrister is a leading Counsel in COP matters, and was called to give  

  evidence before the House of Lords Select Committee on the Mental Capacity Act  

  (in Nov 13).   He also co edits books on COP rules/practice with Judge Lush 

  himself.  In Mar 2013, he had confirmed that my parents’ bonds were in force, 

  and cited laws in support of his statement. 

 

  The Bar Standards Board exonerated him of  any wrongdoing, concluding that his  

  legal opinion was ‘properly grounded in an analysis of the law.’ 

  Correspondence/Report, Bar Standards Board 

 

 

162. Bizzarely, however, the Board also exonerated the second barrister. In a submission 

 to the Board following my complaint, she had maintained her position on the rules 

 covering pre-MCA bonds, viz.  they were cancelled before Executors could 

 claim on them.   She wrote: ‘I did not withhold…any point which I considered 

 contrary to my submissions.’  Yet, she had withheld a vital point - namely that all 

 bonds remain in force for some years after the client’s death, to allow for a claim 

 

  Having taken nearly a year to ‘investigate’ my complaint, the Board’s response  

  consisted of a few lines only.  They concluded that, even if Judge Lush had  

  been wrong about the enforceability of the bonds, he would still have dismissed  

  my claims because ‘the matters you raised in court had already been adjudicated  

  upon and nearly half your claims related to personal loss rather than loss to the  

  estates  of your parents.’  This was a ‘politician’s response’ – in which my original 

  complaint was ignored, and replaced with comments on the judge’s conclusion.      

 

  I had not asked the board to look into the judge’s conduct or his judgment.  My  

  complaint had focussed solely on the barrister’s inability to present honest and  

  competent legal opinion to the court. 

  

  During their investigation, I had twice asked the Board to put the following question 

  to the junior barrister.  ‘Did she consider that pre-MCA bonds continued in force  

  once a receiver had ceased acting for a client?  Only by obtaining her answer to 

  this question would they would be able to determine whether she had acted  

  incompetently or dishonestly.   But, on both occasions the Board ignored my  

  request.   As has already been shown, the junior barrister’s legal opinion was  

  seriously flawed, and, unlike the first barrister’s opinion, could not have been  

  ‘properly grounded in an analysis of the law.’ 



  Her inability to research a simple rule, which could have been confirmed   

  within  minutes by the bond providers, suggested either gross incompetence  

  or a wilful intention to deceive the court.  (As the person who had taken out  

  the bonds, the deputy was ultimately responsible for understanding the rules  

  on expiry. Yet, she had hired 2 barristers to give 2 conflicting explanations  

  of the rules to the court.  This should have alerted the junior barrister to the 

  possibility that the deputy was attempting to deceive the court, and for this  

  reason  alone she should have been even more scrupulous in her research of 

  the law.  Barristers must not say things in court, simply to please their client.   

  They are bound to give honest and competent legal opinion at all times.) 

   

 The Board’s curious conclusion casts a shadow over the integrity of a profession                         

 whose expertise lies in its ability to ask difficult and probing questions. Their 

 ‘investigation’ was inadequate and unprofessional, and almost certainly amounts  

 to yet another example of the legal profession ‘covering up’ for a colleague. 

  Correspondence/Report, Bar Standards Board 

 

 

163. Under  normal circumstances, it would be professional suicide for a barrister to 

 waste court time and insult a judge, by suddenly advancing a wildly inaccurate 

 version of the rules, particularly one which contradicted the opinion of more 

 senior legal experts, including that of her own client.  Yet, despite  her ‘bizarre’ 

 interpretation of the law, the junior barrister appeared confident that Judge Lush 

 would be ‘persuaded’ that her opinion alone was correct.  As indeed, he was.   

 It is impossible to consider her actions, without suspecting that there was an  

 element of collusion in this case. 

  

  Under Part VII of the 8
th

 Edition Code of Conduct, barristers must ‘not deceive           

  the court’, or undertake a task which they are ‘not competent to handle.’    

  By these standards, her conduct was either grossly incompetent, dishonest, or both.   

  Code of Conduct 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



  Requests for Transparency 

 

164.   In March 2014 I wrote to the newly appointed Vice President of the Court of 

 Protection, Sir Justice Charles, highlighting the many irregularities in this case.                     

 I asked whether he would publish the judgment, since its ruling sets precedents 

 affecting all COP clients. I also asked him to clarify whether, in COP appeal 

 procedures, it is for the appellant to escalate an appeal to the High Court, or for                   

 the judge himself to do this.  Lastly, I asked whether the court has a duty to            

 respond to applications. 

 

  Justice Charles replied: ‘The decision on whether judgments should be reported              

  or…made public is a matter for the judge who deals with a case.  I appreciate             

  that this letter does not expressly address….questions you have put.  This is  

  because in my view it is either inappropriate or unnecessary for me to do so.’ 

  Correspondence with Sir Justice Charles 

 

 

165. Next, I wrote to the President of the Court of Protection, Sir James Munby, again   

 asking for publication.  (Since Judge Lush had not responded to my previous 

 applications, I felt my only option was to write to more senior members of the  

 court).  On 18 March, while giving oral evidence before the Justice Select 

 Committee, both he and Justice Charles had  affirmed their commitment to 

 transparency.  Sir James indicated that, other than those judgments which are 

 withheld to protect a living client’s privacy, the reason why so many judgments

 are not made public, is the cost and time of transcribing them, implying that

 most are handed down orally.   

 

 Senior Judge Lush had also proclaimed his desire for transparency in a judgment 

 dated July 2013.   He wrote: ‘In general, the judgment of the court should be 

 (made) public unless there is good reason for it not to be published.’ 

 

 Yet, in my parents’ case, there appeared to be no valid reason for the court to 

 withhold publication.  Both had died many years ago, the judgment had been 

 issued in writing, naming all parties, and I had been cast as the ‘guilty’ party 

 for bringing the claim.  It clarified, for the first time, exclusions under the bonds, 

 and ruled that Executors may be held personally accountable for costs, should 

 they claim for the ‘wrong type of loss’ or if they have previously complained 

 about the deputy.  Furthermore, it confirmed that the costs of challenging an 

 abusive Bill of Costs cannot be met via the bonds.  These rulings are of vital 

 importance to all COP clients and their representatives, particularly in the  

 absence of any general information on surety bonds  and the court’s 

 reluctance to publish judgments against professional deputies. 

 

 



 Eight weeks later I received a reply. Sir James wrote:  ‘I regret that I cannot 

 add further to the responses that you have received from Mr Justice Charles.’ 

 Correspondence with Sir James Munby 

 Judgment , July 2013 

 

 

166.  In April 2015, I discovered that, at the time Sir James had sent his reply above  

  (para 165), he had already issued a ‘Practice Guidance on Transparency and the 

 Publication of Judgments.’  The Guidance took effect from 3 February, 2014. 

 

  The principle behind withholding publication of judgments is to protect the interests 

  of vulnerable clients, who are still alive.  In cases where the clients have died,  

  there appears to be no compelling reason to withhold judgments.  The Guidance 

  states: ‘the starting point is that permission may be given for the judgment to be  

  published.’ It also says: ‘permission…should always be given whenever the judge  

  concludes that publication would be in the public interest.’  

 

  It further states that the Guidance ‘applies to all judgments…delivered by the          

  Senior Judge, nominated Circuit Judges and High Court Judges.’ 

 

  I therefore wrote to Sir James again, repeating my request for publication of the 

  judgment in my parents’ case.  Sir James’ office replied, saying it was   

  ‘inappropriate’ for him to deal with my application, and that I should make a  

  formal application to Senior Judge Lush. 

  Practice Guidance – Transparency in the Court of Protection, Jan 2014   

  Correspondence to/from Sir James Munby 

 

 

167. On 30 May 2015, I made a formal application to Judge Lush for publication            

 of his judgment.  My reasons included the following: 

 

o The judgment has already been issued in a written form, and has not been 

 anonymised.    

o Both clients died many years ago. 

o I have been upheld as the ‘guilty’ party. 

o I have no objection to my name being published. 

o No other comparable judgment has been published. 

o It contains decisions of public interest, affecting al COP clients. 

o For the first time, it clarifies exclusions under the bonds. 

o It confirms that, where clerical officers have previously looked into 

complaints by a relative, no subsequent formal application for forfeiture    

can be made by Executors. 

o It warns that Litigants in Person who attempt to claim for certain losses 

under the bonds, could be made personally accountable for all legal costs. 



o It rules that a claim for the costs/losses of exposing a deputy’s financial abuse 

in a Bill of Costs cannot be reimbursed via the bonds. 

o There is no other example of case law to assist Litigants in Person who      

may be considering a claim against a professional deputy. 

o Although it upholds 2 of my claims, these are dismissed as having no merit  

o It shows that no evidence needs to be considered in a claim for forfeiture. 

o It shows that a judge has ‘no need’ to clarify rules which confused COP            

legal experts for one year, including himself. 

o It confirms that a judge does not need to declare a commercial interest         

with a Respondent, even if it involves a joint project at the time of events            

in the claim. 

o It appears to re-define the terms and conditions of a surety bond, and to 

downgrade it, as a ‘first demand’ insurance. 

 

I quoted the following extracts from a judgment by HH Judge Hodge QC 

 (in Apr 2014), who wrote: 

 

o There is no statutory guidance on the circumstances in which the court should 

call in the security bond. 

o The general rule that hearings are to be held in private was never intended to 

afford a shield to those who abuse the trust of those whose interests the rule 

was promulgated to protect. 

o (Abusers) would not be entitled to anonymity in any other form of equivalent 

civil recovery action. 

o P’s death means that P (the client) no longer has any need for the special 

protection afforded by anonymity. 

o The court must be sensitive to the Article 10 right (of the Human Rights Act) 

to freedom of expression, and to receive and impart information. 

o Justice should be open to public scrutiny. 

 

  This time, Senior Judge Lush responded to my application.  He issued an Order,  

  in which the deputy and her practice were invited to comment on my application.   

  They did not do so.  (Initially, the court issued his order without a stamped issue  

  date, as per stated procedure.  I queried this ‘oversight’ with a member of staff,  

  who had never heard of an ‘issue date’.  He kept me waiting for 40 minutes on  

  the phone while he looked into the matter. Eventually, the court followed correct 

  procedure and re-issued the Order, correctly  stamped.)  

  

  On 3
rd

 November, I finally received a Court Order, agreeing to publish the judgment.

  This is the first judgment of its kind to be published in the court’s 27 year history.  

  Application for Publication of Judgment, May 2015 

  HH Judge Hodge Judgment, April 2014 

  COP Orders, Jul 2015, Nov 2015 

  COP judgment, January 2013 



168. In a judgment issued by Judge Lush after my parents’ case  (July 2013) he wrote:   

 

  ‘Article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights requires that justice      

  should  be seen to be done, and, in general, the judgment…should be made public  

  unless there is  good reason for it not to be published or for the identity of the  

  parties not be disclosed. 

  

  Respecting the confidentiality of the affairs of a person who lacks capacity are  

  less compelling after they have died. 

 

  The publication of judgments plays an educative role in informing the public  

  about what deputies and attorneys can and cannot do, what happens when  

  they misbehave, and how the…Court of Protection deals with such cases. 

 

  When a deputy exceeds their authority, or behaves in a way that is not in the  

  best interests of a person who lacks capacity, they forfeit any right to   

  confidentiality and there is no good reason why their identity and conduct   

  should not be made public.’ 

 

  Some years earlier, in a memorandum to the parliamentary committee   

  considering the formulation of a new Mental Capacity Act, he wrote (in his  

  capacity as Master of the Court of Protection):  ‘If the legislation is to have 

  any teeth, the government needs to make it clear that the financial abuse   

  of people who lack capacity, is an area of zero tolerance.’    

 

  Given his commitment to publishing judgments, and the court’s obvious duty  

  to keep clients informed of any precedents/amendments relating to their   

  insurance, it is curious that Judge Lush chose to withhold publication in my  

  parents’ case.  It took nearly two years, and considerable pressure from             

  myself, before he finally agreed to act transparently, and publish the judgment. 

 

  It can be found on the Bailli website (See England & Wales, Court of Protection,  

  January 2013, letter ‘C’ in alphabetical listing.)   If one reads this, in conjunction  

  with my own account of the case, one will indeed see ‘how the Court of Protection 

  deals with such cases.’ 

  Judgment, Jan 2013 

  Judgment, Jul 2013 

  Extract from memorandum to Parliamentary Committee 

  Bailli website 

 

 

 

 

 



  Attempts to address ‘anomalies’ 

 

169.   Over the years I have made a sustained effort to encourage those in authority to  

  address the difficulties involved in challenging a professional deputy’s Bill of Costs.  

 

  In 2012, I petitioned the House of Commons.  I requested that, in the same way  

  that COP clients’ relatives are required to be accountable and transparent in  

  providing financial information about the client to their deputy, so the deputy should 

  be similarly accountable, and provide a copy of their Bill of Costs to close relatives 

  prior to assessment, and to the OPG for monitoring purposes.   

 

  Without this safeguard, vulnerable clients cannot benefit, during their lifetime,              

  from any refund of moneys overcharged.    Under the current system, relatives are 

  unlikely to discover the contents of a Bill of Costs until after the client has died,  

  if at all.   If the overcharge was substantial, as in my parents’ case, the clients are not 

  only deprived of money which may be needed, but of the interest on this. 

 

  I also petitioned that, where charges are found to have been inappropriate or  

  excessive, the client should not have to bear the costs of a reassessment. 

 

  The response from the Secretary of State for Justice was as follows: ‘Where a  

  solicitor is appointed as deputy for a person who lacks capacity, they are bound     

  by the legal duty of confidentiality owed to the client and cannot lawfully divulge  

  information relating to the client’s affairs without the express authority of the    

  Court of Protection during the lifetime of the client. 

 

  If relatives of an incapacitated person suspect that solicitors may be overcharging,  

  it is open to them to apply to the court seeking permission to have sight of the  

  solicitor’s bill.  As this option is already available, the Government has no plans  

  to introduce legislation.’ 

 

  The response misses the point that, under present legislation, the client will die            

  before any overcharging in a Bill of Costs can be rectified.  It also fails to address 

  the fact that, because of the confidentiality rule, relatives will generally have no  

  indication of whether a deputy has overcharged.  (In my parents’ case, it was a  

  chance  remark by their second deputy, which alerted me to the possibility). 

  House of Commons Hansard Written Answers, for 21 Mar 2012 

 

170.  I wrote 3 times to Ken Clarke, former Justice Secretary, asking if his department     

   would look into the difficulties of monitoring and challenging a professional  

  deputy’s  bill.  I offered to meet a member of his department, to discuss the  

  issues involved.  He did not respond to any of my letters, although all had been 

  sent by Recorded Delivery.         

  Letters to Ken Clarke 



171.  In 2012,  I wrote to the Ministry of Justice on the same subject.  Eventually,   

 I received a reply from the Access to Justice Department, who promised to look 

 into my concerns over Bills of Costs, when Court of Protection matters were next 

 reviewed. 

  Despite the focus on COP reform in 2014, the MOJ did not include this matter in   

  the review.                                                                                                               

  Letter from Access to Justice Dept, MOJ 

 

172. Along with many other carers, I asked to contribute evidence for consideration         

 by the House of Lords Select Committee looking into the impact of the Mental 

 Capacity Act (including the Family Division and Court of Protection).  In 2013,  

 on the parliamentary website, the Committee had invited submissions, giving a 

 deadline for this.   Understandably, few relatives had been checking the site for 

 an announcement of this kind, therefore many, including myself, were unaware  

 of the Committee’s existence.   

 

  The HOL Committee had notified large organisations (e,g. Alzheimers Society,                 

  the courts, legal professionals etc.) of their intentions,  but had not included 

  smaller carers’ associations. As a result, many carers only became aware of 

  the Committee’s remit after the deadline for submissions had passed.     

 

  Despite pressure from carers and family members, the Committee refused to  

  extend the deadline.  Thus, we were denied the opportunity of being able to 

  share our first-hand experiences of the court. 

  Correspondence with House of Lords Select Committee 

 

 

173.  I contacted the Financial Conduct Authority regarding the validity and  

 effectiveness of surety bonds, questioning their vague and non-specific nature.  

 The FCA agreed to pass my concerns to the ‘relevant department’.   However,   

 since all investigations are confidential, they could not update me on the outcome. 

  Correspondence with FCA 

 

 

174.  In September 2014 I wrote to every MP in the country, highlighting the  

 ‘secrecy’ surrounding surety bonds, and expressing my concern that they  

 rarely paid out in claims against professional deputies.   

 

  I received nearly 400 replies, many of which expressed similar concerns. 

  Protocol dictates that only your own MP can raise an issue on your behalf.              

  However, my MP, Dr. Therese Coffey, refused to assist me in this matter.  

  Letter/submissions/responses to/from MPs 



175.  A Liberal MP kindly agreed to raise my concerns with the Ministry of Justice. 

 Eventually, Simon Hughes, then Minister of State for Justice, agreed that his  

 officers would look at any evidence I could provide in support of my concerns.  

  

  I duly spent some 6 weeks compiling documents for the MOJ’s consideration.          

  (487 pages, in total).  I made it clear that I was not seeking intervention in my  

  parents’ (closed) case, but that I needed to show some evidence from the case,  

  to illustrate how the court viewed a claim against a professional deputy.  

 

  When Simon Hughes lost his seat in the 2015 election, my papers were  

  eventually passed to the same person at the MOJ’s Access to Justice Dept.,  

  who had promised to look into COP bills in 2012 (see para 171).  She promised  

  that she and her officers would consider the evidence I had provided.   

 

  In June, I received a brief letter from another (untitled) person in the same   

  department.  He wrote:  ‘From reading through the information that you have  

  provided…., it would appear that you may need to seek further professional  

  advice…if you are not satisfied with the way in which your appeals…have been  

  handled.’    (I had not asked the MOJ to look into my case, nor sought their advice 

  on how to progress matters.  Seeking legal advice would not have re-opened the  

  case, in any event). 

 

  He wrote only one sentence on the bonds themselves.  It read:  ‘Regarding your  

  comments about security bonds, it is unlikely that there will be any changes to the  

  bond scheme at this stage, but your comments will be borne in mind for the future.’   

 

  Not only had he ‘misunderstood’ the purpose of providing evidence, but his         

  comment made it clear that the Ministry of Justice has no concerns about the way  

  this commercial product has been ‘shrouded in secrecy’ for nearly 30 years. 

 

  He did not thank me for providing information, nor offer to return my papers. 

  Bundle, 487 pages 

  Correspondence between Liberal MP/Simon Hughes  

  Letters from Ministry of Justice, Access to Justice Dept 

 

 

176.  On receipt of the above letter, I wrote to the lady in the Access to Justice Dept., 

 who had promised to consider my papers.  I described her colleague’s response  

 as casually dismissive of a serious matter.  I asked if she would confirm her title 

 and the name of the department’s senior manager.  I also asked if the Access to 

 Justice Dept. was the appropriate department to monitor and regulate a commercial 

 product being sold to vulnerable clients. 

 

 



 I queried too, whether my papers had been shown to Dominic Raab, as  

 Simon Hughes’ successor - since they were intended to be seen by a Minister. 

 I asked if she would keep the papers for the time being, since they had cost me   

 a lot of time and money to prepare. 

  She ignored my letter.  I sent a follow-up email, requesting the courtesy of  

  a reply.  This too was ignored.       

  Letter/email to Access to Justice Dept, Ministry of Justice  

  

177. When writing to the Access to Justice Dept.  (see para 176), I pointed out that 

 the MOJ had recently failed to respond to a Subject Access Request made by me 

 under the Data Protection Act.  I had made the request, because I wanted to know 

 whether the Ministry held any documents, in which I was mentioned.   

 

 (I had read that some litigants in the Court of Protection had effectively been 

 ‘black-listed’ and their names passed to the press, prohibiting any contact.   

 Following a similar SAR made to the Court of Protection, I had been assured that 

 ‘there was no such list’. Yet, when attempting to contact the press over the matter  

 of surety bonds, none  returned my call.  Since I had not been formally ‘gagged’ by 

 the Court - as many litigants have been - I could see no reason why the press would 

 not be interested in an insurance which is seemingly being mis-sold to vulnerable 

 clients,  and which rarely pays out against professional deputies). 

 

 The MOJ did not respond to my Subject Access Request, despite the legal 

 requirement to do so.   (I had proof that my request had been received). 

 

 I reported the MOJ to the Information Commissioner, who, following an  

 investigation, concluded:  ‘The MOJ has not met its obligations under the sixth 

 data protection principle.  Consequently…it is unlikely that the MOJ has complied 

 with the requirements of the DPA in this case….We have now advised the MOJ to 

 prioritise your SAR and respond to it as soon as possible…We have recommended 

 that the MOJ contact you and provide  an expected timescale for responding to                

 the SAR.’   The ICO advised that I ‘had the right to take the matter to court.’ 

  Yet, despite the ICO’s intervention, the Ministry of Justice ignored their  

  recommendations and I heard nothing further. 

 

 

 

 



  It is disturbing, that the Ministry overseeing justice in this country can itself 

  demonstrate contempt for the law, and for the Information Commissioner’s  

  Office.   I am aware of the need to maintain public faith in the justice system,         

  but this is not achieved by ignoring ‘awkward’ issues or by acting in a less  

  than transparent manner.        

  Letter to Access to Justice Dept, Ministry of Justice    

  Subject Access Request to MOJ       

  Proof of Delivery         

  Information Commissioner’s Report      

  Subject Access Request to Court of Protection     

  COP response 

 

178.  On 15 July, I wrote to the Rt. Hon. Dominic Raab, Parliamentary Under Secretary 

 of State, responsible for transparency within the justice system.  I asked if he 

 would  consider the evidence on surety bonds I had sent to the MOJ, along 

 with the Court of Protection’s lack of transparency in providing key information  

 to its clients on this compulsory insurance.    

 

 Neither he, nor his office, responded.   I have now sent him a further copy of my 

 letter.    

  Letter to Rt. Hon. Dominic Raab 

 

 

179.  On the same day I wrote to the Rt. Hon. Shailesh Vara, Parliamentary Under 

 Secretary of State, responsible for the courts and administrative justice.  

 

  I asked him to clarify whether the Court of Protection is allowed to dispense with     

  the requirement (mandatory in all other courts) to formally respond to applications. 

  I also asked if he would clarify the correct COP appeal procedure, viz. is it the  

  responsibility of the appellant to seek permission to appeal from a higher court,  

  or is it for the lower instance judge to do this, in advance of his own decision?  

  My letter appears to have been ‘intercepted’ by a member of HMCTS’ customer  

  service team, who wrote to me, saying it was ‘not possible for government  

  ministers to give legal advice’ and advising me to contact my local Citizens  

  Advice bureau.  

  I had not asked Mr Vara to provide me with legal ‘advice.’  I had asked only              

  for confirmation of 2 simple court procedures.  The public has a right to know  

  whether statutory procedures can be ignored or altered by a judge during an  

  ongoing case. 

 



  Ministry of Justice employees are paid from the public purse to provide a public  

  service, but all too often, their response to a request for information is to suggest  

  that the writer ‘seeks legal advice.’   I am aware of the Court of Protection Rules  

  and other rules governing a court’s duty in relation to applications, but in view of  

  what had happened in my parents’ case, I felt entitled to query whether judges are 

  empowered to introduce new rules at any stage in the proceedings. 

  The Parliamentary Ombudsman would not be drawn on the subject, other than to   

  say that the court ‘can dispense with any rule.’   I consider the public is entitled  

  to know whether the Court of Protection is permitted to ignore applications and   

  its own appeal procedures, but it appears that Mr Vara is unwilling to provide 

  a definitive answer.  (His office’s response - suggesting I contact the Citizens    

  Advice Bureau - is somewhat insulting). 

   The fact that even the most senior member of the Ministry of Justice (responsible  

  for the courts) is unwilling to clarify these two  rules, inevitably leads to a suspicion 

  that, to do so, would expose a court which violates them.    

  Letter to Rt. Hon. Shailesh Vara        

  Response from HMCTS        

  Parliamentary Ombudsman Report 

 

180. In the past I tried on various occasions to engage a solicitor to act for me, in suing 

 my parents’ deputy for negligence.  However, on each occasion the  solicitor was 

 reluctant to consider the case.   

 

 At one point I contacted a large practice, claiming to have expertise in such 

 matters.  I was asked for my name, and that of the deputy, but almost immediately 

 the practised refused to consider the case.  I later discovered that the firm was a 

 member of the Court of Protection’s Joint Liaison Group, and almost certainly 

 would  have known all the legal professionals involved in my parents’ case,  

 including, quite possibly, the deputy herself.  It made me question whether solicitors 

 specialising in COP  matters have some form of ‘black list’, warning against 

 certain  claimants, or whether, on principle, they avoid taking on cases involving 

 members of the court’s ‘inner circle’ (including those appointed to its panel of 

 professional deputies). 

 Response from Practice 

 

 

181. At times, I also wondered why challenging the deputy’s bill had been left to me. 

 I had got on well with my parents’ second deputy and had no wish to upset our 

 working relationship.  But, on reflection, I am disappointed that I appeared to 

 have been the only person prepared to take a stand over the treatment of my 

 parents, while others,  including the PGO, OPG and SRA, ‘turned a blind eye.’ 



 The second deputy had a duty of care towards my parents and was legally bound 

 to act in their best financial interests.  He was responsible for paying the first 

 deputy’s bill and had expressed his surprise at the excessive level of her charges, 

  given how little had been achieved by her.   He had even refused to pay her, when 

 she submitted further bills for payment.   Yet, he took no action to reduce her bill, 

 even though he held a copy set of the deputy’s files, containing the same 

 information I had used, when challenging the bill in court. 

 

 I assume that, because the bill had been assessed in the Senior Courts Costs Office, 

 he felt unable to challenge it.  I feel this is where the current system fails 

 vulnerable clients.  If, prior to assessment, the bill was copied to the OPG and all 

 interested parties, any discrepancies or overcharging could be challenged at that 

 point.  But because ‘legal privilege’ does not allow even those monitoring the deputy 

 to see how they have arrived at their charges, the bill is sent for assessment with no 

 prior input from those most closely involved in the client’s affairs.  In assessing the 

 bill, a Costs Officer, with no first-hand knowledge of the client’s circumstances or 

 requirements, is expected to make decisions on individual charges, based almost 

 exclusively on trust.  In no other area of business would such a lack of transparency 

 be tolerated.  (Would, for example, a bank allow a cashier to have ‘privacy rights’ 

 over their till, from which even the manager was excluded?) 

 

   I feel the system should allow a freer exchange of information between the deputy, 

 the OPG and the client’s family, in order to reduce the potential for abuse. 

 

 

182. In 2013, I reported Senior Judge Lush’s conduct to the police.   

  

 My complaint went through various departments and was eventually passed to 

 our local police station.  After considering some of the material, they advised me

 that they were not an appropriate investigating authority, as I had suspected all 

 along.   They asked me to start again and report the matter directly to the 

 Metropolitan Police covering the vicinity of the Royal Courts of Justice (where 

 the Court of Protection was located at the time.)  After a long delay, I was able to 

 speak to a sergeant. I asked if I could submit evidence of what I considered to be a 

 ‘crime’, but he accused me of being ‘just another aggrieved litigant, who had lost 

 their case.’   

 

 Understanding the seriousness of what had taken place in the courtroom would          

 have required specialist legal knowledge and considerable input by an investigator. 

 Given this, and the overwhelming demands on police time and budgets,    

 I abandoned my attempts to engage the police - even though, to someone with 

 the requisite knowledge, it is clear the case was conducted dishonestly. 

 

 Once again, nobody was prepared, or able, to look at the evidence. 



  ‘Completing the Circle’ 

 

 

183.  Last year I had occasion to contact a solicitor, to obtain a quote for  administering 

 the estate of a family member who had recently died.  The solicitor was the senior 

 partner in a small practice.   

 

  He advised me that if the estate had been complex, he would have carried out the  

  work himself, at a rate of £200 per hour plus VAT, plus 1% of the estate’s value.  

  However, since this was a simple matter, he could allocate the work to his   

  ‘Legal  Assistant’, at the more favourable rate of £165 per hour plus VAT,             

  plus the 1%. 

 

  He offered to introduce me to the Legal Assistant, whom I recognised to be his  

  secretary.  I asked her whether she was a Legal Executive or legally qualified,             

  and she confirmed she was neither.   

 

  Later, I spoke to a second solicitor, at another practice, who quoted £200 per hour  

  plus VAT, but no percentage of the estate.  She told me that ‘unlike many practices’, 

  she would carry out all the work herself. 

 

  Probate work, as with most work undertaken by a COP deputy, is largely   

  administrative, and does not require any legal expertise.  I was therefore   

  concerned that, ten years after I had first discovered my parents’ solicitor/deputy  

  had charged for secretaries, the practice continues today.  (Over the years I had 

  met other Litigants in Person who had encountered the same method of charging).  

 

  Under the regional charging bands used by the SCCO to gauge hourly chargeable 

  rates among legal professionals, the lowest band generally equates to roughly  

  half that of the highest.   

 

 Grade A is for fully qualified solicitors with over 8 years post qualification 

experience including at least 8 years litigation experience, 

 Grade B is for solicitors and Legal Executives with over 4 years post qualification 

experience including at least 4 years litigation experience. 

 Grade C is for other solicitors, Legal Executives and fee earners of equivalent 

experience. 

 Grade D is for trainee solicitors, para legals and other fee earners. 

 

  Yet, in the quotes given to me, the senior partner was prepared to charge just under 

  his own rate for his (legally unqualified) secretary to carry out routine clerical duties. 

  SSCO Guideline Hourly Rates 



184.  In March I wrote to Paul Philips, Chief Executive of the Solicitors Regulation  

 Authority, asking for his view on this practice (without naming the individual  

 firm involved).  My letter was passed to the SRA’s ‘Guidance’ department,            

 who advised that the charging bands are used in ‘contentious’ cases only.                  

 Having spoken to the SCCO, I was able to confirm to the SRA that the bands 

 are also applied when assessing Bills of Costs to Court of Protection clients  

 (a non- contentious procedure). 

 

  I asked whether the SRA considers it acceptable for solicitors to call unqualified  

  secretaries Legal Assistants, giving the impression they are legally qualified in 

  some way.  I also asked whether the SRA was prepared to insist that charges     

  for unqualified staff should be limited to Band D rates? 

 

  They did not respond. 

 

  My involvement with the legal profession had begun and ended on the same          

  note.  It had started with the discovery that my parents’ deputy had been charging  

  for her secretary (and other secretaries) under the guise of a ‘Legal Executive’.   

  Yet, it appears nothing has changed. The practice of charging inappropriately  

  high rates for  non-legal staff to carryout simple clerical work still occurs, and, 

  worryingly, appears to be condoned by the SRA itself. 

  Letters to/from the SRA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Difficulties faced by Litigants in Person 

 

 

185. When managing a vulnerable client’s affairs, solicitors are bound by a duty of     

 confidentiality, and their files are protected by ‘legal privilege’.  (In all other 

 situations, solicitors’ clients are entitled to see their own files since, in effect,                 

 they own them).  Such is the degree of confidentiality that even those supervising  

 a deputy cannot access the files, other than to request specific documents, accounts 

 etc.  A dishonest solicitor is therefore in a unique position to abuse a vulnerable 

 client. 

 

186.   When a client dies, their Executors have a legal duty to investigate any financial 

 irregularities in their affairs.   However, since they cannot access the deputy’s files, 

 it is unlikely that ‘low level’ abuse will be discovered.  (A ‘guilty’ solicitor will 

 inevitably hide evidence of malpractice). 

 

187.  Should Executors suspect overcharging, they face an uphill struggle to have the 

 bill reassessed in the Senior Courts Costs Office.  First, they will have to apply to 

 see a copy of the bill, giving their reasons.  It is almost impossible to give sound     

 reasons, without first having seen how the charges were calculated. A ‘chicken 

 and egg’ situation can therefore arise, where the application proceeds on suspicion   

 alone, rather than on solid evidence.  A litigant also has to consider that, in 

 challenging a deputy’s bill, they are to some extent challenging the integrity of 

 the SCCO itself.   (Costs Officers have a duty of care towards vulnerable clients, 

 and are bound by strict guidelines when assessing deputies’ bills.  Therefore, in     

 theory, overcharging on the scale found in my parents’ bill, should have been 

 picked up by the CO on assessment). 

 

 (A Bill of Costs is divided into 6 minute units.   Each unit is charged at one tenth               

 of the solicitor’s hourly rate, and must be supported by an attendance note, 

 giving an explanation for the charge and name of the fee earner.  Solicitors 

 may also charge for time spent writing lengthy attendance notes.  If a task takes 

 one minute, it will still charged at the minimum rate (of 6 minutes).  When 

 submitting a bill for assessment, the deputy must confirm the names and status 

 of all fee earners charging in the bill, and enclose the client’s files for inspection.) 

 

188.  If the Costs Judge hearing the application agrees to release a copy of the bill,    

 Executors must then decide whether it contains sufficient evidence to justify a 

reassessment (known as a detailed assessment).  The bill on its own is unlikely 

to provide conclusive evidence of overcharging, unless - as in my parents’ case - 

charges stand out as being inappropriate, i.e. for a non-fee earner. 

 

 

 



189. If Executors decide to proceed with a detailed assessment, they will have to make     

 a fresh application to the SCCO.  (The current fee is £225).  At the same time they 

 will need to request sight of the deputy’s files.   This can prove a major stumbling 

 block, in that the practice can argue ‘legal privilege’ to prevent access.  (In my 

 parents’ case the practice employed this argument, but because they had already 

 insisted the bill was ‘converted’ into a routine solicitor’s bill - with all reference to 

 the deputy deleted -  the Costs Judge allowed me to view the files, and take notes). 

 

190. Taking notes is a difficult exercise, since one has limited time in which to seek out 

 attendance notes and other records, providing evidence of over-charging. It also 

 involves reading copious papers to determine their relevance, as well as transcribing 

 all useful material. (I used a laptop, and was watched at all times by practice staff).    

 One is also heavily dependent on the practice’s co-operation, since a dishonest 

 solicitor is in a position to alter or remove incriminating papers, making it almost 

 impossible to provide conclusive evidence for consideration by a Costs Judge.     

 (I was fortunate in being able to see ‘unadulterated’ files, since the deputy had 

 retired, and the senior partner handling the matter was on holiday).   

 

191. If the detailed assessment is aborted by Executors on the strength of insufficient 

 evidence, the estate may be ordered to pay the practice’s costs up until this point. 

If it proceeds, a Litigant must submit copies of their ‘Points of Dispute’ to the            

court and practice within a given time frame (usually, 3 weeks).  The practice is 

given an equal amount of time to contest the disputed items and submit a Response. 

 

 Within the brief period allotted for compiling and submitting Points of Dispute, 

 Executors can either research costs rules themselves, or employ a Costs Draftsman.  

 If the CD or a legal professional is used to represent the estate, costs can rise 

 substantially.  The alternative is for an Executor to act as a Litigant in Person, 

 which is more risky, and will involve considerable input on their part. 

 

192. Even if the bill is substantially reduced on reassessment, the estate will not be  

 awarded costs, and cannot claim for these, as a loss, via the bonds (as was 

 established in my parents’ case).  It can therefore prove a futile exercise, since 

 the costs of challenging the bill will almost certainly outweigh any reduction 

 achieved on reassessment. 

 

193. Unlike all other solicitors’ clients, Court of Protection clients are not entitled to        

 costs, even if their bill has been seriously overcharged.  Non-COP clients can be 

 awarded costs if their bill is found to have been overcharged by 20% or more,           

 but COP clients must bear their own costs in exposing a deputy’s financial abuse.            

 The system therefore discriminates against vulnerable clients. 

 

 



194. As detailed in the above chronology, making an application to the Court of 

 Protection for forfeiture of a professional deputy’s surety bond is both risky 

 and time-consuming. In the absence of any published guidelines or judgments in 

 such cases, the Litigant in Person is left to ‘guess’ at what may, or may not, be 

 covered under this insurance.  I can only stress that in my parents’ case, a claim for 

 the costs of exposing the deputy’s abusive Bill of Costs, together with losses caused 

 by her failure to comply with court instructions and panel receiver rules, to claim 

 Pension Credit and to account for my parents’ moneys, were all rejected, and the 

 Senior Judge was unwilling to look at any of the evidence submitted. 

 

195. A further complication is that the court remains undecided as to whether the action 

 should be brought in the name of the deputy, their practice, or both.  

 

In my parents’ case, the deputy was an employee of the practice and all her actions 

were carried out in their name.  Her bill was issued by the practice, and all moneys 

paid to them.  Yet, during COP proceedings two judges - District Judge Ralton and 

Senior Judge Lush - disagreed on who should be named as Respondent in the case.  

Judge Ralton emphatically stated that only the deputy herself could be named, but 

Senior Judge Lush disagreed, and issued his orders in the name of the deputy and   

her practice jointly.  (If one makes even a small error in an application to the court,   

it can be rejected, with resultant costs. Yet, the court itself has been unable to clarify 

this important point, creating yet another ‘hurdle’ for Litigants in Person). 

 

196. Applications to the court currently have a turnaround period of around 21 weeks.            

 However, Executors now have only 2 years in which to claim against a bond.             

 This could mean that the bond will have lapsed before evidence can be acquired    

 for a claim, and before the court can respond to the application. (Under normal 

 circumstances, the statutory limit for bringing a claim is 6 years, but the reduced 

 time limit for claiming against a bond again appears to discriminate against 

 vulnerable clients).  

 

197. Another common problem, as experienced by many COP litigants, is the court’s 

 inability to safeguard papers submitted to them.  When originally submitting my 

 application, staff disposed of one entire copy and did not respond when I asked                         

 for its return. (Guidance on court procedure asks applicants to submit 2 copies of all 

 documents, yet, in a conversation I had with a Manager, this does not appear to be 

 necessary.  He even suggested that my second copy had probably been ‘binned 

 automatically’ by court staff).  Later, my appeal papers were apparently ‘lost’ 

 between 2 courts, but the court would not consider a claim for compensation - 

 despite the obvious cost to myself.  To avoid the claim that the court has not 

 received an application or papers, it is best to send all communications to the court 

 by Recorded Delivery, especially in the case of an appeal, where timing is critical. 

  (Conversely, the court does not routinely despatch orders etc. by the same method, 

 which can create a problem, if a crucial order is ‘lost’ in the post). 



198. Perhaps the greatest difficulty faced by Litigants in Person is the use of defamation 

 to undermine them.  In court one is not allowed to make negative or emotive 

 comments about an adversary, but, as I discovered to my cost, a solicitor can insert 

 unsubstantiated negative comments into the files about anyone who threatens to 

 expose their own wrongdoing, or ‘gets in the way’.  The ‘victim’ remains unaware 

 of these derogatory comments, but in the event of court action between the two, 

 they can effectively serve as a secret, two-way ‘conversation’ between the solicitor 

 and judge, placing the Litigant in Person on an unequal footing.  

 

199. The use of this devious tactic to score points against a litigant may be widespread,   

 in that I have met other LIPs who have suffered similar treatment by the legal 

 profession.   In my parents’ case, the deputy began a calculated vendetta to 

 undermine me, shortly after I asked for her removal. Attendance notes showed that 

 she had telephoned others to express her ‘concerns’ of physical and financial abuse 

 by me, encouraging them to report these to the relevant authorities (police and social 

 services). Her ‘concerns’ remained on file, without any note to say that I was later 

 exonerated by all concerned. This meant that anyone viewing the files at a later date 

 would have no idea that her actions had been malicious, or that I was innocent. 

 

 Although her comments themselves had been shocking, equally shocking was the 

 fact that she charged my parents hundreds of pounds for making them. 

 

 The deputy also discussed making a Statutory Will, to remove me as Executor from 

 my parent’s wills. This would have prevented me from challenging her bill and/or

 conduct once they had died (when all responsibility for court action etc. passes to 

 the client’s personal representatives).   In the end she decided against taking this 

 action, no doubt because there was no evidence to prove I had done anything wrong. 

 However, I have met others who have had their Power of Attorney revoked, and 

 been removed as Executor under a relative’s will.  

 

200. As can be seen, acting as a Litigant in Person within the Court of Protection arena              

 is fraught with difficulties and not for the faint-hearted.  When dealing, too, with 

 organisations closely associated with the court (HMCTS, the Ministry of Justice, 

 the OPG etc.), a complainant is hampered by the lack of ‘face-to-face’ contact 

 with those in authority.   In a conventional meeting, one can produce evidence 

 and elicit a response.  But all too often, complaints within the court system are

 casually dismissed in general terms, while specific queries and awkward questions 

 are ignored.  (For example, since 2005 I have repeatedly complained about the 

 deputy’s breach of a mandatory Panel Receiver rule (viz.. to seek a direction 

 from the court ‘within 5 days of the matter arising.’) Yet not once, has anyone  

 specifically addressed this matter, despite its catastrophic consequences to the 

 family as a whole.  It was even ignored in my claim against the bonds, and anyone 

 reading the judgment would have no idea that it was one of the main claims).  

 



 Litigants should also be aware that, for nearly all applications, a fee is payable,     

 and there may well be costs consequences if you fail to honour the statutory time 

 limit for a claim, or appeal, or make an error when submitting your application.  

 

 For example, if you wish to appeal, you have 21 days from the date of a judge’s 

 decision or order.   However, some judges appear reluctant to issue an order, or they 

 date the order much earlier than the day it is posted to you.  In my own case,  

 Judge Lush issued an Order dated 8 January 2013, but the envelope was dated nearly 

 3 weeks later.  Courts rarely send out documents by Recorded Delivery, therefore 

 you cannot always prove that you received the Order long after the date it was 

 issued.   If this happens, you will have to appeal ‘out of time’ and persuade the 

 higher court that you did not receive the order in time to meet the appeal deadline.  

 My advice is to keep the envelope, if it offers proof of the date of posting. 

 

 Another ‘essential’ in appeal cases, is to obtain a transcript of the hearing, if you can 

 afford to do this. (The courts will often pay for this, if you are willing to be means 

 tested).  Transcripts can prove expensive, i.e. the transcript of a court hearing lasting 

 3 - 4 hours could cost in the region of £1,000. But, it can prove invaluable if you

 want to ensure that you raised a specific matter during the hearing.  Another useful 

 tip is to prepare a written statement to read out in court, covering all the main points 

 you wish to have considered.  This will save you having to ‘think on the spot’ in the 

 courtroom, where you may feel intimidated and forget to say something important.

 It also means your arguments will appear in the transcript, showing what was 

 presented to the judge, in advance of their decision. 

 

 A tip too, for those who have no experience of courts and the legal system, is to 

 seek some basic legal advice at the beginning.  This can usually be obtained from 

 Citizens Advice Bureaux, or sometimes through your home insurance policy. 

 

 Ultimately, however, you will be at the ‘mercy’ of an individual judge in a 

 courtroom where ‘secrecy prevails.’  Even when dealing with highly contentious 

 and emotional issues, you will have to remain polite and respectful at all times. 

 Find out too, before the hearing starts, how to address the judge.  (In the case of 

 Senior Judge Lush - a circuit judge - the correct form of address is ‘Sir’).  

 

 Even if you obey every rule and procedure, even if you are restrained and polite and 

 tell the truth at all times, and even if you produce overwhelming evidence, you may 

 still not achieve justice for your relative/s. My parents’ deputy breached nearly all 

 fiduciary duties and rules, overcharged them by £6,000, showed contempt for all court 

 orders and instructions, abandoned them in a crisis and failed to account for all their 

 moneys.  Yet, the court would not hear a word said against her.  Instead, I was 

 maligned and victimised for daring to complain, and ordered to pay for the inability 

 of leading 7 Court of Protection ‘experts’, who could not agree on whether Executors 

 could claim against surety bonds.   I can only wish you better luck. 



              Astonishing Facts 

 

The following is a summary of one hundred and seventy five ‘astonishing’ facts, events and 

conclusions which arose during my 10-year involvement with the Court of Protection.                    

(For reference to evidence, see italicised paragraph numbers in brackets.) 

 

 In vetting a solicitor’s application for membership of the Professional Receivers Panel, 

the PGO had a duty to approve the charging policy and organisational structure at their 

practice.   In this case, the PGO passed the solicitor’s application knowing she would              

be charging for her secretary (a non-fee earner), and that she had no support staff to               

assist in COP work during absences from the office.   (para 2) 

 

 For nearly 3 months the solicitor and the PGO withheld payment of my parents’ living 

expenses and spending money, although both were aware of the family’s burgeoning 

financial crisis. (The PGO delayed the deputy’s formal appointment to accommodate             

her move to a new practice.  This caused acute anxiety for my father, necessitating 

medical intervention).   (para 4) 

 

 PGO Panel Receiver Managers ‘turned a blind eye’ to the deputy’s many breaches of 

mandatory panel rules and her Service Level Agreement with the PGO.  (para 4, 56)) 

 

 The PGO covered up for the deputy’s failure to obtain Pension Credit for my mother. 

(para 4, 44) 

 

 The PGO deceived me over an investigation, which they claimed to have carried out           

into my claims against the deputy.  (para 5, 52, 56) 

 

 The PGO deceived me, by claiming to have presented my claims to the court for a 

judicial decision, when they did not do this.  (para 5, 52, 56) 

 

 The deputy failed to investigate potential fraud on one of my father’s accounts.                            

She did not declare it in his Annual Accounts (although £2,000 was withdrawn from                 

the account during her receivership).  (para 14, 29, 46) 

 

 The PGO also refused to investigate this account.  (para 14, 46)  

 

 The PGO passed the deputy’s Annual Accounts, although both contained inaccurate       

figures for my parents’ incomes, conflicting statements about Attendance Allowance,             

and no mention of 4 additional accounts, all of which were known to the deputy                      

and the PGO.  (para 4, 29, 46) 



 Despite the above, the PGO charged my parents £470 for ‘monitoring’ the deputy                

and checking her Annual Accounts.  (see Bill of Costs) 

 

 The PGO were unconcerned by a bill of nearly £19,000  - more than 6 times the               

average annual charge for general management duties.  (para 6) 

 

 The deputy and her practice deceived the SCCO and myself over the identity of a                   

Legal Executive in their Bill of Costs.  (para 9-10) 

 

 The practice continued to deceive Costs Judges over this, in both written and verbal 

statements.  (para11-14) 

 

 The deputy and partners at her practice claimed they did not know the status of the               

Legal Executive when hiring her – although she had been working at the deputy’s              

former practice as a part-time secretary.  (para 9-11) 

 

 The practice continued advertising the deputy as an Associate, when she was no                  

longer a practising solicitor.  (The SRA ordered them to take down their website 

‘immediately’ and ‘ensure this did not recur’.)  (para 102)  

 

 The Senior Courts Costs Office allowed the deputy to charge for non-fee earning 

secretaries.  (para 9, 11, 13, 15, 16, 184) 

 

 The Costs Officer assessing her Bill of Costs passed £6,000 worth of inappropriate 

charges. (para 13, 15-16, 28) 

 

 The SCCO charged my parents £200 for assessing her bill, despite the above.                          

(see Bill of Costs) 

 

 The deputy’s practice charged £200 for ‘checking’ the bill for accuracy, knowing it  

contained multiple charges for a ‘non-existent’ Legal Executive. (see Bill  of Costs) 

 

 Two Costs Judges disagreed on whether the costs of exposing a seriously overcharged 

bill, could be awarded to the estate in a Court of Protection case.  (para20, 28) 

 

 A Costs Judge refused to criticise or penalise the deputy/practice, despite multiple 

deceptions in their Bill of Costs (and in written and oral statements), and despite                   

the practice’s 100% non-compliance with all court orders and instructions                    

throughout the proceedings.   (para 20, 28) 

 

 

 



 When the deputy/practice caused an adjournment through non-compliance with                  

court orders,  the Costs Judge refused to award my full wasted costs, and rejected                   

my claim for £59, for an overnight stay in London (to avoid arriving late to court,                   

and standing on packed commuter trains for 4 hours).   (para 21-22) 

 

 When I appealed Master Howarth’s decision, the SCCO would not issue an Order                        

to submit to the Court of Appeal.  This led to criticism of Master Howarth by the                                 

appeal judge (HH Justice Wilkie).  (para 24-25) 

 

 The SCCO refused to look into the bills of the deputy’s 8 other COP clients,                             

who would inevitably have been charged in the same way as my parents. (para 28) 

 

 The OPG also refused to look into the bills of the deputy’s other clients. (para 28) 

 

 The OPG (and formerly, the PGO) have no access to a deputy’s files, making it 

impossible to fully monitor their actions and confirm the accuracy of items                        

claimed for, in their Bill of Costs.  (para 10) 

 

 The deputy’s practice refused to look into my complaints about her conduct.              

(para 4) 

 

 The Solicitors Regulation refused to look into the same complaints, claiming                        

they had no remit to do so.  (para 6, 100-101) 

 

 The Independent Resolution Service found the SRA ‘guilty’ of a ‘serious mistake                    

in misleading (me)’, and ‘misdirecting itself as to is regulatory remit’ (for nearly                      

7 years).  (para 100-101) 

 

 Despite the seriousness of their finding, and its relevance to all COP clients, the              

ICRS did not include this matter in their annual report.  (see ICRS website re. 2013) 

 

 Despite the ICRS’s conclusion, the SRA still refused to look into my complaints                   

about the deputy’s conduct.  (para 100-101) 

 

 When advised that the deputy had overcharged 2 vulnerable clients by £6,000,                 

and charged for secretaries while calling them Legal Executives, the SRA again               

refused to investigate, claiming they would only consider whether a firm has                  

wilfully overcharged ‘if the bill is reduced by more than 50%.’   (para 100-101) 

 

 The SRA refused to comment on the ongoing practice of solicitors charging high                

rates for unqualified personnel to carry out clerical duties, under the (misleading)          

title of ‘Legal Assistant.’  (para 183-184) 

 



 When I became Executrix and asked the practice for a copy of my parents’ bill,                         

they wrote a 2 page letter to the SCCO, calling me ‘vexatious’ and maligning me,                  

in an attempt to prevent disclosure.   (para 7-8) 

 

 When I asked for the deputy to be replaced, she spread malicious allegations about              

me to others, and both she and her practice embarked on a vendetta to undermine                     

me.  They have at all times relied on defamation as a ‘defence’, rather than                          

providing evidence to disprove my claims. (para  4, 8, 18-19, 21, 30, 32, 44) 

 

 During Court of Protection proceedings the practice/deputy hired 2 barristers,                          

to give conflicting legal opinion - thereby deceiving the court over the status of                     

her bonds.   (para 45, 48-51) 

 

 For 7 months Alan Eccles, Public Guardian, gave me conflicting and erroneous 

information on the expiry dates of pre-MCA surety bonds.  (para 126-129) 

 

 As head of the government department responsible for overseeing all bonds,                             

he was unable to confirm the expiry dates of my parents’ bonds and did not know                            

that his own department (OPG) had formally lapsed their bonds even as we were 

communicating. (para 126-129) 

 

 He made speculative statements about historic bonds and Annual Accounts,                              

and claimed that ‘the passage of time’ prevented him from understanding                          

‘what processes were in place’ in 2005.   (para 127-129) 

 

 When I complained about Mr Eccles’ failure to provide consistent and accurate 

information on the bonds, and the OPG’s failure to maintain accurate records                          

on these, the Parliamentary Ombudsman considered this ‘did not raise matters                         

of public interest’.  (para 130-131) 

 

 The Parliamentary Ombudsman assessor was on first name terms with the                  

PGO/OPG officer , whose actions (involving deceptions and covering up) I had         

asked the PO to investigate.  ( para 132) 

 

 In considering the PGO’s actions at the time, the PO assessor commented:                    

‘The receiver’s shortcomings…were largely a reflection of the lack of statutory               

powers that the PGO possessed at that time.’  (It is difficult to see how an                   

individual’s ‘shortcomings’ can be blamed on anyone other than themselves).                   

(para 133) 

 

 

 



 When investigating my complaints about the deputy in 2008, Solicitors for the                 

Elderly issued 2 conflicting conclusions.  My copy of their report did not uphold                      

the deputy’s failure to obtain Pension Credit for my mother.  The deputy’s copy                         

did uphold this complaint.  (para 43) 

 

 When asked to correct their conclusion regarding Pension Credit, the then Chair                       

of  SFE (Caroline Bielanska) would not do so.  (para 43) 

 

 Ms Bielanska gave me further conflicting advice on Attendance Allowance,                          

quoting the same rule to ‘prove’ 2 opposing principles.  (para 44) 

 

 The SRA claimed it was not ‘covering up’ to issue 2 different conclusions into                                

the same complaint.  (para 102) 

 

 A subsequent Chair of SFE  (Chris Belcher) also denied this amounted to                        

‘covering up’.  (para 60) 

 

 Senior Judge Lush also denied that SFE had ‘covered up’ for the deputy,  by                              

issuing 2 conflicting conclusions.  (para 61) 

 

 When I accused SFE of covering up during the COP hearing (for forfeiture of my                         

parents’ bonds),  Judge Lush did  not declare he was Patron of Solicitors for the                    

Elderly.  (para 61) 

 

 He denied that charging for secretaries under the title of Legal Executive,                                

amounted to fraud.   (para 61) 

 

 Court of Protection advisors gave misinformation on the procedure for claiming                

against surety bonds, most advising me to contact the bond provider directly.                                     

(para 34-35) 

 

 COP District Judge Ralton dismissed my claim for forfeiture, claiming it was for             

the OPG to provide evidence, apparently unaware that the OPG’s jurisdiction                       

ceases upon the death of the client.  (para 38) 

 

 Judge Ralton stated it was ‘an abuse of process’ (under the rule of Res Judicata)                        

to claim against the bonds for the costs/losses incurred in challenging an abusive                           

bill.  His ruling means there is almost no point in challenging a vulnerable client’s           

bill.  (para 38) 

 

 His judgment discriminates against vulnerable clients, since all other solicitors’                   

clients are entitled to costs, if their bill is reduced by 20% or more.  A COP client                        

or their estate has no other means of obtaining their costs.  (para 61) 



 His ruling undermines the role of an Executor, who is legally bound to investigate                    

any irregularities in the deceased’s financial affairs. 

 

 Judge Ralton reached his decision without any consideration of the evidence.                  

(para 38) 

 

 Judge Ralton claimed that, because of ‘the availability of remedies in the civil                   

courts,’ it was inappropriate to enforce the security.  This appears to contradict                     

the terms of the bonds, which promise to cover losses caused by the deputy’s                

failure to carry out any of the duties of the receivership.’ (para 38, 72) 

 

 Judge Ralton ordered the estate to pay the costs of all the legal professionals                      

involved.  Following this, the solicitors representing the deputy sent a 4-line                      

email, asking for nearly £10,500.  I requested an itemised bill, but the bill was                       

assessed at the Costs Office without notifying myself, as the paying party.                              

By the time I received a copy, it had increased by nearly £5,000,  £3150 of                                                  

which was unaccounted for.  The solicitors warned that the bill was accruing                             

daily interest (at 8% per annum).   (para 39) 

 

 In the bill, one solicitor alone (charging £317 per hour, plus VAT)  had charged                          

for (apparently) writing 47 letters to the deputy’s practice in 12 days, in addition                       

to telephoning them 26 times and meeting them in person for 2 hours. (para 39) 

 

 I applied for a reconsideration of Judge Ralton’s Order, and a hearing was             

scheduled for December 2012 before Senior Judge Lush.  Prior to this hearing,                    

the deputy, her practice, her legal team, their first barrister, District Judge Ralton                    

and Senior Judge Lush had all proceeded as though the bonds were in force.                           

(para 45, 48-51) 

 

 At the last minute, the deputy hired a second, junior barrister, to mislead the court                    

over the status of the bonds, and present an inaccurate version of rules in place                   

prior to the Mental Capacity Act.   (para 45, 48-51) 

 

 She claimed that all bonds issued prior to the Mental Capacity Act were cancelled                         

before Executors could claim on them.  This would have rendered the bond a                 

‘pointless product.’  (para 45, 48-51) 

 

 Despite his position, as, arguably, the country’s leading authority on COP rules                         

and practice, Senior Judge Lush (who co-edits legal books with the deputy’s first 

barrister) was unable to clarify the rules governing expiry of pre-MCA bonds,                      

and appeared ‘confused’ over these.    (para 61) 

 



 He did not ask the deputy (as the person responsible for taking out the insurance                            

contracts) to confirm the expiry dates of her bonds, or explain why she and her                        

team had previously advised that they remained in force.    (para  47-51) 

 

 District Judge Ralton and Senior Judge Lush disagreed over who should be                                                        

named as Respondents in this case.  Judge Ralton claimed the deputy ‘was the                                 

only Respondent,’ while Judge Lush claimed that the deputy and her practice                      

were joint Respondents.  (para 38, 61) 

 

 During the 4 hour hearing Judge Lush asked me no questions at all about my                         

claim for forfeiture, and did not address any of the evidence, which he had                    

ordered me to produce. (556 pages, in total).    (para 47) 

 

 He asked the deputy no questions at all. (para 47) 

 

 Judge Lush did not bring my father’s files into court, and had not researched                               

the laws relevant to the case.   He was also mistaken about when my father                               

had died.  (para 47, 49) 

 

 The hearing took the form of a near continuous ‘dialogue’ with the junior barrister.                       

I was asked to put my hand up if I wanted to make an ‘occasional’ interruption.                 

(para 47) 

 

 When the junior barrister advanced her argument that bonds were cancelled almost                          

as soon as a deputy stepped down, I argued that they remained in force to cover any 

malpractice/losses caused during the receivership.  The Senior Judge was ‘unsure’,                          

and promised to contact Marsh (the bond provider) to establish the position.  The                         

junior barrister claimed her team ‘had not been able to get in touch with Marsh’                         

to find out whether the bonds were in force, despite having had nearly one year to                              

do this.  (para 49) 

 

 The deputy’s legal team and Judge Lush both withheld the same document.               

Judge Lush claimed that an Extended Order, appointing the new receiver,                                

suggested the bonds should have been cancelled in 2006.   (para 51) 

 

 I was not shown this document in the court room.  Judge Lush asked only the              

junior barrister whether she had seen it.  I had to request a copy of the Order                           

from the legal team, after the hearing.   (para 51) 

 

 The junior barrister claimed that ‘nearly half’ my claims were for personal losses                                

to myself, when all had been incurred on behalf of my parents. (I could not have                       

incurred the losses unless I had been an Executrix).  (para 53) 

 



 The junior barrister claimed - under the general umbrella of Res Judicata - that                    

all my claims had been judicially decided or rejected by the PGO, when none                    

had been the subject of litigation or presented to court for a judicial decision.                               

(The PGO itself had confirmed the court would consider any new evidence I                               

could provide).  (para 52) 

 

 The junior barrister claimed that Solicitors for the Elderly had looked into my   

complaints and rejected them.  Her statement is undermined by the report itself,                   

which is quoted in the judgment and upholds 2 of the claims.  (In any event,                           

SFE is not a regulatory authority.)    (para 54) 

 

 After the hearing, Judge Lush did not keep his promise to contact Marsh  

regarding the bonds’ status.  Instead he allowed the Respondents’ legal team                              

to take over his role.  The team advised Marsh that the bonds had been cancelled             

by Court Order issued in 2006, although they did not send Marsh a copy of the                                       

relevant (Extended) Order.  (para 49, 51) 

 

 When I sent a copy of this Order to Mr Lissaman (of Marsh), he confirmed this        

document would not have led to automatic cancellation of the bonds.   (para 71) 

 

 Judge Lush issued a judgment (dated 8 January, but posted on the 24
th
),                                    

agreeing with everything the junior barrister had said.  In particular, he ruled                                 

that pre-MCA bonds were cancelled before Executors could claim on them,                     

contradicting all previous legal opinion on the rules, including that of the first                                 

barrister (his co-Editor on COP legal books) and the deputy herself.  (para 61) 

 

 His judgment listed the ‘complaint history’, as presented by the deputy’s practice.                   

Their submission made it appear as though all my past complaints had been                     

investigated and dismissed.   However, this was not the case, since none of the  

organisations listed had carried out an investigation, or had the remit to do so.                      

The inclusion of this flawed ‘history’ in the judgment,  indicated that Judge Lush                     

had not read irrefutable evidence, showing the ‘true’ complaint history. This                                   

had included letters from the SRA, the Legal Complaints Commission,                             

the deputy’s practice, SFE and the Adjudicator’s Office.    (para 61, 66)  

 

 The judgment did not cite any of my Skeleton Arguments or any arguments                                   

raised verbally by me, in court.  In contrast, all papers and arguments submitted                  

by the Respondents were included.  Anyone reading the judgment would have                                   

no idea that 556 pages of evidence had been submitted in support of my claims,                               

since it does not refer to a single page.  The purpose of a hearing is to hear and                           

consider evidence. (para 61) 

 



 The decision in the judgment was condensed into one sentence.   It did not                           

address the 9 claims individually, nor refer to the evidence for each claim.                            

It also did not specify why each claim did not meet the terms of the bonds.                   

(para 61)  

 

 Judge Lush dismissed the claim in its entirety on the basis that all matters had                      

previously been decided – either judicially (in the SCCO) or through complaints 

dismissed by PGO clerical officers.  His ruling means that, effectively, Executors                

cannot bring a formal claim for forfeiture if a relative/carer has previously                     

complained about a deputy.   (para 61) 

 

 His judgment relies heavily on the PGO’s past ‘investigation’ into my claims,                           

yet – crucially - it does not quote from the PGO’s report into these, or from a 

a court order, confirming a judicial decision.  The reason for these omissions                              

is that, despite claims to the contrary, the PGO had never carried out a formal 

investigation into my claims (since they had no remit to do so)., and had never             

presented my claims to the court, as confirmed by the deputy herself.                           

Judge Lush ignored all evidence showing this, indicating, once again, that he                           

had not read any of the relevant submissions.  (para 5, 61) 

 

 He ignored evidence (and verbal statements) showing that some of my claims                 

related to matters which had only come to light in November 2011.   (para 52) 

 

 In 10 years the deputy/her practice has never produced a single piece of evidence             

to disprove anything I have claimed.  The only documents submitted for the COP                     

hearing were irrelevant.  (One related to a past matter, which had been settled in                    

2008, and had nothing to do with my claim.  The second was Solicitors for the                   

Elderly’s report into some of my early complaints.)  Judge Lush focussed on both                            

these matters, while ignoring all the actual claims and evidence.  (para 61) 

 

 In claiming that ‘nearly half’ my claims related to personal losses caused to                          

myself, Judge Lush misrepresented my claim for forfeiture, as presented in the                   

bundles.  (On a sheet summarising my claims, I had stated - in brackets after                                       

my name - that I was claiming ‘on behalf of the estate, in my capacity as Executrix.’   

However, in omitting the key words in brackets, his judgment made it appear  that                     

I was claiming for personal compensation.)  Even if true, the judgment contains                        

no consideration of ‘the other half.’    (para 61, 63) 

 

 Judge Lush ignored copious evidence showing that, for one year, the deputy                            

had ignored all court instructions to market my parents’ property (and prepare                            

a Declaration of Trust).  This matter caused the greatest loss to my parents,                            

but this claim is not even mentioned in his judgment.   (para 56, 61) 

 



 A second claim, concerning the deputy’s failure to comply with mandatory panel                            

rule 6.6 - to present an urgent matter to the court ‘within 5 days’ - was also ignored                             

in the judgment, even though SFE had upheld this complaint, and  their conclusion      

was reported in the judgment.  (para 57, 61)  

 

 In my submissions, and again during the hearing, I had drawn Judge Lush’s                  

attention to documents showing an account of my father’s, which the deputy had                

failed to declare in his Annual Accounts, and from which £2,000 had been withdrawn 

during her receivership.  Once again, the judgment did not mention this serious matter.  

(para 55) 

 

 Another claim -  concerning the deputy’s failure to claim Pension Credit for my                  

mother  - was also ignored, despite the inclusion of SFE’s report in the judgment, 

confirming this failure. (para 61) 

 

 Bizarrely, the judgment focussed on the irrelevant matter of my expenses (paid late                 

on one occasion, causing substantial losses to my own family).  I had not claimed                       

for losses caused by this, and had stressed this point during the hearing.  Yet,                           

Judge Lush singled this matter out in his judgment, giving the impression it was                              

my main claim against the bonds.   (para 61, 65) 

 

 The judgment ordered me to personally pay the costs of the deputy, her practice                      

and her entire legal team - even though all (except the first barrister) had deceived                  

the court over the status of the bonds, and offered no evidence to disprove any of                       

my claims. (para 61) 

 

 Judge Lush made no allowance for my personal circumstances - as a pensioner on                          

a reduced income – nor did he explain why I had acted against my parents’ best                  

interests.   In awarding costs against me, he knew this would destroy my family 

financially, and prevent us from continuing to care for our severely disabled son.                       

(para 61) 

 

 The judgment is littered with defamatory comments about myself, and relies on 

defamation in the same way that the deputy and her practice had always relied on             

issuing malicious comments, rather than addressing my complaints. Interestingly,     

despite his vitriol, Judge Lush did not claim that I have deceived anyone, or that                     

my complaints were unjustified.   (para 61) 

 

 He did not declare at any stage that he had past and ongoing commercial interests with 

nearly all the legal professionals involved in the case.   (para 61) 

 

 He did not declare that he was about to publish a legal book for Caroline Bielanska, 

whose report featured so prominently in his judgement. (para 61, 91) 



 He did not declare that he had previously published a book for Ms Bielanska.                  

and for the co-writer of SFE’s early report into my complaints.  (para 61, 91) 

 

 He did not declare that, at the same time as the events in my claim, he had                          

asked the deputy herself to assist him in completing a commercial law book,                             

which may have distracted her from carrying out urgent fiduciary duties for                            

my parents.  (para 61, 92-93) 

 

 He did not declare that he and the deputy had attended the same university at                           

the same time.   (para 61, 93) 

 

 He did not declare that he had edited commercial law books for 2 solicitors                                 

on the deputy’s legal team.   (para 61, 90) 

 

 He did not declare that he and the deputy’s first barrister edit books on                            

COP rules and practice for the same publishing company.  (para 61, 88) 

 

 He did not explain why he and his co-editor had disagreed over a simple rule,                     

when both are leading experts in these.   (para 61)  

 

 He did not declare that the second barrister’s chambers contribute to books                             

for another publishing company, where he is Consultant Editor.   (para 61, 89) 

 

 The Office of Judicial Complaints and Judicial Ombudsman did not consider                              

the above had created a ‘perception of bias’.   (para 98-99)  

 

 Judge Lush had been Master of the Court since 1996 and overseen changes when                       

the MCA took effect.  He has also lectured on the subject of security bonds and the 

implications of the MCA.   Inevitably too, he would have heard cases for forfeiture,               

both before and after the Act.  It is therefore inconceivable that he was unfamiliar                

with the practice of allowing Executors to claim against the bonds.  (para 61, 93) 

 

 Although he has time to carry out commercial ventures, Judge Lush did not have                       

time to research the law prior to hearing my parents’ case - in line with his judicial    

duties.   Had he done so, the hearing would have taken a different format, and time                  

could have been devoted to cross questioning and considering the claims and                

evidence.  (para 71, 86-96) 

 

 Judge Lush treated a claim against a professional deputy’s bonds differently                         

from one involving a lay deputy.  (Shortly after my parents’ case, he published a               

judgment against a lay deputy, in which he devoted 12 pages to considering  

evidence.)   (para 70) 



 The judgment set a precedent (in ruling that COP clients cannot claim for the costs                     

of exposing an abusive bill via the bonds), and imposed multiple restrictions and 

exclusions, previously unstated.    Yet, Judge Lush did not order publication for                                         

the wider benefit of all COP clients, who are entitled to be kept informed of any                

amendments to the bonds’ terms and conditions, and of relevant case law affecting                              

potential claims.  (para 84) 

 

 In the 27 year history of the court, no judgment involving a claim against a                      

professional deputy’s bonds had ever been published.  (see Bailli website) 

 

 The bonds of only 4 professional deputies have been forfeited by the court in                   

27 years.  (para 74-75) 

 

 Between 1988 and 2002, no professional deputies’ bonds were forfeited.  (para 74) 

 

 Information on how many bonds are forfeited each year is now deemed too 

‘commercially sensitive’ to disclose under Freedom of Information requests.                        

(para 76) 

 

 When I appealed Judge Lush’s Order, the COP’s Appeals & Listings Department                         

would provide no further information on the progress of this, and 3 further                        

interim applications, despite innumerable requests over 5 months.  (para 103-104) 

 

 A Senior COP Manager gave me misleading information on the rules governing                  

expiry of pre-MCA bonds.  (para 105) 

 

 Both Senior Judge Lush and the Senior Manager used the term ‘discharging                        

security’ ambiguously, implying that, prior to the MCA, this meant cancellation                           

of a bond.   (para 105-106) 

 

 My appeal contained an application for a Stay of Execution on Judge Lush’s                        

Order.  This application was ignored and I did not receive a response from the court.             

(para 108) 

 

 I applied for copies of any orders cancelling my parents’ bonds. This application                             

too was ignored and I did not receive a response from the court.   (para 109) 

 

 I applied for a wasted costs hearing against the deputy’s legal team.  It was clear                           

that the deputy and one of the two barristers had deceived the court, but again                      

Judge Lush would not respond to this urgent application, despite multiple requests.   

(para 111 -112) 

 

 



 Eventually I received a letter from the court, confirming that all 3 applications                        

would shortly go before a COP judge.  None of these hearings/considerations                          

took place, and although the Court has a duty to respond to applications in                       

writing, I heard nothing further, despite numerous requests for information.                   

(para 113) 

 

 In the same letter (and in advance of Judge Lush’s decision on whether to grant 

permission to appeal), the Court advised:  ‘(your) appeal has been transferred                                    

to a High Court Judge to be considered.’  This is a breach of appeal procedures,                     

since the lower instance judge cannot ‘transfer’ an appeal to a higher court.                               

The decision to appeal to a higher court rests with the appellant.   (para 114) 

 

 Judge Lush passed selected papers from my ‘appeal’ to judges of his choice in                            

the Family Division and Chancery Division, before refusing permission to   

appeal himself.  (He also wrote notes to these judges and had a telephone call                       

with a judge in the Family Division re. this.)  Clerks in Chancery Division                   

confirmed it was incorrect procedure for him to seek permission to appeal,                             

‘on my behalf.’   (para 114-115) 

 

 When I wrote to Judge Lush, querying what had happened to my 3 applications,                                       

he refused permission to appeal, without answering my questions.   (para 116) 

 

 My principal ground of appeal was that he had erred over the rules on surety bonds.               

His refusal demonstrates that even on appeal, he was still not prepared to research                             

the rules covering expiry of pre-MCA bonds.  (para 116) 

 

 Court staff - including a Team Leader in Appeals & Listings, a secretary,  a                                  

Senior Court Manager and Richard Redgrave (Head of Complaints for HMCTS) -                      

all gave erroneous information on appeal procedures.  (para 114-118, 156-159)   

 

 The above Team Leader rang to advise that my ‘appeal papers’ had all been lost             

en route to Chancery Division.  I submitted a claim for compensation for these                      

papers, but despite repeated reminders, he did not respond.   (para 117) 

 

 Court staff provided conflicting information on where/when my appeal papers                                     

had been transferred.   (para 118) 

   

 

 

 

 

 



 When I appealed Judge Lush’s decision, Justice Mann (in Chancery Division)                 

refused permission to appeal on all grounds .  (The grounds included Judge Lush’s                           

error over the rules on surety bonds, his failure to respond to 3 urgent applications,                  

his adjudication on the wrong matter, his failure to employ the rule of Res Judicata 

correctly, his failure to address the individual claims and consider evidence, his 

misquoting of my claim for forfeiture, his non-disclosure of commercial interests                

with all the parties, including the deputy, and irregularities in the appeal procedure   

itself.)    (para 120-124) 

 

 While waiting for an oral hearing in Chancery Division, I received confirmation             

that the OPG had formally lapsed my parents’ bonds in line with the correct rules                         

(as confirmed by the first barrister, the bond providers and others).  This proved                     

that Judge Lush and junior barrister had been wrong about the rules, and that                      

the bonds had been in force all along.   (para 126) 

 

 At the oral hearing before Justice Mann, I provided conclusive proof that the                             

bonds had been in force throughout proceedings at the Court of Protection, and                               

that Judge Lush (and the junior barrister) had erred over the rules.  Justice Mann                           

agreed it would have been ‘extraordinary’ had bonds lapsed before Executors could 

claim on them.  Yet, he refused permission to appeal on the ground that there had                    

been a fundamental error in law.  (para 138) 

 

 At the end of the hearing Justice Mann asked me to prove some of my claims              

against the deputy.   In his earlier Order he had confirmed he would not be    

reading all my submissions (as there were too many), therefore I had not                                     

submitted the 556 pages of evidence substantiating my claims.  As a result,                            

I was denied a ‘full and fair’ hearing.  Instead, it was condensed into a few                     

pressurised minutes, without the benefit of evidence, cross questioning or                         

a proper consideration of the bond’s terms and conditions.   (para 135-136).                                  

 

 When I raised the matter of losses caused to the estate in challenging an                                

abusive bill, Justice Mann dismissed my claim, saying:  ‘In order to be able                        

to claim under the bond you have to be able to sue the receiver for the same                    

amount of money, and cannot sue the receiver for a decision that a Costs                           

Judge reached. ‘ His statement appears to negate the bond’s simple promise                    

to repay any loss.  Its terms do not stipulate that claims are subject to the                     

narrower remits of other courts, or that a loss which is not claimable                                      

elsewhere, cannot be reimbursed via the bonds.  (para 136)    

 

 

 

 



 The greatest loss had been caused by the deputy’s failure to comply with                               

court instructions to market my parents’ property.  Under the terms of the bond,                   

non-compliance with court instructions is a ‘claimable loss’. However, in ruling                             

that such a claim should be raised in the civil courts, Justice Mann has                 

(retrospectively) amended the bond’s terms and conditions.   (para139) 

  

 Justice Mann was unconcerned by the brevity of Judge Lush’s decision, which                          

had condensed 9 individual claims and consideration of 556 pages of evidence                       

into a generalised statement, expressed in one sentence.   (para 140-141 

 

 Justice Mann claimed that, although Judge Lush had given some reasons for his                

decision, determining ‘whether his reasons were adequate or not would involve                     

an investigation of what (the junior barrister’s) Skeleton Arguments said.’                      

Therefore, his refusal to appeal was based on an incomplete understanding of                      

Judge Lush’s reasons, and an acceptance of the junior barrister’s Skeleton                     

Arguments - despite  her previous incompetence/deception in presenting                      

‘extraordinary’ legal opinion to  the court over the rules on pre-MCA bonds.                       

(para 140). 

 

 Justice Mann dismissed the fact that Judge Lush had adjudicated on the wrong                 

matter, saying:  ‘He…decided the case on a basis which made deciding the rest                   

of the matter irrelevant.’  (The late payment of my expenses in 2005 had nothing                          

to do with my claim for forfeiture, since it concerned losses caused to myself,                 

and not to my parents.)   (para 22) 

                      

 Justice Mann failed to notice that Judge Lush’s judgment contained ‘proof’ that                         

at least 2 of my claims were justified, having been upheld by Solicitors for the                

Elderly.  (para 61) 

 

 He did not comment on irregularities in the lower court – including Judge Lush’s                      

failure to respond to 3 urgent applications, and breaches of the appeal procedure 

(involving himself).   (para 144) 

 

 Justice Mann accepted Judge Lush’s claim that, ‘nearly half the claims were for                  

personal losses caused to (myself)’, despite the fact that Judge Lush had provided                 

no consideration of ‘the other half’, and despite evidence before him, showing                               

that all my claims - as presented in the bundles - had been claimed in my capacity                       

as Executrix, on behalf of the estate.   (para 144) 

 

 Justice Mann agreed with Judge Lush’s decision that ‘all my complaints had                              

either been judicially decided or dismissed by the PGO’.  In doing so, he effectively   

ruled that claims for forfeiture can be decided informally by clerical officers with                      

no judicial powers.   (para 140, 144) 



 Justice Mann ignored evidence showing the PGO had never formally investigated           

my  claims and had not presented them to the court.   (para 140, 144) 

 

 Justice Mann dismissed my claim that Judge Lush should have recused himself,                      

and ignored my argument that, in asking her to assist him in a commercial project,                      

Judge Lush had diverted the deputy’s attention away from her fiduciary role.                     

(para 143, 144) 

 

 His judgment meant that at no stage had any of the 3 judges - District Judge Ralton,                 

Senior Judge Lush and  Justice Mann - considered a single page of evidence in this                    

case, nor established the correct position in law (re. the expiry of pre-MCA bonds).                         

(para 144) 

 

 My appeal to the Court of Appeal was initially stalled, because Justice Mann had                            

not produced an Order, and was delayed again, when he failed to provide                         

form N460.   (para 146-147) 

 

 The Court of Appeal ruled that ‘the decision of Justice Mann was final.’ This meant                  

the case could not be looked at by an ‘independent’ court, which had not been party                    

to earlier breaches in procedures. (para 148) 

 

 When I complained to HMCTS about the failure of COP staff to provide correct 

information on surety bonds/appeal procedures, and to respond to 3 urgent               

applications, I did not receive an acknowledgement for 7 months, despite                          

repeated requests.   (para 151) 

 

 The Head of Complaints (Richard Redgrave) eventually responded, ignoring                        

most of my complaint, and saying ‘Judge Lush has confirmed that your application                    

for a wasted costs order was not dealt with because you had already appealed his               

decision.’   A wasted costs hearing is invariably heard by the judge in whose court                  

the wasted costs were incurred.  I myself had participated in a wasted costs hearing                  

2 months after appealing a Costs Order.   (para 153) 

 

 In relation to my complaint - that the court had failed to respond to my claim for 

compensation for lost papers - Mr Redgrave erroneously stated that I had                    

already received compensation for these.  When I sent him evidence to show this              

was not the case, he ignored the evidence, and had nothing further to say on the                 

subject.   (para 153-154) 

 

 He did not address the matter of misinformation given to me by senior court                        

staff - on appeal procedures and on rules governing surety bonds.   (para 154)  

 



 I escalated the matter to the Parliamentary Ombudsman.  After nearly a year, an 

investigator called me.  Following our conversation, she said she would send me                

an initial report ‘within a couple of weeks.’  Six weeks later she wrote, saying that                   

she was ‘retiring tomorrow’ and had not been able to complete the report. I therefore      

had to ‘start again’ with a new investigator some 3 months later.  (para 155-156) 

 

 My main complaint concerned the court’s failure to respond to 3 urgent applications, 

despite the legal requirement to do so.  The PO eventually responded, saying they                   

‘did not consider this had an adverse effect on the outcome of (my) case.’  Anyone                                 

with an understanding of the law would know this statement is flawed.  (para 157) 

 

 Despite a report listing multiple failures by the Court of Protection, the PO did not 

criticise the court for any of their breaches in procedures, and in particular would                   

not be drawn on their failure to respond to 3 formal applications – the main purpose                   

of bringing the complaint.  In saying nothing, the PO effectively condoned the                  

practice of ignoring applications.  (para 157) 

 

 A wasted costs hearing was essential in this case, since without one, matters                                   

had proceeded on the incorrect basis that my parents’ bonds had been cancelled.               

Applicants are entitled to rely on expert legal opinion, but Judge Lush was not                 

prepared to clarify the rules in a wasted costs hearing, since to do so would                             

have exposed his own error in misquoting the law (as well as that of the junior                      

barrister).  (para 112) 

 

 The PO’s report ignored the matter of 4 court staff providing misinformation                            

on appeal procedures.  (para 159) 

 

 In recognition that ‘the court had handled (my) complaint poorly’, Mr Redgrave                    

offered £250 in compensation.  (He did not acknowledge the court’s errors                             

or poor service).  I wrote asking him for this, but he did not respond. (In the                     

PO’s report, court staff had claimed I did not deserve any compensation).                          

I had made it clear that I wanted to donate the money to charity, and so wrote                           

to Mr Redgrave again.  Eventually I received a cheque, which I sent to the                         

Alzheimers Society.  (para 160) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 I complained to the Bar Standards Board about the conduct of the 2 barristers,             

engaged by the deputy to give opposing legal advice to the court.  The BSB              

exonerated the first barrister, claiming he had given correct legal opinion, which                     

had been ‘properly grounded in an analysis of the law.’  Yet, they also exonerated                        

the second barrister, who claimed she had ‘not withheld any point’ in her                    

submissions to court.  (Clearly, she had withheld the fact that bonds remain in                                 

force to allow for a claim). Both barristers could not be right, yet, in exonerating                           

both,  the BSB covered up for the junior barrister, ignoring her ‘bizarre’                                  

interpretation of simple rules.  (para 162-163) 

 

 When I wrote to Sir Justice Charles, Vice President of the Court of Protection,                       

asking him to clarify appeal procedures in the Court of Protection, he refused.                                   

(para 164) 

 

 Since Judge Lush had ignored 3 previous applications, I asked the Vice President              

and later the President (Sir James Munby) if the court would publish his judgment.                   

Both refused, even though my request to the President came after he had issued                        

his ‘Practice Guidance on Transparency and the Publication of Judgments’.                                

(para 164-166) 

 

 I made a formal application to Judge Lush on 30 May, requesting publication                  

of  his judgment.  On 3
rd

 November, he finally agreed to this.  It is the first                             

judgment in the court’s history concerning an application for forfeiture of                            

a professional deputy’s bonds.  It can be seen (on the Bailli website) that it                        

contains an inaccurate interpretation of the law, no consideration of the                                

extensive evidence, an adjudication on an irrelevant matter and a reliance on                 

defamatory comments rather than on a reasoned analysis of the 9 individual                           

claims (2 of which are upheld in the judgment).  The decision is condensed                         

into one sentence. (para 61, 167) 

 

 My attempts to address/discuss some of the difficulties and anomalies faced                            

by Executors when attempting to challenge a professional deputy’s Bill of                          

Costs, were met with indifference and/or refusals from the Ministry of Justice.                             

(para 169 – 174) 

 

 Simon Hughes, then Minister of State for Justice, agreed to have his officers                

look at any evidence supporting my concerns over COP surety bonds.   I duly                         

submitted 487 pages of evidence, but, in the absence of Mr Hughes (who lost                          

his seat in the April 2015 election), these papers were dismissed ‘in one line’                           

by an untitled clerk in the MOJ’s Access to Justice Department.  The department                  

did  not offer to return my papers, and would not confirm whether they had been             

passed to Simon Hughes’ successor (in this instance, the Rt. Hon Dominic Raab).                  

(para 175-176) 



 When I made a Subject Access Request under the Data Protection Act to the             

Ministry of Justice, asking for copies of any documents in which I was named,                    

they ignored my request (despite proof of delivery).  The Information                          

Commissioner advised the MOJ to ‘prioritise (my) request and respond to it                     

as soon as possible.’  However, the MOJ ignored the Information Commissioner              

too and has never responded to my SAR.   (para 177) 

 

 I wrote to the Rt. Hon Dominic Raab,  Parliamentary Under Secretary of State, 

responsible for transparency within the justice system.  I asked if he would                      

consider the evidence on surety bonds, along with the Court of Protection’s lack                      

of transparency in providing key information to COP clients on this compulsory               

insurance.  He did not respond. I have now written to him again.    (para 178) 

 

 I wrote to the Rt. Hon Shailesh Vara, Parliamentary Under Secretary of State,  

responsible for the courts and administrative justice.  I asked if he would clarify           

whether the Court of Protection is allowed to dispense with its duty to respond            

formally to applications.  I also asked if he would confirm the correct COP                              

appeal procedure.  His department advised me to contact the Citizens Advice              

Bureau.  (para 179) 

 

 This year I asked a solicitor’s practice to carry out some probate work, and was                

quoted £165 per hour (plus VAT, plus 1% of the estate’s value) for a non-legally 

qualified secretary to do this, under the title of ‘Legal Assistant.’   Without naming                

the practice, I wrote to Paul Philips, Chief Executive of the Solicitors Regulation 

Authority, asking whether the SRA considered it acceptable for solicitors to                       

charge a high hourly rate for a ‘non-legal’ person to carry out clerical/administrative                        

duties - using a title which gives an impression they are legally qualified in some                

way.  The SRA would not comment on what appears to be a common practice                    

within legal firms today.    (para 183-184) 

 

 It appears the current ‘COP system’ discriminates against vulnerable clients.                         

Unlike all other solicitors’ clients, they are not entitled to costs if, on reassessment                   

of their bill, it is reduced by 20% or more. (This applies, even if the bill contains                           

deceptions, and involves serious breaches of costs rules).  (para 61, 136) 

 

 Similarly, following reassessment of a COP bill, a Costs Judge cannot award                    

costs to the client or their estate, if the conduct of the practice was unreasonable -                                

a discretion permissible in all other courts. (In my parents’ case, the practice               

necessitated court action through deceiving myself, as Executrix.  In addition,                        

they continued to deceive Costs Judges during proceedings, and demonstrated                

100% non-compliance with all court Orders and instructions.  It cannot be said                   

that such conduct is reasonable.)    (para 61, 136) 

 



 The above restrictions, combined with Judge Lush’s ruling, render any challenge                       

to a COP bill counter-productive, since the costs of reassessment are likely to                 

exceed the amount of any refund achieved.   (para 61, 136)  

 

 ‘Legal privilege’ prevents relatives and the OPG from being able to ‘monitor’ a                         

bill prior to assessment. It also allows a dishonest solicitor to carry out low-level                    

abuse with little risk of detection.    

 

 Without input from the OPG and others prior to assessment, a Costs Officer                  

assessing a COP bill will have little idea of whether the charges were justified                   

and/or whether work was carried out - increasing the potential for abuse. 

 

 Judicial discretion and independence can also be used to discriminate against                  

vulnerable clients, in a ‘secret’ court.  Where a judge has discretion to amend                            

the terms of a commercial product without notifying bond holders of these                       

amendments, their representatives are placed at a disadvantage when considering  

whether to pursue a claim, and may even have costs awarded against them if                   

they attempt to claim for a ‘non-claimable’ loss.  (The Court of Protection is                          

not a party to the bond, yet it appears a COP judge can amend its terms at will.) 

 

 In reducing the amount of time given to Executors to claim on the bonds, from                      

7 years to 2 years, the Court of Protection has virtually guaranteed that the bonds                   

will have expired before it is possible to accumulate evidence for a claim against                       

a professional deputy.  This is at odds with all other financial claims (where the                  

statutory period for bringing a claim is 6 years). 

 

 The amendments to the bond’s terms and conditions, as confirmed in my parents’                   

case, have dramatically reduced the effectiveness of the bond, to the point where                            

its terms are now misleading, viz. it promises to pay for losses under conditions,                

which no longer apply. 

 

 Further discrimination exists, because the Court of Protection has resisted all                           

requests to make these new limitations public.  COP clients and their                          

representatives are entitled to know the precise terms of this compulsory insurance,                          

and should not have to guess at exemptions, when case law exists clarifying these.  

 

 COP clients are also entitled to clear, unambiguous information on when their bond             

will expire. Their representatives should not have to endure 2 years of judicial processes             

in order to establish a fundamental detail of a product they have paid for.   

 

 The bond’s terms should not be so complex that they are beyond the understanding                  

of some of the country’s leading legal experts in Court of Protection matters,                  

including the court’s Senior Judge himself.   



     

    FINAL COMMENT 

 
 In my 10 year struggle to obtain justice for my parents I have tested the   

 Court of Protection ‘system’ to its limits, and now feel entitled to speak 

 openly about my unique experience of  this medieval court.   I tell our 

 story, knowing that everything I say can be backed up with evidence  - 

 something the court itself does not appear to value.  And because I have 

 told the truth at all times, I have no need to resort to the ‘name-calling’ 

 and verbal bullying employed by some members of the legal profession                

 to score points against me. 

 

   

 During my long pursuit of justice, I abided by every rule and procedure,  

 but in daring to challenge a member of the court’s elite ‘inner circle’,   

 I came up against a formidable force, ever ready to close ranks and cover 

 up for one of its own.   I therefore realised, some years ago, that justice 

 was the last thing I could expect, but felt it would be wrong not to use  

 my knowledge to benefit all vulnerable clients, and those close to them.   

 

 

 Hopefully, this account will serve to highlight the dangers of a closed           

 court, where a combination of legal privilege and judicial independence 

 can be used to discriminate against the  very clients it purports to protect.

 And to echo the sentiments expressed by Christopher Booker, when a 

 court can hold hearings in secret, withhold judgments, issue ‘gagging  

 orders’ to relatives and the press, ignore applications, breach procedures,

 change the terms of a commercial product at will, and ‘dispense with any 

 rule’,  the potential for abuse is virtually unlimited.  

 

 

 Far-fetched and exaggerated this account may at first seem, but as the 

 story-teller - and in my own defence - I can only say:   

 

         ‘You simply couldn’t make it up.’ 

 


